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ABSTRACT
UNSTABLE FLOW IN LAYERED SANDY SOILS
MAY 1989
RALPH S. BAKER, B.S., CORNELL UNIVERSITY
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Directed by: Professor Daniel Hillel

A laboratory investigation was carried out to explore the phenomenon of fingering
(partial volume flow or wetting-front instability) during infiltration of water into layered
soils. Trials were conducted in transparent chambers allowing observation of ponded
infiltration through a finer-textured toplayer into a coarser-textured sublayer. A theory was
offered to explain and predict the occurrence of fingering and the fractional wetted volume,
based on measurable hydraulic properties. The theory hypothesizes that when the sublayer
conductivity at its effective water entry suction exceeds the rate of transmission through the
toplayer, the flow velocity increases across the interlayer plane. Thereupon a spatiallydistributed flow field will tend to constrict, forming spatially separated streams (fingers) in
the sublayer. This hypothesis was tested for initially dry monodisperse, polydisperse, and
hydrophobic sublayers whose hydraulic properties were determined separately. Dynamic
measurements of flux and suction at the interlayer revealed that for non-hydrophobic
sublayers, the effective water entry suction is determined by the predominant pore size in
the sublayer. Knowing soil hydraulic properties, theoretical predictions could be made of
the occurrence or non-occurrence of fingering, as well as of the fractional volume of the
sublayer wetted by fingers. These predictions were tested experimentally for the
monodisperse and polydisperse sublayers studied.

VI

During infiltration through a toplayer of very fine sand into sublayers of coarse
sand, the tendency to fingering was enhanced when the sublayers were monodisperse, and
suppressed if the sublayers were polydisperse (i.e., with a wide array of particle sizes and
hence of pore sizes). However, even polydisperse sublayers exhibited fingering when
treated with a hydrophobic chemical. In such circumstances, suctions at the interlayer were
seen to fall and positive pressures formed before water entry into the hydrophobic layer
took place. The flow field then took the form of rapidly advancing, saturated fingers that
wetted only a small fraction of the sublayer volume, as predicted by theory.
In several series of infiltration trials varying the sublayer characteristics, the
effective water entry suction was found to be proportional to the reciprocal median particle
size of monodisperse sublayers. For sublayers with either diminishing median particle
size, wider particle size distribution, or increased antecedent wetness, an increase was
observed in the fractional wetted volume and the mean finger width. While no complete
theory is yet available to encompass these results, explanations are offered which accord
with the theory described.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Context and Statement of the Problem Researched

An understanding of soil water flow, especially infiltration, precedes a
comprehension of contaminant movement through the vadose (unsaturated) zone to
groundwater. It is far easier to conceptualize and model infiltration by assuming
homogeneous, isotropic porous media than by taking a more realistic account of
heterogeneity (Bear, 1979; Germann, 1988; Youngs, 1988).
Recent field studies (Starr et al., 1978,1986; Glass et al., 1988; Jardine et al,
1988; Jaynes et al., 1988; van Ommen et al., 1989) underscore the mounting concern that
homogeneous, isotropic models of vadose-zone transport may often underestimate the
velocity of water and contaminant movement. These workers, among others, suggest that
more attention be directed to incorporating the phenomena of preferential flow into
modeling efforts.
The subject of preferential flow due to macropores such as stmctural cracks and
biopores has received much attention (Bouma, 1980; Beven and Germann, 1982). This
dissertation deals with a separate (or perhaps related) type of preferential flow which cannot
so easily be observed in the field. This type of flow, termed wetting front instability,
fingering, or partial volume flow may be associated with layered soils, hydrophobic soils,
air compression, and redistribution following ponding (Hillel, 1987). This dissertation
examines the case of layered soils, fine over coarse-textured, in the absence of air
compression and redistribution effects.
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As the next chapter demonstrates, considerable efforts have been made to examine
the phenomenon of unstable flow in soils, experimentally in the laboratory and in the field,
and theoretically through the application of analytical and numerical modeling techniques.
Nevertheless, a systematic investigation in the laboratory of the conditions under which
fingers occur and do not occur has been lacking. Further, a concise and easily
comprehended etiological explanation of fingering has not been available. The work
described herein serves to address these critical research needs, especially in the context of
infiltration into layered soils. The fundamental problem faced here has been to distill, out
of the myriad questions that might be asked on this subject, a few of the most succinct and
telling ones so that we then might subject them to experimental validation and theoretical
synthesis. The aim is to secure a firmer base upon which more applied studies and
management decisions can be erected.

1.2 Relevance of the Problem Researched

Unstable flow could prove to be an important concern in both the agronomic and
environmental arenas. In its widest possible context, it may affect, for example, the design
and management of irrigation, fertilization, and crop protection strategies in many
agricultural settings. If crucial inputs are bypassing much of the soil because of nonuniform flow or transport, it is urgent that we improve our abilities to predict, prevent, or
accomodate such occurrences. Similarly, unstable flow could conceivably be an
overlooked agent of contaminant transport to groundwater from numerous kinds of waste
treatment or disposal facilities, such as infiltration beds and landfills. Do we too
optimistically presume that residues of our often profligate society diffuse in optimal
fashion through the living filter of the soil when in fact pathways leading to our
groundwater resources might be much more direct? Should we consider changing the
methods we use to monitor the presence and passage of substances in the soil to better
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allow for non-uniformity? It may well be demonstrated in time that unstable flow needs to
be considered under only a limited range of conditions and/or in only a relatively few soil
settings. Nevertheless we must proceed to better define these circumstances, set the
phenomena in proper perspective and then refine the accuracy of our predictions
accordingly.

1.3 Objectives of the Research

The overall objectives of the dissertation research were:
(1) . To explore empirically in the laboratory the range of physical conditions under
which fingering can be produced during infiltration into a two-layer soil profile consisting
of fine over coarse-textured sands. This effort focused primarily on the effects of pore size
distribution on the occurrence of fingering.
Justification: Previous researchers have emphasized the restrictive Dirac deltafunction model, and several (Philip, 1975a; Parlange and Hill, 1976; White et al., 1976;
Diment and Watson, 1985) have underscored the need to extend research beyond that
approximation into the realm of soils having diffuse wetting fronts. Such fronts may result
from a polydisperse grain size distribution, antecedent wetness or both. Furthermore,
layered soils having a fine-textured surface horizon or crust overlying a coarser-textured
horizon are widespread in nature (Hill and Parlange, 1972).

(2) . To develop a deterministic/mechanistic theory of fingering in the above twolayer infiltration case that accomodates soils having diffuse wetting fronts, accords with
observations, and can be quantitatively tested.
Justification: Existing models (Raats, 1973; Philip, 1975a,b; Parlange and Hill,
1976; White et al., 1976,1977; Diment et al., 1982; Diment and Watson, 1983; Tamai et
al., 1987) employed the methods of classical hydrodynamic stability analysis to predict the
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behavior of wetting front instabilities without explaining the mechanisms involved, or
offering functional parameters that can be readily measured experimentally. It is
nevertheless vital that models be developed capable of predicting if and when fingering may
be a concern at a given site. Validation, rejection, or modification of models is a necessary
task before these models are offered to managers as predictive tools. To have greatest
utility, moreover, such models should be relatively simple to apply. In the wider context,
we hope eventually to learn whether fingering may represent an overlooked transport
pathway for migration of contaminants in the subsurface.

(3). To determine the primary soil hydraulic properties for imbibition — the soil
moisture characteristic curve, unsaturated hydraulic conductivity curve, and sorptivity —
for a range of experimental soils being used in the infiltration trials.
Justification: Most previous studies have neglected such determinations or have
relied upon inferred hydraulic properties as model parameters. Determination of soil
hydraulic properties is essential to enable the hypotheses proposed herein to be tested.

CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Background

Early research on wetting front instability focused on two-phase immiscible
displacement of a less viscous fluid by a more viscous one. For example, a number of
workers (Taylor, 1950; Saffman and Taylor, 1958; Chuoke et al., 1959; Heller, 1966)
examined the case of water displacing oil. Their work reflected an interest within the
petroleum industry to improve secondary well-field recovery through injection of liquid
water, an approach that is stymied by fingering. A more relevant problem with respect to
the vadose zone is the case of infiltration of water (as from precipitation, irrigation, or
wastewater disposal) into an unsaturated porous medium containing air and water.
Although the effects of encapsulation have been observed to play a significant role in
certain situations, such as over long time scales (Payer and Hillel, 1986; Constantz et al,
1988), air, unlike oil, does not generally present a barrier to infiltration into relatively dry
soils (Nielson et al., 1986). Therefore, results based on studies of water penetration into
oil-saturated media appear to have little relevance to the water-air case. Nevertheless, the
experimental and analytical legacy of the earlier workers, notably their use of Hele-Shaw
cells and wave-perturbation instabihty analyses has been frequently invoked ever since
(White et al, 1976, 1977; Diment et al., 1982; Diment and Watson, 1983; Tamai et al,
1987).
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2.2 Initial Laboratory Experiments

Observations of wetting-front instability or fingering in layered soil having a finetextured layer overlying one of much coarser texture were first reported by Tabuchi (1961)
and Miller and Gardner (1962), but the phenomena had not been the entire focus of a
research report published in english until the pioneering work of Hill and Parlange (1972).
They studied unstable flow in two- and three-dimensional laboratory models containing
two horizontal layers of air dry, screened soil: very fine sand over coarse sand. Saturated
hydraulic conductivities Kg of the two layers were Kts = 2.2 x 10'^ cm s’^ and
Kus= 4.4 X 10'2 cm s‘^, respectively. A total of seven infiltration experiments were
conducted, with varying toplayer thickness, Zi, and ponding depth, Hq. (Subscripts t, i,
and u indicate toplayer, interlayer plane, and sublayer respectively.)
Upon the application of water to the surface, a one-dimensional, stable front moved
through the toplayer and then penetrated into the coarser bottom layer. Thereafter, the flux
into the toplayer, Qt, (expressed in dimensions L T-^) was found to be steady for each
experiment. They reported the approximation

Q. = KBSfi^

[2.1]

was obeyed, indicating the suction head (or negative pressure head) at the textural interface,
yi, was considered "essentially zero." Further, following Saffman and Taylor (1958),
they specified as a criteria for instability that

Qt < K„,

[2.2]

With [2.2] satisfied, the wetting front in the lower layer was seen to lose its onedimensionality, giving rise to fingers in the wetting front that formed a distance of 3 to 6
cm (an interval they termed the induction zone) below the textural interface.
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Hill and Parlange (1972) asserted that for steady state conditions below the
induction zone, finger velocity Vf is remarkably constant and a characteristic of the soil,
approximately equal to
V
Vf —-

[2.3]

0US

where 0us equals the total pore volume as a fraction of the total bulk volume. This, they
observed, might imply that the fingers were saturated, in which case the average finger
2

cross-sectional area 7c(Wf / 2) would be determined by
[2.4]
with A the total cross-sectional area of the chamber, Wf the average finger width, and nf the
number of fingers. We note that substitution of [2.3] into [2.4] yields an expression for
the fraction F of the total cross-sectional area occupied by fingers
[2.5]
2

where F = [nf7c(wf/ 2) ]/A. Five experiments of Hill and Parlange (1972) revealed,
however, values of Wf that were about twice those predicted by [2.4]. Based on
independent measurements of the water content of some fingers. Hill and Parlange (1972)
concluded that the fingers consist of a saturated inner core surrounded by an unsaturated
cylindrical layer of much lower wetness.
Hill and Parlange (1972) designated the phenomenon an example of a Taylor
instability (Taylor, 1950) at an air-water interface, an instability which is gravity driven
and more accentuated with sands of larger pore size. They suggested that in some previous
laboratory studies of infiltration through crust-topped soils (Hillel and Gardner, 1969),
fingering may not have been observed because the dimensions of the apparatus were less
than some characteristic length scale of the coarse sublayer. Moreover, they suggested that
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a complete analysis must incorporate the effect of diffusion on fingers. They proposed that
the effect of initial sublayer wetness 0o on Vf called for a modification of [2.3]:
V ^ Kus-Kuo

^2.6]

0US-0O

with Kuo=Ku(0o), the sublayer conductivity at its initial wetness. (Note: for air-dry soils
with 00^0, [2.6]=[2.3].) Also, they suggested that Wj should vary directly with 0o, and
cited a need for further quantitative investigations.
The work of Hill and Parlange (1972) was the first to bring the possibility of
fingering during infiltration in layered soils to the attention of many soil and environmental
scientists. Although they assumed a zero suction at the interlayer plane and saturated flow
within fingers, their approximations laid the groundwork for further research.

2.3 Models

Prompted by this work, theoretical treatments of wetting front instability were
published by Raats (1973), Philip (1975a,b), and Parlange and Hill (1976). Both Raats
(1973) and Philip (1975a,b) drew upon the hydrodynamic stability analysis of Saffman and
Taylor (1958), who, along with Chuoke et al., (1959) had applied stability analysis to the
problem of two-phase saturated displacement of oil by water. To simphfy the analysis,
both Raats (1973) and Philip (1975a,b) employed the Green-Ampt (1911) model of
infiltration. This model, in effect, approximates the soil moisture diffusivity by a Dirac
delta-function located at saturation, with zero diffusivity elsewhere. Such a model serves
as an apt approximation for uniform, coarse-textured, initially dry soils which, subject to
one-dimensional absorption and the absence of air entrapment, exhibit sharp rather than
diffuse wetting fronts. Thus, as both Raats (1973) and Philip (1975a) pointed out, the
relevance of the model may be limited.
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Raats (1973) derived the same criteria as had Saffman and Taylor (1958) for frontal
instability: that a small perturbation in an initially planar one-dimensional wetting front will
grow if v^f, the velocity of the front increases with the depth of front penetration, L, i.e., if
dvwf

dL

>0

[2.7]

Equivalently, he stated that this criterion is satisfied if

Ho <V|/l

[2.8]

where \}/l is defined as the effective negative pressure head at the wetting front. Raats
(1973) proceeded to outline a number of special cases potentially capable of giving rise to
instability, including compression of air ahead of the wetting front, redistribution, and
implicitly, infiltration into a hydrophobic layer. For the case of layered soils, his treatment
predicts instability if
rHo+Hb-\|/L-Ha+Zi,
j^us ^ ^ts L

r

Zi

J

[2.9]

Inequality [2.9] is identical to [2.2] substituted into [2.1], except that Hill and Parlange
(1972) ignored the possibility of a difference between Hb, the barometric pressure head,
and Ha, the soil air pressure head. Moreover, they chose to ignore \|/l» which as Raats
(1973) pointed out, is a function of both contact angle and the curvature of the air-water
interface. Raats' (1973) analysis resulted in a prediction that any increase in Go with depth
should have a destabilizing effect, whereas any decrease in Gq with depth should have the
opposite effect.
Philip (1975a) assumed a three-dimensional wavelike form A(x, y, t) for the
wetting-front perturbation, in contrast to Raats' (1973) one-dimensional treatment. Philip's
(1975a) analysis was also more general in that it permitted K, Go, Ho, Ha, and He (the
pressure increase air to water, across the interface at the wetting front) to all be functions of
depth. In the special case where all these parameters are constant and independent of z,
Philip (1975a) confirmed criterion [2.7] (Raats, 1973) for instability. However, in the
more general case, when Philip (1975a) sought to determine whether the amplitude of the
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disturbance grows with time or not, he found that according to this model, one criterion for
instability requires

[2.10]

G>0

where G is defined as the water pressure gradient immediately behind, i.e., on the wet side
of the wetting front, or

^ aH

[2.11]

(z = L-)

where H is the total hydraulic potential, L(t) is the position of the sharp wetting front, and
the minus sign indicates the wet side of the front Therefore, if G is negative, the flow is
stable; if positive, it can be unstable.
Philip (1975a) found a second instability criterion by incorporating into the analysis
a microscopic surface tension effect. This, he asserted, tends to minimize the interfacial
area of a disturbance, and therefore to lessen the effect of G. Accordingly, only
disturbances with wavelength X greater than some critical value

can produce

instability:

X>

= 2.41 G-1/2 cm (axisymmetrical 3-D flows)

X > X^ = 1.71 G-i/2 cm (2-D flows)
assuming typical values of water density

[2.12a]
[2.12b]

= 1.0 g cm-^, gravitational constant

g = 981 cm s-2, and surface tension y= 72.5 g S'^.

Equations [2.12a,b] permit

prediction of how small the cross-section of a laboratory soil column may be before its size
inhibits detection of instability in Green-Ampt soils. Furthermore, Philip (1975a) predicted
the most unstable mode of disturbance (that which will tend to predominate and govern the
finger width) will have wavelength X*. For the above typical values of pw, g and y, this
may be expressed as
X* = 4.18 G'l/^ cm

(axisymmetrical 3-D flows)

[2.13a]

X* = 2.96 G-i/2 cm

(2-D flows)

[2.13b]
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Philip (1975a) proceeded to explore the implications of his model for a number of cases
capable of exhibiting fingers, including those cases Raats (1973) had considered and
several others as well. One conclusion Philip (1975a) reached was that air entrapment, if
present, is likely to serve as the dominant destabilizing effect. Cautioning against the
applicability of his results to real soils with gradual wetting fronts, Philip (1975a)
nonetheless suggested that extension of hydrodynamic instability analysis to the more
general Richards equation promises to be very difficult
Whereas Philip (1975a) examined instability induced by a sudden jump in G, the
possibility of instability developing during a gradual increase of G through negative, zero,
and then positive values was dealt with in a companion paper (Philip, 1975b). By
following the amplification of disturbances kinematically, using L as the time-like variable
instead of t, he was able to observe that disturbances of longer X are amplified sooner
during infiltration than those of shorter X. However, eventually disturbances of shorter X
will be amplified more and overtake those of longer X. The theory also allows the
prediction of the nominal onset of instability Lq (the value of L when G=0) and estimation
of the L at which the most unstable disturbance X^ emerges.
Parlange and Hill (1976) followed the instability analysis of Saffman and Taylor
(1958) also, but they assumed that relative to the velocity of a planar front, the perturbed
front velocity is slowed in proportion to its curvature. They present an expression for the
dependence of the most unstable wavelength on soil properties, applicable when
Qt<0.5Ks

[2.14]

i.e., when the imposed flux Qt is not greater than the fiux that would be sufficient to
maintain one half of the wavelength of all the initial fingers. For such a flux, they assert
27tS2
Wf --

Ks(0s-0o)

[2.15]
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where S is the sorptivity S(0s,0o). Thus, they predict that finger width Wf should increase
with increasing sorptivity or initial wetness 0o, and that Wf also should increase with
diminishing Kg, as a result of finer textures, for example.
An analytical treatment of the stability of the Green-Ampt profile in a delta function
soil was presented by Milly (1985). By the stability of the Green-Ampt profile he means
the maintenance of a sharp, square wave moisture distribution at the leading edge of a
wetting front as during one-dimensional vertical infiltration into a homogeneous soil. A
soil moisture diffusivity D(0) is postulated that is proportional to a Dirac delta-function,
6(01-0), where 0i is the moisture content imposed at the inflow boundary. Milly (1985)
derives two criteria for this type of stability, i.e., the necessary constituitive hydraulic
properties under which small distortions in the moisture distribution 0(z) profile shape will
be absorbed by the main front These criteria are met for virtually all soils. Milly does not
consider two-dimensional wetting fronts, nor cases where there is a limiting flux boundary
condition (e.g., infiltration into a soil whose K(0) increases with depth; redistribution.)
Therefore, although it is easy to suppose from a cursory reading that his treatment is
germane to the present discussion, it does not appear to be of direct relevance.
A hydrodynamic stability analysis of fingering due to redistribution in twodimensional, homogeneous, unsaturated porous media was recently presented by Tamai et
al. (1987). By modeling a Green-Ampt soil and following, in part, the stability analysis of
Chuoke et al. (1959), they observe that the front becomes unstable when air first enters at
the top surface of the medium, i.e., soon after the supply of infiltrating liquid is shut off.
Induction of fingering was demonstrated to occur at the same time in supplementary twodimensional laboratory experiments using dry glass bead media and several kinds of
infiltrating liquids, including water. The laboratory and similated (modeled) fingers were,
at best, qualitatively similar.
In summary, although Raats (1973) and Philip (1975a,b) relied upon the restrictive
Dirac delta-function approximation, they identified several general cases under which
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fingering can be expected to occur. However, they emphasized the need to extend research
beyond that approximation into the more natural case of soils having diffuse wetting fronts.
These models generally express formalistic criteria for the prediction of instability. For
example, although in [2.11] Philip (1975a) predicted a negative pressure gradient
immediately behind a wetting front to be a criterion of instability, direct evidence of such a
gradient is as yet lacking. Further, in [2.15] Parlange and Hill (1976) proposed that finger
width is a strong function of sorptivity,

S(0s,0o).

It has been observed (Glass et al.

1984,1987; Diment and Watson, 1985; Edelstein, 1988) that an increase in antecedent
wetness,

0o,

is associated with an increase in finger width, other things being equal.

However, since sorptivity, if defined as

S(0s,0o),

diminishes as

0o

increases (Malik et al.,

1987), the rationale for the form of [2.15] is unclear. These questions, in part, motivate
further research.

2.4 Extensions and Tests of Models:

White et al. (1976,1977) analyzed twenty-two infiltration experiments in HeleShaw cells, which precisely model the delta-function approximation. They concluded that
Philip's (1975a) theory is valid for such flows, whether perturbed by air compression,
hydrophobicity, redistribution, or an increase in hydraulic conductivity with depth. They
then addressed the question whether the theory may be extended to soils which, while not
fully satisfying the delta-function approximation, do so "closely enough." Their
modification of Philip's (1975a) theory to accomodate such soils requires that the right
hand sides of the equations [13a,b] for X* be multiplied by the factor (0wf-

0o)’^»

where

0wf is the volume wetness at the wetting front As a consequence, the modified theory
increases by a factor of about two the predicted finger wavelengths and the minimum
diameters of laboratory columns capable of exhibiting instability. Even with this
modification, however, theory agreed only qualitatively with observations of fingering in
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two-dimensional experiments conducted in an initially dry coarse sand subjected to sudden
air compression during infiltration. Moreover, although theory predicted instability in a
fine sand subject to the same condition, the flow was not observed to be unstable. The
authors concluded that Philip's (1975a,b) stability analysis is limited in applicability to very
coarse materials which deviate only minimally from delta-function behavior, and they called
for more experimental and theoretical work on the stability of actual diffuse wetting fronts
for which Philip's (1975a,b) theory is inadequate.
Diment and co-workers (1982,1983) presented a clear exposition of the stability
analysis of a wetting front in unsaturated porous media and the attendant assumptions.
Rather than basing their model development on the delta-function approximation, they
chose to impose a first-order perturbation on a two-dimensional form of the Richards
equation. Then they cast the perturbation equation in terms of a z-coordinate system which
moves at the average velocity of the front, so that the transformed flow could be assumed
to be steady. Consequently, any increase with time in the capillary perturbation potential
h'(x, z, t) they assumed would result in the growth of a finger. However, a direct solution
of the perturbation equation was not obtainable, so a numerical solution was sought. A
first step required the representation, for two porous media, of the pressure-saturation
(primary wetting) and conductivity-saturation characteristics by continuous hyperbolic and
polynomial functions respectively. The resulting idealized media were felt to be descriptive
of a coarse sand and of a finer and better-graded (more polydisperse) sand. Next, timedependent water content and pressure head profiles were generated numerically for
infiltration into these media at 0o ^ 5% subject to the following array of conditions:
I. constant negligible ponding into: a) a homogeneous profile, b) a profile whose Ks
increases with depth, and c) a stratified profile consisting of the finer sand overlying the
coarser one; n. ponding followed by redistribution; HI. air compression.
Instability was expected for the heterogeneous, layered, and redistribution cases,
but while the simulations exhibited a trend toward less and less negative growth rates for
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h'(x, z, t), they did not predict instability. Diment and Watson (1983) attributed this to the
effect of small amounts of initial wetness in damping out instabilities that would, according
to Philip (1975a,b) and White et al., (1976,1977), be predicted to occur readily in initially
dry media. However, Diment and Watson (1983,1985) conceded that much additional
work would be required to develop, for instabilities in non-sharp wetting fronts, a
simulation approach that would be sensitive to very low values of Gq.
The work of Diment and co-workers (1982,1983) underscores the difficulties
inherent in the numerical simulation of infiltration flows into relatively dry soils. In
contrast, we chose in this case to work with analytical models, which may be posed to
include only those parameters felt to be pertinent and measurable.

2.5 Recent Laboratory Experiments

Diment and Watson (1985) reported on the results of 18 two-dimensional
laboratory experiments, each replicated three times. They examined the effect of 0o and
grain size on wetting front instability associated with redistribution following infiltration
through three well-graded sands, a very fine sand, a medium sand, and a coarser sand. In
the dry materials, the coarser sands exhibited fingers whereas the very fine sand did not.
The longer the period of infiltration (i.e., depth of wetting) prior to the onset of
redistribution, the smaller the tendency toward fingering. Furthermore, for the coarse
sand, 1% 00 had the effect of reducing the growth rate of fingering and increasing Wf,
while 2% 00 was nearly sufficient to preclude fingering altogether. Additionally,
continuous infiltration experiments into stratified profiles consisting of 10 cm of medium
sand over coarser sand were conducted for three values of 0o- Fingers in the 1 % 0o case
grew more slowly and had larger Wf than those in the air dry soil, while fingers were
precluded entirely for 0o = 2%. Diment and Watson (1985) reported having measured no
hydraulic properties other than Kg.
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Glass and Steenhuis (1984) reported on the results of 15 laboratory infiltration
experiments into a two-dimensional profile consisting of a finer over a coarser sand. These
silica sands had been sieved into narrow particle-size fractions. The effect of mean grain
size, initial wetness, and flux was studied under three successive moisture regimes:
a) continuous ponded infiltration for twenty-four hours into oven-dry sand, followed by
drainage for twenty-four hours; b) continuous ponded infiltration for twenty-four hours
into the non-uniformly wet profile remaining at the end of regime "a"; c) saturation of the
bottom layer, free drainage for twenty-four hours (at which point the soil was considered at
"field capacity" with a uniform 0= 6%), followed by yet another ponded infiltration period.
The authors were therefore able to follow the extended time-course of finger development,
perpetuation, and gradual extinction through lateral spreading. While the number of
fingers, n^, was nearly independent of the total flux, Qt, average finger velocity Vf
increased markedly with Qt. Average finger width Wf was not a function of Qt for lower
values; however, at higher values of Qt, Wf increased two-fold.
Glass and Steenhuis (1984) also performed vertical infiltration experiments using a
burette as a point source into a homogeneous two-dimensional profile to examine the effect
of mean grain size, initial wetness, and flux on individual simulated fingers. They assert
that there is no difference between the point source and the two-layer experiments, except
the way the finger is generated, one from a stream of water and the other from an instability
at a textural interface. They did not substantiate this statement by making comparative
measurements of potential at a textural interface vs. those at a free water surface.
Nevertheless the similarity in finger behavior was demonstrated.
In a subsequent paper. Glass et al. (1987) elaborated further on the work presented
in the earlier paper. They noted that aU of the two-layer experiments exhibited instability,
even with 0o= 6%, because the amplitude of the wavefront increased with time. The
interface between the two layers was regarded as the source of the disturbance, discretizing
the flow into a number of fairly regularly spaced "point sources." Whereas the resulting
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fingers maintain their individuality in initially dry sands, they were seen to merge together
due to lateral spreading in sands initially at field capacity. Even after individual fingers
were no longer evident, the addition of blue dye pulses indicated that flow remained
concentrated in wetter core areas over long times. Examination of point source experiments
(described above) revealed that the moisture content of fingers in the initially dry sand was
much higher than that in the moist sand. Here, average moisture content of a finger, <0f>
was estimated by
<0t> = 3^^+eo

[2.16]

where qa(cum) equals the cumulative volume of water delivered by the burette across a
horizontal soil surface of a given area, over a given time period; L is the depth to the front;
and ym is the thickness of the soil between the plates of a three-dimensional chamber
narrow enough to force a two-dimensional flow. In their case, ym=l cm.
Glass et al. (1987) hypothesized that air entrapment plays a crucial role in wetter
soils, altering the relative time scales for horizontal and vertical diffusion. They explained
that air entrapment effects a substantial reduction in conductivity and thus downward
movement by gravity, but a much lesser reduction in capillary driving force and thus lateral
spreading. In their view air entrapment is responsible for a wider more diffusive finger.
A simple steady state model of a simulated two-dimensional finger was offered
based on the assumption that conductivity of non-dry sands is of the form
K(\)/)~e“'^

[2.17]

where a is defined as [(dK/d0)/D] = constant, and D is the hydraulic diffusivity.
Employing [2.15], they gave an additional estimate of Wf, applicable "sufficiently far" from
the finger's origin, which can be written as

with
[2.19]
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Lateral spreading is therefore predicted to result in a gradual widening of simulated fingers
with depth, which agreed well with the experimental data presented. Finally, Glass et al.
(1987, 1988) emphasized that initial wetness is not likely to be uniformly distributed in the
field. Their experiments with moisture regime "b" demonstrated that with additional
infiltration cycles in non-dry sand, fingers can repeatedly form in the same locations.
Edelstein (1988) conducted systematic laboratory experiments in a two-dimensional
flow apparatus to investigate the effect of antecedent moisture on fingering phenomena in
layered soils. Much of his work was performed in tandem with the author’s preliminary
research, the results of which are synopsized in Appendix A (Baker et al., 1987). Those of
Edelstein’s (1988) findings that are pertinent to this research are attributed to him whenever
mentioned in this document.
The experimental records of Diment and Watson (1985), Glass and co-workers
(1984,1987,1988), and Edelstein (1988) show the important role played by the degree of
initial wetness in literally dampening the formation of fingers. Glass et al. (1987,1988)
and Edelstein (1988) have also emphasized that the initial spatial distribution of wetness
affects the location of fingering. Considering that fingering has been seen, in soils, mostly
in the context of sands, and furthermore that the effect of hysteresis is in general most
pronounced in coarse-textured soils in the low-suction range (Hillel, 1980a), the tendency
to ignore hysteresis in fingering research may be a serious omission. Nevertheless, a
hysteretic account of soil hydraulic properties was felt to be beyond the scope of the present
work.

2.6 Field Experiments

The first field experimentation to yield probable evidence of fingering in a layered
soil was conducted by Starr et al. (1978). Because field evidence is ultimately so
important, a rather detailed review follows. Two ponded infiltration experiments (denoted
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"experiment I") were conducted within a 1.8 m diameter cylindrical steel caisson that had
been driven into a Connecticut outwash soil. The soil consisted of an upper layer, 60 to 90
cm deep, of sandy loam, overlying a lower layer, 210 to 240 cm deep, of gravelly coarse
sand, all over clay. The cylinder penetrated 60 cm into the clay layer. In the first part of
experiment I, ponded infiltration was maintained for 48 hours during which a buildup of
soil air pressure in the zone between the soil surface and the water table (z~2m) was
observed; thereafter, the air was allowed to vent through a pipe to the atmosphere. After
an unspecified time subsequent to the initiation of venting, a second infiltration episode was
conducted by infiltrating 45 cm of water containing a "green vegetable" dye. Afterwards
the soil was excavated layer by layer and the dye pattern was recorded. Below the level of
the textural discontinuity, 12 distinct green zones were evident, each of which was found to
extend vertically to the water table. Ranging in diameter from 5 to 20 cm, the stained zones
comprised only 5% of the total cross sectional area of the cylinder. The authors considered
the dye experiment to provide direct evidence that the water moved through the coarse sand
in discrete 3-dimensional fingers of flow. Furthermore, they attributed the flow pattern to
an instability produced by the texturally-layered soil. Laboratory measurements made of
disturbed, homogenized samples taken from a depth of z=l(X) cm yielded values of
S=0.28 cm/V(sec), Ks=0.039 cm sec-i, 0s=4O%, and 0o=5%. Using [2.15], with the
imposed flux q«Ks, they calculated a Wf«18 cm. The difference between the predicted and
observed finger width was thought to be indicative of the likelihood that the rapidly flowing
fingers tended to occur in regions that were coarser than average. Statification consisting
of horizontal and vertical strata of differing sand texture was observed at all depths z>60
cm, but systematic mapping or correlation of flow pathways with heterogeneities was not
attempted (J.L. Starr, 1986, personal communication). Citing Hill and Parlange (1972),
presumably in reference to their observation that the position of a finger could be forced at a
given location by placement there of a small indentation at the textural interface, Starr et al.
(1978) state that finger paths are to some extent controlled by natural heterogeneities. The
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possibility that the fingers observed in the dye study were largely a misconstrued example
of conventional preferential flow is an alternative hypothesis which may, in general, be
difficult to refute, owing to the ubiquity of spatial heterogeneities at all scales in natural
soils.
At an adjacent site, Starr et al. (1978) established four replicate field plots, denoted
"experiment n." There they maintained ponded infiltration for 48 h until a steady state
profile of soil water pressure and wemess was attained, based on tensiometric and neutronprobe data. They then infiltrated a pulse of a conservative solute, chloride (Cl") and
measured its distribution over time at six depths using two vertically-installed suction
probes per depth per plot. While CT moved more slowly through the sandy loam horizons
than the average pore-water velocity v^ (as calculated at the soil surface), several salt pulses
were detected to pass through the coarser lower layer prior to or shortly after being detected
at the 60 cm depth. Such solute velocities were correspondingly an order of magnitude
greater than v^. The authors felt that the rapid flow rate observed corroborated the findings
of experiment I. The possibility that a build-up of soil air pressure below the infiltrating
front may have contributed to the concentrated flows in both experiments I and n was not
dismissed. The authors cautioned that the 3-dimensional flow field caused some
inconsistencies among the tensiometric/neutron-probe data depending on the proximity of
an instrument to a finger. In this vein, they point out that the detection of solute by all the
suction probes may have been an artifact of the suction exerted by the probes during
sampling, inducing the fingers to flow toward the porous cups.
Following the excavation of the dyed soil (experiment I, above), the steel caisson
was utilized as an access well for instrumenting the surrounding soil in preparation for a
further course of experiments (Starr et al., 1986). Four multiple tensiometer suction
(MTS) probes at each of four depths were placed radially out from the access well. Each
probe had five separated porous rings along its length. The probe tubes were installed
horizontally so as to minimize the effect of the instruments on vertical infiltration paths, and
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parallel, so that the corresponding porous rings at each depth and distance from the well
were lined up vertically, one above the other. In a further effort to lessen the effect of the
suction probes on the flow field, the elevations of the four tiers of probes were selected so
that they would lie in horizons expected to have predominantly one-dimensional flow: two
tiers (z=30 and 60 cm) in the sandy loam horizons above the textural discontinuity and two
(z=120 and 150 cm) in the more uniformly wet horizons further below. Outside the
perimeter of the distal ends of the probes, a double-ring infiltrometer was installed.
The water pressure profiles over time for the first six hours after ponding were
observed by using the MTS probes as tensiometers. In conjunction with predetermined
laboratory y(0) curves, the t=0 pressure profile revealed that the soil was initially at a
wemess of 0o«25% (z=60 cm) and 0o»8% (z=120 cm). The subsequent progress of the
pressure pulse downward with time after ponding indicated that it moved at ~30 cm h'^
between z= 60 and 150 cm. Once wetness and pressure profiles had attained a steady state,
it was maintained for 48 h. Thereupon a pulse of solution containing CT was infiltrated,
followed by salt-free water for an additional 48 h. With the MTS probes now serving as
suction probes, the distribution of CT in suction samples of the soil solution was monitored
over time, position and depth.
Variations in CT concentrations were much larger than those observed for soil
water pressure. The rate of downward progress of the CT pulses was slow (~0.3Vs) and
indicative of distributed flow in the z=30 to 60 and 120 to 150 cm intervals. By contrast,
the CT pulses traversed the intervening z= 60 to 120 cm region at a rate of ~3.6v5. It was
observed that the variation in the times over which the peak concentration passed each
successively lower tier of samplers diminished with depth. Furthermore, the authors state
that unstable flow and fingers, i.e., preferred paths must have been present, based on their
conservation of solute mass estimation.
Considering the antecedent wetness 0o=8% in the coarse-textured layer, the
observation of discrete fingers (occupying ~l/4 of the soil cross-sectional area) in this field
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soil after more than two days of ponded infiltration is surprising. The laboratory
experiments of Glass and Steenhuis (1984), Diment and Watson (1985) and Edelstein
(1988), conducted in relatively more monodisperse soils, demonstrated that the merger of
fingers is favored under much smaller amounts of antecedent wetness within shorter time
frames. The particle-size distribution data presented (Starr et al., 1986) also reveal that the
gravelly coarse sand layer (sampled at z=120,150 and 180 cm) had a silt content of
approximately 5%. In these contexts, the fingering observed by Starr et al. (1978, 1986)
must be regarded as robust Again, one may ponder alternative hypotheses: that fingers
may have been promoted to some degree by unrecognized morphological heterogeneities in
the flow field, or perhaps that the effect of air compression accentuated the degree of
fingering over and above what would have been attributable to layering alone.
Additional evidence of preferred flow paths observed during field infiltration
experiments conducted in layered sandy soils has recently been published. Finger-like dye
tracings similar to those observed by Starr et al. (1978) were described by Glass et al.
(1988), who noted that at least some of the dyed regions extended vertically below
recognizable macropores or other surficial zones of heterogeneity Van Ommen et al.
(1989) used an iodide-coloring technique to visualize zones of preferential flow, although
they did not report the presence of macropores. A qualitative similarity may be seen in
patterns of water flow illustrated by Starr et al. (1978), Glass et al. (1988), and van
Ommen et al. (1989). Each presented horizontal cross-sectional drawings recorded at
successive depths which show that the areal size of individual wetted regions and the
overall wetted fraction both decreased with depth in a qualitatively similar pattern.
The field experiments described have not involved a detailed description of natural
heterogeneities, such as macropores, or spatial anisotropy. Further work is needed to
ascertain the effects that morphological heterogeneities and fingering, operating alone and
in concert, can exert on the distribution of infiltration flows in the field. The experimental
record with respect to fingering has not so far involved sufficient attention to the
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measurement of soil hydraulic properties. Field experiments clearly require the
mobilization of considerable resources, and even when attempted, they remain subject to
many vagaries, especially those of weather and field variability. A systematic field
investigation of fingering during infiltration, coupled with a full account of the soil
hydraulic properties of the site, remains but an exciting prospect.
In conclusion, considerable experimental work has been done in the laboratory, and
much less in the field, to explore the phenomenon of unstable flow in soils. A number of
models have been proposed to predict the occurrence and behavior of flow instabilities.
Despite these efforts, we felt that a systematic labortatory exploration of the effect of soil
texture on fingering, conducted in tandem with measurements of a full array of the
hydraulic properties of the experimental soils had yet to be accomplished. At the same time
we recognized the need for a theory capable of explaining fingering in terms of these
measurable hydraulic properties.

CHAPTERS
THEORY

3.1 Steady State Description of Fingering during Infiltration into Layered Soils

Hillel and Baker (1988) formulated a new theoretical approach to the understanding
of fingering during infiltration into layered soils. For the conyenience of the reader, that
contribution appears in its entirety in Appendix B; therefore only a synopsis of releyant
passages will be presented here.
The basis of the general hypothesis (Hillel and Baker, 1988) is that a spatially
distributed flow field tends to constrict where the flow accelerates. Let us consider the case
of infiltration into an initially dry two-layered soil profile where the toplayer is less
conductiye than the sublayer. During the early course of ponded infiltration while the
wetting front is still in the toplayer, the wetting fi’ont is characterized by a high yalue of
suction. When the front first arriyes at the plane of the textural interface (or "interlayer"),
the infiltrating water is under too high a suction to allow its entry into the pores of the
coarser-textured sublayer. Hence the front pauses at the interlayer, while gradients in the
toplayer continue to deliyer water toward the interlayer, causing the suction there

(\}/i)

to

diminish. When \|/i has fallen to a yalue permitting entry of water into the smallest pores
which form a continuous network in the sublayer, water will begin to enter, typically at
randomly distributed locations. As the suction continues to fall, incrementally larger pores
may begin to conduct until the soil water suction has attained a yalue termed the effectiye
water entry suction, \j/e. At \j/e, the sublayer is first able to admit the total flux that the
toplayer is capable of dehyering to it at that suction.
In Hillel and Baker (1988), it is assumed that once the effectiye suction of water entry
has been attained, a steady state flow regime is established. At that time, the flux of water
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passing through a given horizontal area of the toplayer per unit time, Qt, becomes equal to
the flux into the same horizontal area of the sublayer, Qu. Whether or not the advance of
the wetting front into the sublayer is spatially continuous, or spatially discontinuous in the
form of separated fingers, the vertical potential gradient within the conducting zone of the
sublayer is considered to approach unity under a steady-flow regime. Therefore, the
Darcian flux into the conducting zone of the sublayer Qu is equivalent to the hydraulic
conductivity of the sublayer Ku, which in turn will be a function of the effective suction \j/e
at which water enters the sublayer, i.e., Qu = Ku(\|/e)- Accordingly, Hillel and Baker
(1988) contended that the relative magnitudes of the toplayer flux and the hydraulic
conductivity within the conducting zone of the sublayer expressed the condition of the flow
field in the sublayer. Specifically, if
Ku(\l/e)>Qt

[3.1]

then the pore water velocity necessarily increases across the interlayer and only a fraction of
the sublayer can conduct the water being delivered to it. Fingers (or partial volume flow)
must result, with the predicted wetted fraction, Fpred of the sublayer being
F pied1

> Qd

[3.2a]

(Ku(\l/e) = Qt)

[3.2b]

(Ku(Ve)

^

Ku(\l/e)
Fpred “ ^

If, on the other hand, Ku(\|/e) equals the steady flux through the toplayer, Qt, then flow will
be distributed over the entire horizontal area of the sublayer (i.e., Fpred = !)•

3.2 Transient Description of Fingering during Infiltration into Layered Soils

The transient onset of fingering in an air-dry two-layer soil, fine over coarse, may
be described in a fashion parallel to the treatment of Hillel and Baker (1988). Here,
however, let us consider more closely the course of infiltration during the period from the
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first entry of water into the smallest pores of the sublayer through the eventual attainment of
steady state conditions.
During ponded infiltration into the toplayer, there are typically steep gradients of
potential and moisture content near the wetting front. When the wetting front first arrives at
the plane of the textural interface (interlayer), therefore, the infiltrating water at the wetting
front is at too high a tension to allow it to enter the larger pores in the sublayer. Hence the
front pauses at the interlayer.
At this juncture, let us define \\fci as the maximum suction which will allow water to
enter an initially dry porous matrix. It is determined by the narrowest pores which form a
continuous network in the matrix, and as such is a static hydraulic property that may be
measured as the equilibrium height of capillary rise from a free water surface into an
initially dry, homogeneous soil. This parameter is therefore analogous, though in an
opposite sense, to the more familiar parameter of air-entry suction, which is generally
defined (Hillel, 1980a) as the minimal suction required to begin desorption of an initially
water-saturated matrix, as determined by the widest pores connected to the surface (Hillel
and Baker, 1988).
During the wetting front's pause, gradients in the toplayer will continue to provide
a driving force delivering water toward the interlayer, causing the suction there to diminish.
When the suction has fallen to \j/cr, permitting entry of water into the smallest pores in the
sublayer, the wetting front will begin to enter the sublayer at those locations, which may be
viewed as randomly distributed in a statistical sense within the sublayer. If the ensuing
flux through the sublayer pores that can conduct at that suction \/cr is less than the flux that
the toplayer can deliver at \|/cr, then water will continue to accrue at the interlayer, and the
tension there, \j/i, will continue to fall below \j/cr- As \j/i falls, incrementally larger pores
adjacent to the wetting front can begin to conduct, until at \j/i=\l/e» the effective suction of
water entry, the sublayer is able to conduct the total flux that the toplayer is capable of
delivering to it at \}/e. If at that time, due to the particular random distribution of pore sizes
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in the sublayer, its conducting pores are larger that those just above the interlayer, then the
average pore water velocity in the conducting pores below the interlayer will exceed that in
the pores above. The one-dimensional flow field in the toplayer must, as a consequence,
constrict and become three-dimensional in the sublayer. There, flow will be concentrated
within a fraction of the total pore volume of the sublayer. Depending on the balance of
capillary vs. gravity forces in the ensuing infiltration through the conducting zones in the
sublayer, the frontal lobes will either tend to merge vs. remain as discrete fingers of flow.
Without restricting the discussion to the steady-state, the criterion for fingering
becomes
- [Ku(\|/i)](^)u > - (Kt)(^)t

[3.3]

where [- (Kt)(3H/3z)J = Qt, with H the total hydraulic head, z the depth positive
downward, Hp the pressure head, \\f the suction head, and H=-\j/-z+Hp. For the sign
convention adopted here, water flows from places having higher to those having lower
values of total hydraulic head. Therefore an hydraulic gradient (3H/9z) having a negative
value provides the driving force for a downward flux having a positive value. The mean
hydraulic conductivity of the fine-textured toplayer, Kt, is assumed to be constant because
it is a weak function of yi.
Immediately following the initial entry of water into the sublayer, several
hypothetical scenarios regarding [3.3] are possible (parallel to the three cases described by
Hillel and Baker (1988):
Case (1): If upon water entry into the sublayer the left-hand side (LHS) of [3.3] is
less than the right-hand side, then steady-state has not been attained and continued
infiltration will cause the suction head \j/i to decrease below \j/cr* This decline in yi will
lead to an increase in Ku(Vi) and in (0Hy9z)t, and hence to a decrease in Qt, until
[-Ku(\l/i)(3Hy9z)u] = Qt. During this period, increasingly larger pores adjacent to the pores
of initial entry can become conductive. The outcomes of case (1) can be either (1—>2), i.e.,
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spatially distributed flow, ultimately indistinguishable from case (2), or (1-^3) partial
volume flow (fingering), indistinguishable from case (3). In case (1-^2), most of the
sublayer pores will have begun conducting water by the time the LHS of [3.3] becomes
equal to Qt. On the other hand, in case (1^3), only a fraction of the sublayer pores will
have begun conducting in order for the LHS of [3.3] to become equal to Qt.
Case (2): In the event that upon initial water entry into the sublayer,
[-Ku(\j/cr)](^H/3z)u happens to be exactly equal to Qt, \\fi will equal \|/cr and steady flow
will occur over the entire cross-sectional area of the sublayer at the rate Ku(\l/cr)- This case
can only produce distributed flow.
Case (3): As the suction falls during the wetting front's pause at the interlayer, there
is the possibility that, immediately upon water entry into the sublayer, \}/i=\j/CT=\|/e. Here,
[-Ku(\i/cr)](^H/9z)u will immediately exceed Qt (indicating that the toplayer's conductivity
Kt is relatively low, while the sublayer's [-Ku(\}/e)](^H/9z)u is relatively high), and the
sublayer will not receive a sufficient supply to allow it to conduct water throughout its
entire volume. The sublayer must therefore conduct the infiltrating water through a fraction
F of its total volume represented by Fpred = Qt / [-Ku(Ye)(^H/3z)u]. That volume fraction
will naturally be composed of individual fingers, the sum of whose horizontal crosssectional areas will bear the same relation to the sublayer's overall cross-sectional area:

Fpred--^
-K„(Ve)0H/9z)„

[3-4]

Several illustrations of these cases show how Ku(\j/i) at the interlayer between
representative soils might accordingly change over time. The examples shown. Figs.
3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 correspond directly to cases (1-^2), (2), and (3) respectively. They
exemplify typical experiments we have conducted in laboratory chambers, for which we
have measured the time course of suction values in situ. In the examples of the pre¬
moistened sublayers, however, hysteretic properties
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Fig. 3.1 Hypothetical time course of K(\j/i) at the interlayer for distributed flow,
a. Infiltration into a dry polydisperse sublayer, (case 1-^2).
t=0: Sublayer 0uo * 0.
t=l: Wetting front arrives at Zi and \j/i > \|/cr; firont pauses.
t=2: \\fi decreases to \\fcrl water entry into smallest pores of sublayer occurs, and
Qt > [-Ku(\j/cr)(3H/0z)u]; no partial volume flow occurs.
t=3: As \|/i decreases further, (3H/9z)t increases (and hence Qt decreases), while
Ku(yi) increases, until Qt = [-Ku(\|/e)(5H/3zXJ.
t=4: As infiltration proceeds, suction gradients slowly diminish in the sublayer
while Qt=[-Ku(\i/i)(5H/9z)u]; because distributed flow prevails in the
sublayer, so long as ponding is maintained at the surface of the toplayer,
Yi can never fall to the crossover point, C of the two K(\|/)w curves.
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b. Infiltration into an initially moist, monodisperse sublayer, (case 1—>2).
t=0: Sublayer 0uo= 2%.
t=l: Wetting front arrives at
and
>
(water entry suction for rewetting
scanning curve); front pauses.
t=2: ¥i decreases to ¥erJ water entry into sublayer occurs, and
Zi

\|;(0uo)

¥er

Qt > [-Ku(¥er)(^H/0z)u]; no partial volume flow occurs.
t=3: (same as for Fig. 3.1a).
t=4: (same as for Fig. 3.1a).
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Fig. 3.2 Hypothetical time course of K(\j/i) at the interlayer for distributed
infiltration into an initially moist polydisperse sublayer, (case 2)
t=0: Sublayer 0uo * 5%. Here, following an earlier infiltration and redistribution
event, during which the sublayer desorbed along a redry scanning curve,
the two layers have reached a static equilibrium.; \j/er < v(0uo) < Vet=l: Wetting front arrives at Zi and Qt = [-Ku(Vi)(^H/9z)]; no pause; no partial
volume flow occurs.
t=2,3: Only a slight gradient is engendered, which soon diminishes.
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Fig. 3.3 Hypothetical time course of K(\|;i) at the interlayer for partial volume
infiltration into a dry monodisperse sublayer, (case 3)
t=0: Sublayer 0uo = 0.
t=l: Wetting front arrives at Zj and \|/i > \j/cr; front pauses.
t=2: Yi decreases to Ve=VcrJ water entry into sublayer occurs, and immediately

Qt < [-Ku(Ve)0H/3z)]; partial volume flow occurs.
t=3: Once certain large pores begin filling, there may be a spatial distribution of \|/ui
characterized by the following KuCyO configurations: Point 3a represents
conductivity at positions with lowest \\fi which will locally conduct at
=Ku(ye); Point 3b represents conductivity at positions, located some
distance laterally from "3a" positions, which may see Vi rise above Ve
(corresponding to less-conductive zones between fingers).
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have not been measured but are hypothesized in a manner consistent with measured or
estimated imbibition hydraulic properties of soils we have used in our laboratory chambers.
For ease of comparison, let us visualize the same toplayer in each instance, a very
fine sand. Its soil moisture characteristic curve for wetting, 0(y)w is provided (Fig. 3.4).
In each of the four examples (Fig. 3.1a,b; 3.2, and 3.3), the K(\}r)^ characteristic of the
toplayer is the gently-sloping curve. The sublayer in Figs. 3.1b and 3.3 is a coarse sand
whose K(\|/)^ and 0(\|/)w curves are steeply sloping. This soil thus approaches the
idealization of a monodisperse porous medium, and is close to the simple case of the Dirac
delta-function model. Such soils have been observed to exhibit fingering when the
antecedent moisture is near air-dryness (Hill and Parlange, 1972; Diment and Watson,
1983; Glass and Steenhuis, 1984; Edelstein, 1988). The sublayer in Figs. 3.1a and 3.2
has K(\j/)^ and 0(\|/)w curves of intermediate steepness, representing a polydisperse coarse
sand. We have observed such a sand to suppress wetting-front protrusions, even when
initially air-dry.
Figure 3.1a illustrates infiltration into a polydisperse coarse sand, initially dry,
whereas Fig. 3.1b illustrates infiltration into a monodisperse coarse sand, initially moist.
Both exemplify case (1—>2), above. Figure 3.2 illustrates infiltration into a polydisperse
coarse sand, initially moist, that has reached a static equilibrium prior to the onset of a
new infiltration event. It exemplifies case (2). Finally, Fig. 3.3 illustrates infiltration
into a monodisperse coarse sand, initially dry, exemplifying case (3). In reference to
Fig. 3.3, note that except for true delta-function soils [i.e., those for which
dK(\j/)^/d\j;=oo], there must always be (1^3), i.e., the transition state of case (1) prior to
case (3). This transition state corresponds in this example to the time between t=l and
t=2, during which \|/i, having just fallen to \j/cr, briefly affords -(Kt)(3H/3z)t >
[-Ku(\ircr)](0H/az)u. This case (1) condition at first does not favor partial-volume flow.
However, because of its narrow p>ore-size distribution, it is plausible that the conductance
of the smallest continuous pores that can transmit flow at [-Ku(\J/cr)](^^^/92;)u is meager.
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Fig. 3.4 Hypothetical soil moisture characteristic 0(\j/) curves for toplayer,
polydisperse sublayer, and monodisperse sublayer.
(Solid lines indicate wetting curves; broken lines, drying curves.)
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and meanwhile infiltration continues in the toplayer because of gradients within it. Soon,
\\fi

falls below \j/cr, and as it does, some fraction of the more predominant, wider pores in

the sublayer can be entered. As \j/i decreases, KuCyi) and (3H/9z)t increase (and hence Qt
decreases), until [-Ku(\j/i)](3H/9z)u = Qt- If this equality occurs before most of those wider
pores can be filled, then partial volume flow must occur, case (1—>3). Most instances
resulting in fingering will, upon close scrutiny, probably turn out to be situations of case
(1^3) rather than ones in which the conditions of case (3) are satisfied immediately upon
water entry. Thus, I do not wish to imply that only dry monodisperse sublayers can
exhibit fingering—slightly moist and/or polydisperse sublayers can also exhibit fingering
by virtue of a transition from case (1) to (3).
This transient description of fingering has been offered mainly as a heuristic device
which may foster consideration of the dynamics of infiltration into layered soils. To test
this theory, one would need to measure the time course of suction within the sublayer at a
position near the interlayer plane, and—^to enable the determination of hydraulic
gradients—at one or more positions vertically below that position. As the fractional wetted
volume in the sublayer diminishes, the probability that a set of instruments placed in the
soil, such as tensiometers, would intercept any fingers also diminishes. Tensiometers
positioned outside of fingers would not be of use in testing these hypotheses.
Unlike the transient approach, tests of the steady-state theory (Hillel and Baker,
1988) do not require measurement of hydraulic gradients within the sublayer. Instead,
suctions may be measured just above the interlayer plane in the finer-textured toplayer,
where instruments at any lateral position would be bound to intercept infiltrating water. It
was not known prior to the infiltration trials whether the suction just above the interlayer at
a given time would depend on the lateral position relative to a finger’s location, as
hypothesized in Fig. 3.3. The infiltration trials described in the next chapters were
designed to test these steady-state hypotheses for sublayers of varying texture.

CHAPTER 4

MATERIALS AND METHODS

4.1 Infiltration Trials

4.1.1 Experimental overview

The laboratory research began with a series of preliminary infiltration trials
described in Appendix A (Baker et al., 1987). The principal objective of the author's
preliminary work was to map out the phenomenology of fingering, particularly as affected
by the pore size distribution of the sublayer. Appendix C describes some details of the
evolving apparatus and methodologies that were utilized during the preliminary
experiments.
In the process of conducting that preliminary work, the theoretical approach
described in Appendix B (Hillel and Baker, 1988) and Chapter 3 was formulated. Testing
those hypotheses then became the primary task of the dissertation research.

4.1.2 Infiltration trials

Table 4.1 gives the experimental conditions of the 38 infiltration trials described in
Chapters 5, 6, and 7. The trials are listed by category, not necessarily chronologically. All
were conducted during 1988, in an infiltration chamber having thick plexiglass walls on
both sides, with a precise constant head water-delivery device, and with tensiometers
inserted behind the wetting front near the bottom of the toplayer.
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Table 4.1 Experimental conditions of infiltration trials
Trial
No.

170
173
168
156
148
131
132
133
167
161
165
160
164
158
169
177
153-2
138
142
145
157
147-2
162
147
155
166
171
174
159
172
134
135
150
136
151
137
152
139

Ponding Toplavert
Tensio¬
dq)th depth
bulk
meter
density offset
Zi-Zl
Ho
Zi
Pbt
-cmMg m*^ cm
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
§
§
1.0
0.8
1.0
1.1
0.7
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.9
1.0
§
0.8
1.0
0.9
1.0
1.0
1.1
0.9
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
§
0.9
1.0
1.1
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

5.8
5.8
5.8
5.95
5.8
6.4
6.2
5.3
5.7
5.9
5.8
5.8
5.9
5.8
17.0
17.3
5.9
5.4
5.6
5.4
5.8
5.7
5.7
5.2
5.7
5.7
5.8
5.8
5.8
5.6
5.8
5.4
5.9
5.5
6.0
5.9
5.8
5.6

1.51
1.55
1.54
1.55
1.39
1.37
1.44
1.47
1.52
1.54
1.52
1.53
1.44
1.48
1.59
1.50
1.47
1.36
1.36
1.42
1.51
1.54
1.50
1.47
1.55
1.54
1.52
1.51
1.53
1.51
1.45
1.40
1.37
1.44
1.44
1.33
1.43
1.38

particlesize
du
|xm

Sublayer
bulk
admixture initial
content saturation density
Si
Pbu
©0
Mg m'^
%

0
0.5
1000-2000
0
0.5
710-1000
0
0
0.7
710-1000
0
0
0.5
0
500-710
0
0
0.5
500-710
0
§
0
500-710
0
0
0.9
500-710
0
0.9
500-710
0
0
0
0
0.5
355-500
0
0
0.5
250-355
0
0
0.5
250-355
0
106-250
0
0.45
0
0
106-250
0.7
0
0
106-355
0.5
0
0
0.45# 500-710
0
0
0.5#
0
0.86
0.7
0.88
0
0.9
1.92
0
1.2
0
2.75
1.2
0
3.33
0.45
3.72
0
0.7
0
3.78
0.7
7.46
0
1.6
0
7.57
0.5
8.84
0
0.7
0
13.80
0.6
0
5.0/7.1
0.6
0
6.8/7.1
0.7
0
1000-2000 29.03
0.6
0.024
0
500-710
0.9
0.036
0
0.9
0.050
0
1.0
0.054
0
2.0
0.055
0
0.5
0.069
0
1.5
0.092
0
0.6
0.96 0.025
1.5
ft

fi

ft
ff

II
II
If

If
If

II

It

If

It
II

II
If

It
If
II

It
II

1.659
1.502
1.501
1.550
1.586
1.51
§
1.63
1.467
1.481
1.549
1.473
1.355
1.54
1.590
1.481
1.569
1.45
1.39
1.388
1.460
1.424
1.375
1.51
1.479
1.551
1.586
1.48
1.41
1.71
1.47
1.28
1.46
1.29
1.31
1.29
1.48
1.44

+dt = 45-106
in all trials; ^trial no. used in Chapter 5; §no measurements taken;
^tensiometers not calibrated; *zi-z2',
^^trial no. used in Chapter 6.

Remarks

tl

n

u

*5
t6

*7
*8
*9
n
n

tio

m
*12

ns

tl4
+tl5
ttl6
n
n
1
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Two major experiments were carried out—each consisting of a number of
infiltration trials into air dry two-layer soils. The first involved systematic variation of the
particle size of monodisperse sublayers (the first 14 trials listed in Table 4.1), while the
second involved systematic variation of the admixture content of polydisperse sublayers (in
Table 4.1, the 11 trials between no. 153-2 and 171, inclusive). These experiments are
treated in more detail in Chapter 5 (Baker and Hillel, 1989a).
The reason Table 5.1 considers only 14 trials out of a larger number of such trials
in Table 4.1 (namely, the first 27 listed) is that Table 4.1 includes also trials which were
deficient in one or more respects, e.g., the tensiometers were not calibrated (noted under
"remarks"), there was an inordinate amount of spatial variation in the sublayer bulk density
pbu or the admixture content

or either the toplayer thickness Zj, or the tensiometer offset

Zi-zi, rendered those trials not comparable with related trials in the sequence. The
comparative data that were used for the selection of the 14 trials considered in chapter 5 are
presented in Table C-1, Appendix C. Although some trials were therefore not considered
acceptable for the more quantitative treatment of Chapter 5, they nevertheless provide
useful replications for the less quantitative measures of flow-field behavior presented in
Chapter 7.
The procedures adopted for the 38 infiltration trials are outlined in Chapters 5, 6
and 7, while those that require more elaboration are described in this chapter. At the end of
each section in this chapter, cross-references are also given to the corresponding
supplementary sections (Appendix C) which explain the rationale behind the methods and
how these procedures evolved from those used in the preliminary experiments, so that the
interested reader may determine not only what was done, but why.
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4.1.3 Chamber apparatus

All 38 infiltration trials were conducted in a laboratory chamber with inside
dimensions 52.4 cm high, 75.0 cm wide, and averaging 1.345 cm thick between two 3.9
cm thick vertical plexiglass plates (Fig.4.1). A rectangular (|_[-shaped) spacer, 0.635 cm
thick, sandwiched between twin closed cell foam gaskets separated the plates on the bottom
and sides of the chamber. The soil air was vented to the atmosphere. Because the
experiments revolved around the measurement of transient matric potential with
tensiometers insertable through the rear wall of the chamber, it was necessary to have both
walls be transparent. That way the proper positions for probe insertion through ports could
be visually determined, while the opposite wall was available for photography and wetting
front tracing (C.2).

4.1.4 Porous media

In the infiltration trials described, two types of sublayers were used. Those
sublayers consisting entirely of a single sieved fraction we term "separates," while those
containing an admixture of fines added to a separate we term "mixtures." For all trials, the
toplayer was a very fine sand with a particle size range of 45-106 pm.
Separates were prepared by sieving sands obtained from a glacial outwash deposit
in Amherst, MA into the following particle-size diameter ranges, d (pm): 106-250, 250355, 355-500, 500-710,710-1000,1000-2000. While not perfectly monodisperse, the
separates were meant to approximate monodisperse media.
Sublayers consisting of mixtures were prepared by adding 45-106 pm sand (i.e.,
toplayer material) to a matrix of 500-710 pm sand. Increasing the admixture content of a
mixture resulted in a more polydisperse medium (C.3).
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Fig. 4.1 Infiltration chamber
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4.1.5 Packing

For the infiltration trials with separates as sublayers, the predried sublayer material
was packed in the chamber and a tight-fitting piston was inserted into the top of the
chamber over the soil. The chamber was placed on a vibrating table and vibrated at
approximately 4500 cpm for about 1 min with the piston pushed firmly down on the
surface of the soil to prevent it from loosening. The piston was then removed, and a
known mass of the toplayer material was superposed over the sublayer by means of a
tremie and tamped manually.
For the infiltration trials with mixtures as sublayers, our experience showed that
when the coarse matrix was brought to a 1.0% mass wetness before adding and mixing the
fines, a uniform textural mixture resulted. After packing, the chamber was opened and the
moistened mixture was returned to air dryness beneath infrared lamps. Then the chamber
was closed and the toplayer added in the usual manner (C.4).

4.1.6 Method of water application

At the outset of each infiltration trial, the surface of the toplayer was flooded with
tapwater quickly and evenly to a depth. Ho of about 1 cm, which was thereafter
maintained. The water delivery rate from a calibrated constant head device was recorded at
15 s intervals over the course of each trial, providing an accurate determination of the
infiltration rate, Qt(obs) as a function of time (C.5).

4.1.7 Experimental process

Records of the wetting front position were made by visual examination of both
sides of the chamber. For the non-tensiometer side of the chamber, tracings were drawn
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directly on the plexiglass plate. For the tensiometer side, 35 mm photographs and 16 mm
time-lapse film recorded the wetting front's shape and progress throughout the course of
the infiltration process. Observations were terminated when the wetting front reached the
chamber bottom. Afterwards, the chamber was laid on its back and the perforated plate
was opened to permit sampling and observation of the final wetting pattern throughout the
column (C.6).

4.1.8 Post-trial tests

The bulk density of the sublayer, pbu, and its admixture content, S (% fines
expressed on a total oven dry mass basis) were determined by core sampling each trial run
upon its conclusion (Table 5.1). Table C-1 gives the number of samples, mean, and
standard deviation for these data sets (C.7).

4.1.9 Supplementary experiments

The last 11 trials listed in Table 4.1 compose several supplementary experiments.
Trials #174 and 159 contained water-repellent sublayers and are the subject of Chapter 6.
Seven trials, so indicated, involved a systematic variation in antecedent wetness of the
sublayer, while one trial, #139, involved the combined effects of admixture content and
antecedent wetness in the sublayer. These are discussed further in Chapter 7. Finally, in
trial #172, the sublayer consisted of an admixture added to a 1000-2000 pm matrix.
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4.1.10 Tensiometry

One of the plexiglass plates was fitted on the outside with fifteen ports, 0.95 cm
I.D. Rapid-response, transducerized tensiometers^ could be inserted into the ports and
pressed against the soil at any time during an infiltration trial. The sublayer soil was
packed in the chamber so that the interlayer was horizontal and tangent to the inside
bottoms of the upper tier of ports. Thus \|/i could be monitored just above the interlayer.
We also attempted to measure suctions within fingers in the sublayer, after they were
formed, but this was problematic because of their unpredictable paths.
Figure 4.2 illustrates the tensiometer/indicator system that was constructed and used
throughout the 1988 infiltration trials. Photographs are also presented showing an
individual tensiometer before and after insertion into the chamber (Fig. 4.3a,b) and
picturing the laboratory setting (Fig. 4.4).
Just prior to each infiltration experiment, the pressure-sensing system and chart
recorder were calibrated at null (0.0) and at full-scale (100.0 cm) suctions by raising and
lowering a calibration bottle mounted on a vertical rod (Watson, 1965). A tensiometer was
positioned at the free water surface within the open calibration bottle. Linearity of
transducer response was then confirmed for intermediate elevation heads. Accuracy was
determined with identical tensiometers fixed at several elevations to a vertical capillary rise
column at equilibrium. The response characteristics of the transducer-tensiometer system
were such that 95% of a step-change in suction would be detected in less than 1.5 s, to

^Rapid-response tensiometers were constructed of fritted glass disks (Ace Glass, grade C) having the
following specifications: 1.0 cm O.D., 0.3 cm thick, nominal pore size 25-50 pm and air-entry suction 60
cm. After being epoxied to 0.623 cm I.D. rigid acrylic tubing, the frits had effective dia. 0.6 cm and cup
conductance 5 x 10"^ cm^ s"^ (Cassel and Klute, 1986). They were in turn connected via Swagelok
fittings. 0.16 cm I.D. vinyl tubing, and a manual drive fluid switch wafer (Scanivalve model W0601/IP12T 303SS) to a differential pressure transducer (Validyne DP-15-36, ± 5 psi). Mention of trade names
does not constiture an endorsement
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Fig. 4.3 Photographs showing (a) a tensiometer unit and (b) a tensiometer unit
inserted into the infiltration chamber

Fig. 4.4 Photograph of laboratory setting of 1988 infiltration trials
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within an accuracy of ± 0.5 cm. Such rapid response would not have been possible had
we inserted these tensiometers into air dry sands (Towner, 1980), so they were held in a
container of water at ambient temperature and not inserted into the model until just after the
visible arrival of the wetting front at the particular tensiometer port location (C.8).

4.2 Hydraulic Properties of Porous Media

4.2.1 Soil moisture characteristic. Xj/^Ql

4.2.1.1 Introduction. Hydraulic properties of the sand layers were determined in
laboratory columns packed in a similar fashion as were the infiltration chambers. The
imbibition soil moisture characteristic \l/(0), i.e. suction as a function of effective degree of
saturation^ was determined for sublayer media by employing the equilibrium capillary rise
method (Smiles et al., 1978). The approach to equilibrium was monitored by observation
of the outflow of water from a calibrated horizontal burette. The Tempe cell method was
utilized for the toplayer sand by pre-saturating the porous plate and exerting 150 cm of
suction with a hanging water column prior to packing the dry soil in the cell. Then the soil
was subjected in a stepwise manner to progressively lower suctions, with measurements
made of the volume of water imbibed at the end of each equilibrium step (Bouma et al.,
1974). (C.9.)

4.2.1.2 Analytical expression of \}/(01. Estimations of the hydraulic conductivity
as a function of suction for imbibition, K(\)/)w, were made primarily by optimizing the fit of
the parameters a and n in the analytical \|/(0) expression of van Genuchten (1980)

^Effective degree of saturation, 0 = (0- 0n)/(6s‘ ®n)» where 0 is volume wetness, 0s is saturated volume
wetness calculated as 0s = 1 ■ (Pb / Ps)» with ps the measured particle density, and 0n» the irreducible
wetness is taken as the minimum value measured in an unwetted airdry sample.
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[4.1]

1 + (a\j/)"
to the measured V(0obs)

Details of the procedures used, and goodness-of-fit

statistics are given in section 5.6.1.

4.2.2 Hydraulic conductivity. K(\|/\^

It was decided at the outset of the project that separate and accurate direct
measurements of K(\j/)w for all the experimental media would be beyond the scope of this
dissertation, due to the complex permeameter that would need to be built. Other less direct
methods were pursued instead. After determination of the optimized parameters (section
4.2.1.2), the relative hydraulic conductivity, K(\}/)j.= K(\|/)w/Ks for the separates was
calculated from van Genuchten's (1980) equation [9], which was derived from Mualem
(1976). The saturated hydraulic conductivity Kj needed to obtain K(\}/)w from K(\|/)j. was
measured with a constant-head permeameter (C.l 1).

4.2.3 Hydraulic diffusivity. D(91 and sorptivitv. S(0i,9n)

Because [4.1] does not provide a good fit for bimodal pore-size distributions,
determinations of K(\|r)w for the mixtures were made using the relation K(0) =
D(0)(d0/d\j/). The hydraulic diffusivity function, D(0) was obtained from one¬
dimensional horizontal absorption runs by two methods (see section 5.6.2) Besides
serving as the primary methods for the determination of K(\j/)w in the mixtures, these
methods were also employed for the separates to provide a comparison with the Ku(\j/e)
values obtained by Van Genuchten parameter estimation (C.IO).

CHAPTERS

TESTS OF A THEORY OF FE^GERING
DURING INFILTRATION INTO LAYERED SOILS!

5.1 Abstract

A theory has recently been offered by Hillel and Baker (Appendix B) to explain and
predict the occurrence of fingering and the fractional wetted volume during infiltration into
layered soils, in terms of measurable hydraulic properties. When the conductivity of a
coarse-textured sublayer at its effective water entry suction is greater than the rate of
transmission through a finer-textured toplayer, the flow velocity increases across the
interlayer. Thereupon a spatially-distributed flow field in the toplayer will tend to constrict,
forming spatially separated streams (fingers) in the sublayer. To test the hypothesis,
ponded infiltration experiments were conducted in transparent laboratory chambers packed
with airdry sands. The hydraulic properties of the media were determined by equilibrium
capillary rise, parameter estimation, and horizontal absorption experiments. Dynamic
measurements of flux and suction at the interlayer during infiltration revealed that the
effective water entry suction is characteristic of the predominant pore size in the sublayer
and can be predicted from its median particle-size (r2=0.99). Predictions regarding the
onset of fingering and the wetted fractional volume of fingers were both validated for the
monodisperse and polydisperse sublayers studied.

!Baker, R.S. and D. Hillel. 1989. Tests of a theory of fingering during infiltration into layered soils.
Soil Sci. Soc. Am. J. [submitted for publication March 10,1989].
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5.2 Introduction

The phenomenon of fingering during infiltration into layered soils has attracted
increasing interest ever since the work of Hill and Parlange (1972), who were among the
first to demonstrate that fingering can occur in a fine over coarse-textured profile. In their
discussion, the suction at the textural interface was regarded as essentially zero, with the
cores of fingers considered to be saturated. Their work served as a stimulus for the models
contributed by Raats (1973) and Philip (1975a,b), who relied upon the restrictive Dirac
delta-function approximation and thereby identified several general cases under which
fingering can be expected to occur. These and subsequent models (Parlange and Hill,
1976; White, et al., 1976,1977; Diment, et al., 1982; Diment and Watson, 1983; Tamai,
et al., 1987) employed the methods of classical hydrodynamic stability analysis to predict
the behavior of wetting front instabilities without explaining the mechanism involved, or
offering functional parameters that can be readily measured experimentally. While
suggesting that the phenomenon occurs typically in monodisperse soils of uniform coarse
texture, for which the delta-function approximation is most apt, several researchers (Philip,
1975a; Parlange and Hill, 1976; White, et al., 1976; Diment and Watson, 1985)
underscored the need to extend research beyond that approximation into the general realm
of soils having diffuse wetting fronts.
The authors have presented elsewhere (Hillel and Baker, 1988) an etiological
hypothesis to explain the occasional occurrence of fingering during infiltration and
redistribution, in terms of measurable hydraulic properties (Appendix B). The hypothesis
proposed differs from existing theoretical approaches to the problem of unstable flow in
soils: It is direct, mechanistic, and lends itself to experimental testing. The present model
should apply both to soils having sharp wetting fronts, and to those having more gradual
fronts.
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The basis of the general hypothesis being tested here (Hillel and Baker, 1988) is that
a spatially distributed flow field tends to constrict where the flow accelerates. We consider
herewith the case of infiltration into an initially dry two-layered soil profile where the
toplayer is less conductive than the sublayer. During the early course of ponded infiltration
while the wetting front is still in the toplayer, the wetting front is characterized by a high
value of suction. When the front first arrives at the textural interface (or "interlayer plane"),
the infiltrating water is under too high a suction to allow its entry into the pores of the
coarser-textured sublayer. Hence the front pauses at the interlayer, while gradients in the
toplayer continue to deliver water toward the interlayer, causing the suction there (\j/i) to
diminish. When \j/i has fallen to a value permitting entry of water into the smallest pores
which form a continuous network in the sublayer, water will begin to enter, typically at
randomly distributed locations. As the suction continues to fall, incrementally larger pores
may begin to conduct until the soil water suction has attained a value we term the effective
water entry suction, \|/e. At \j/e, the sublayer is first able to admit the total flux that the
toplayer is capable of delivering to it at that suction.
According to Hillel and Baker (1988), if the conductivity of the sublayer, Ku at its
suction of water entry, \|/e [i.e. Ku(\|/e)] exceeds the flux through the toplayer, Qt, then the
pore water velocity necessarily increases across the interlayer and only a fraction of the
sublayer can conduct the water being delivered to it. Fingers (or partial volume flow) must
result.
Were \|/ in the sublayer free to adjust itself to any value, it could simply adopt (higher)
values such that the conductivity of an entire planar area of the sublayer would become
equal to the toplayer flux. However, an initially dry medium will not admit liquid water at
suctions greater than a characteristic threshhold suction of water entry. Therefore the
concept of a water entry suction lies at the crux of the present approach.
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The principal hypotheses to be tested from Hillel and Baker (1988) are:
1. A wetting front characterized by a high value of suction will not penetrate into a
coarse-textured sublayer until \\fi falls to an effective water entry suction,

of the

sublayer— a suction value that in turn is predictable when the hydraulic properties of the
sublayer, specifically the functional relation between suction and the effective degree of
saturation for sorption, are known.
2. Fingering is not initiated unless
Ku(\l/e)>Qt

[5.1]

for steady flow, or, more generally, if
- Ku(\|/e)

> Qt

[5.2]

3. For steady flows, if [5.1] is true, the wetted fraction, F of the sublayer may be
predicted by
F =

_2t_

[5.3]

^uC^e)

5.3 Materials and Methods

This paper considers 14 infiltration trial runs, involving tests of two types of
sublayers. Those sublayers consisting entirely of a single sieved fraction we term
"separates," while those containing an admixture of fines added to a separate we term
"mixtures." For all trials, the toplayer was a very fine sand with a particle size range of 45106 |im. Separates were prepared by sieving sands obtained from a glacial outwash deposit
in Amherst, MA into the following particle-size diameter ranges, d (|im): 106-250,250355, 355-500, 500-710, 710-1000, 1000-2000. Sublayers consisting of mixtures were
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prepared by adding 45-106 |im sand to a matrix of 500-710 fxm sand. Table 5.1
summarizes the conditions for the infiltration trials described in this chapter.

Table 5.1 Experimental conditions of infiltration trialst
Ponding Tonlaver
Tensio¬
depth depth bulk
meter
Trial
density off-set
no.
Ho
Zi
Pbt
-cm-

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

1.0
1.0
1.0
0.8
1.0
0.7
1.0
0.9
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.9
1.0
1.0

5.8
5.8
5.95
5.7
5.9
5.8
17.0
17.3
5.9
5.4
5.7
5.7
5.7
5.8

Mg m'^

1.51
1.55
1.55
1.52
1.54
1.53
1.59
1.50
1.47
1.42
1.50
1.55
1.54
1.52

t dj = 45-106 pm in all experiments;
§§n=ll;

8 not applicable;

particlesize

Zi-Zl

du

cm

pm

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.45
0.45«
0.5**
0.7
1.2
0.7
0.5
0.7
0.6

1000-2000
710-1000
500-710
355-500
250-355
106-250
500-710
u
tf
tf
tt
ft
ft
ft

Temp¬
erature

Sublayer
bulk
admixture
density
content
a
%

S.D.t

Pbu

T
°C

S.D.^

Mg m'^

1.659
0
—§
1.502
0
1.550
0
1.467
0
1.481
0
1.473
0
1.590
0
1.481
0
0.86 0.08§§ 1.569
2.75 0.12 1.388
3.78 0.03 1.375
7.57 0.13 1.479
8.84 0.20§§ 1.551
13.80 0.09 1.586
—
—
—
—
—

—
—

0.075
0.065
0.052^
0.049
0.026#
0.029tt
0.068#
0.12#
0.058§§
0.023
0.037
0.055
0.023§§
0.023

25.0
23.0
25.5
24.5
25.0
25.0
26.0
25.5
25.0
25.0
26.0
25.0
25.0
25.0

^ standard deviation for n=12, except: ^ n=9; ^ n=8; ++ n=10;
^^Zi-Z3.

5.4 Results

5.4.1 Monodisperse systems

5.4.1.1 Hydraulic properties. Capillary rise V}f(®obs)

sublayer

separates, obtained from six capillary rise experiments, are given in Fig. 5.1. The fitted

¥(®pred) curve of van Genuchten (1980) is also drawn for each separate over the range of
effective degree of saturation within which the two-parameter optimization
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Fitted
curve

106- 250|jm
250- 355
355- 500
500- 710
710-1000
□ 1000-2000

Inflection point-^
®{%(obs))
10t^

Fig. 5.1 Suction-saturation \j/(©) characteristics of separates determined by capillary rise
into fin columns
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was conducted. Conductivity-suction cuves for imbibition predicted from van Genuchten
(1980) and using the optimized a and n parameters are shown in Fig. 5.2.

5.4.1.2 Infiltration experiments. Our attention turns to the first six trial runs
described in Table 5.1. Two representative trials are illustrated (Fig. 5.3a,b). The photos
permit comparison between two sublayer separates adjacent in particle size, one producing
a marginally unstable wetting front, the other distinct fingering. Tracings of the wetting
front position as a function of time for all six trial runs are given in Fig. 5.4a-f. The
greater the coarseness of the sublayer, the greater the tendency of the flow-field to
concentrate and break into distinct fingers and the faster the advance of the fingers.
Measurements of suction over time were made at several depths and continued throughout
each infiltration trial. Suction neared a steady state after the first five minutes or so, and we
present \j/(t) plots for t<5 min only (Fig. 5.5). Although observation of hydraulic head
gradients, 3H/9z would be necessary to test [5.2], we were often unable to obtain suction
measurements within the sublayer because of the elusive pathways followed by the fingers.
We shall therefore consider suction at the interlayer in light of [5.1] and assume that a
quasi-steady state exists at z=Z| beginning at t=tg, the time of breakthrough, at which
¥i=¥e(obs)*

As a control, the left-most \j/(t) plot in Fig. 5.5 depicts the suction hydrograph during
infiltration into a thick toplayer with a particle size range of 45-106 jim (trial run no. 7.)
The suction was measured at the same depth below the surface as the measurements given
for the other layered experiments. The steep slope of \jr(t) reflects the initially steep and
then diminishing gradient of potential that exists near the wetting front during its approach
to the bottom of a toplayer. For the remaining profiles in Fig. 5.5, the suctions first plotted
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Fig. 5.2 Conductivity-suction K(\|/)w curves for separates predicted from van Genuchten
(1980). (Measured Kg value for each separate is indicated by the same data point
symbol as was used to identify that separate in Fig. 5.1.)
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Fig. 5.3 Photographs of representative infiltration trials.
a. Photograph of infiltration trial # 4, dt=45-106, du=355-500}im
b. Photograph of infiltration trial # 3, dt=45-106, du=500-710}im.
\
1
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2i-Zi

2=-H^_S_
z=0'^-

-0.25

Fig. 5.4 Tracings (alternating solid and dashed lines) of wetting front position with time
(min) during infiltration as visible on non-perforated side of chamber.
(Dotted lines show extent of wetted regions visible on tensiometer side at end of trial;
arrows lie within wetted regions.)
Fig. 5.4a Tracing of wetting front position with time (min) during infiltration into
trial mn #6, dt=45-106, du=106-250|im.

s

I
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Fig. 5.4b Tracing of wetting front position with time (min) during infiltration into
trial run # 5, dt=45-106, du=250-355}im.
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Fig. 5.4c Tracing of wetting front position with time (min) during infiltration into
trial run # 4, dt=45-106, du=355-500|im.
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Fig. 5.4d Tracing of wetting front position with time (min) during infiltration into
trial run # 3, dt=45-106, du=500-710|im.
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Fig. 5.4€ Tracing of wetting front position with time (min) during infiltration into
trial run # 2, dt=45-106, du=710-1000|im.
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Fig. 5.4f Tracing of wetting front position with time (min) during infiltration into
trial run # 1, dt=45-106, du=1000-2000|im.
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ds

45-106 pm

106-250

250-355

355-500

500-710

710-1000

1000-2000

Fig. 5.5 Suction as a function of time \j/(t) measured at the interlayer during infiltration into
airdry layered soils: 45-106 |im toplayer over sublayers of different particle
diameter, d (lim). (Data points are direct instrument readings; solid lines are from
chart record of continuous scans; dashed lines are interpolations between scans.
Arrows indicate breakthrough.)
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are those occurring after the wetting front's encounter with the interlayer. Suction falls
rapidly during the front's pause, until a low enough suction is attained to permit entry of
water into the sublayer. We designate the suction attained during breakthrough as tl^e(obs)-

5.4.1.3 Tests of first hypothesis. Consistent with capillary theory and with the first
hypothesis, the water entry suction Ve(obs) varies with the particle size of the separate, and
is lowest for those separates having the largest particles (and hence pores). Specifically, a
linear regression of Ve(obs) vs. 1/d (Fig. 5.6) demonstrates that Ve(obs)

inversely related

to the median particle size (r2=0.9855). In the fingering cases, the fall in suction at the
interlayer is characteristically followed by a distinct rise during which water temporarily
stored above the interlayer undergoes drawdown via the newly formed fingers.

Fig. 5.6 Linear regression: Reciprocal median particle diameter, 1/d (mm’^) vs. effective
water entry suction, Ve(obs) (cm).
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The water entry suction \}/e(obs) ^^r each separate is indicated on the hydraulic
properties curves by open arrows (Figs. 5.1 and 5.2). For comparison, the inflection point
in the ^{^(©pred) curves for each separate is indicated on the curves by solid arrows.

5.4.1.4 Tests of second and third hypotheses. Table 5.2 presents the results
regarding the second and third hypotheses. The flux through the toplayer Qt(obs) was
calculated for the first 15 s interval following te. The results for the trials appear to be in
accord with [5.1] being the criterion for fingering, because the four trials having the
coarsest separates, for which Qt(obs) < Ku(\i/e(obs)) in Table 5.2, were also the trials which
exhibited fingering. Further, in view of the agreement between the predicted vs. observed
values of F (Fpred vs. Fobs) for each row in Table 5.2, [5.3] appears to provide a means for
predicting the approximate wetted fraction of the sublayer due to the occurrence of fingers.

Table 5.2 Hypothesis tests for infiltration into layered soils: 45-106 |im
toplayer over sublayers consisting of separates of particle diameter, d
Sublayer
particle-size

Toplayer flux

Water entry
suction

Sublayer
conductivity

Wetted fraction

d
^Jn

Qt(obs)

Ve(obs)

Ku[Ve(obs)]^

Fpred

Fobs

cm/s

cm

cm/s

1000-2000

6.7 X 10-3

1.9

7.3 X 10-2

0.092

0.093

710-1000

5.2 X 10-3

5.6

3.6 X 10-2

0.14

0.13

500-710

1.1 X 10-2

6.7

3.7 X 10-2

0.30

0.33

355-500

6.0 X 10-3

11.4

2.0 X 10-2

0.30

0.4

250-355

1.4 X 10-2

15.5

9.3 X 10-3

>1

0.8

106-250

8.1 X 10-3

23.8

5.7 X 10-3

> 1

1.0

tby estimation of parameters in [4.1].
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5.4.2 Polvdisperse systems

Capillary rise y(0) data for three of the mixtures are presented in Fig. 5.7. The
corresponding K(\|/)w curves, determined from one-dimensional absorption experiments are
given in Fig. 5.8.
We now consider the six trial runs involving texturally mixed sublayers that are
described in Table 5.1 as runs #9-14. Tracings of the wetting front position as a function
of time for five of the trial runs are given in Fig. 5.9a-e. The greater the admixture content
(hence polydispersity) of the sublayer, the less the tendency of the flow-field to concentrate
into fingers, and the slower was the advance of the wetting front.
For comparison, the right-most \|/(t) plot in Fig. 5.10 illustrates infiltration into a
sublayer consisting of the "clean" (^=0%) 500-7 lOjim separate. The remaining profiles in
Fig. 5.10, show, as did Fig. 5.5, the suction measured at the interlayer prior to, during,
and after breakthrough.

Here, too, the fingering cases show an initial rapid fall of suction

to a minimal value and a subsequent slow rise in suction. These phases are associated with
an accumulation of water at the interlayer during the front's pause, followed by a discharge
into the fingers. However, no clear relationship is immediately evident between admixture
content and \l/e(obs)Equation [5.1] appears to be somewhat less satisfactory for predicting the occurrence of
fingering in cases of polydisperse, air dry sublayers (Table 5.3). The trial with admixture
content of 3.8%, for which

Qt(obs)

< Ku(Ve(obs))» did exhibit fingering, while the trial with

admixture content of 13.8%, for which

Qt(obs)

instance of trial run #12 (^ = 7.6%), although

> Ku(Ve(obs))» did not. In the more marginal

Qt(obs)

< Ku(ye(obs))» indicating partial

volume flow, the wetting front remained planar. Similarly, the agreement between Fpred
and Fobs in Table 5.3 seems to be adequate for trials exhibiting clear fingering or non¬
fingering behavior, but less so for the marginal cases.
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Fig. 5.7 Suction-saturation \j/(0) characteristics of mixtures determined by capillary rise
into fin columns. Comparative data for 45-106 |im separate (i = 100%) and for
500-710 |im separate (4 = 0%) are also presented.
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Fig. 5.8 Conductivity-suction K(\j/)w curves for mixtures. Estimation was by methods A,
(represented by a smoothed dashed line), and B (by a smoothed dotted line).
Continuous curves indicate K(\}/)w predicted by parameter estimation for 45-106 pm
separate (d = 100%) and 500-710 pm separate (k = 0%), whose respective Kg values
are indicated by the same data point symbols as in Fig. 5.7.
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Fig. 5.9 Tracings of wetting front position with time (min) during infiltration into
sublayers consisting of mixtures, (depicted as in Fig. 5.4):
Fig. 5.9a Tracing of wetting front position with time (min) during infiltration into
trial run #13, dt=45-106, du=500-710}im, d=8.8%.

j
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Fig. 5.9b Tracing of wetting front position with time (min) during infiltration into
trial run #12, dt=45-106, du=500-710|im, d=7.6%.
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Fig. 5.9c Tracing of wetting front position with time (min) during infiltration into
trial run #11, dt=45-106, du=500-710|im, ^=3.8%.

Fig. 5.9d Tracing of wetting front position with time (min) during infiltration into
trial run #10, dt=45-106, du=500-710|im, A=2.8%.
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I

Fig. 5.9e Tracing of wetting front position with time (min) during infiltration into
trial run # 9, dt=45-106, du=500-710}im, d=0.9%.
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VIRTUALLY

PLANAR-►-^(WIDERI-FINGERS-iNARROWERI—►

Fig. 5.10 Suction as a function of time \j/(t) measured at the interlayer during infiltration
into air dry layered soils: 45-106 |im toplayer over sublayers of different admixture
contents. Mixtures consist of 45-106 |im fines in a matrix of
500-710 }xm (depicted as in Fig. 5.5).
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Table 5.3 Hypothesis tests for infiltration into layered soils: 45-106 fim
toplayer over sublayers consisting of different admixture contents. Mixtures
consist of 45-106 |im fines in 500-710 |im matrix.
Toplayer flux

Water entry
suction

Sublayer
conductivity

Wetted fraction

a

Qt(obs)

Ve(obs)

I^u[Ve(obs)]^

Fpred

Fobs

%

cm/s

cm

cm/s

Admixture
content

0

1.1

X

10-2

6.7

3.7

X

10-2

0.30

0.33

3.8

1.1

X

10-2

4.4

3.9

X

10-2

0.29

0.35

7.6

1.0

X

10-2

6.9

1.5

X

10-2

0.67

1.0

13.8

9.6

X

10-3

8.9

2.4

X

10-3

> 1

1.0

tpor & = 0, Ku[Ve(obs)] by estimation of parameters in [4.1]; for a > 0, Ku[\j/e(obs)] is the average of
values calculated by methods A and B (see 5.6.2).

5.5 Discussion

We examined the supposition (HiUel and Baker, 1988) that the suction of water entry,
a dynamic parameter, might be measured by a separate static determination, namely by the
limit of capillary rise

from a free water surface. An examination of Fig. 5.1 shows that

Xj/cj. represents an overestimation of the effective suction of water entry. Furthermore,
Ku(\j/cr) is two to three orders of magnitude less than Ku(xi/e(obs))- While theoretically it
would seem that water should begin to enter the smallest pores of the matrix when suction
has fallen to 11/^, in practice the sublayer intake rate initially is insufficient to accomodate
the water that the toplayer is capable of delivering at that suction, so the interlayer suction
continues for a time to fall as described.
It appears that for both the separates and the textural mixtures,

corresponds

approximately to the inflection point in the X|r(0) curve, where (d^\}//d0^)=O. This is the
point at which the specific water capacity d0/d\|/ is greatest, and is associated with the
predominant pore size in the medium. The correspondence between Ye(obs)
inflection point may be merely empirical, because the effective water entry suction is a
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manifestation of a d5aianiic matching of the toplayer and sublayer fluxes, and all trials
described involved ponded infiltration and thus relatively rapid toplayer fluxes. It is
possible that in cases of a much more restricted supply of water to the interlayer, the
effective water entry suction might be observed to be closer to

However, the two

infiltration trials with thick toplayers shed some light on this question. The conditions for
the thick toplayers trials (Table 5.1, trials #7 and 8) were nearly identical in all respects to
those of trial #3, except that Zi = 17.0 and 17.3 cm. Consequently, the thick toplayers
delivered only an eighth of the flux at breakthrough, with Qt(te)(obs) being 1.4 x lO'^ cm/s
for each of the two trials. Nevertheless, values of ye(obs)

interlayer for the three runs

were similar: 5.2 and 6.7 cm for runs #7 and 8, compared to 6.7 cm for run #4. Further,
Fobs and Fpred averaged 0.17 and 0.037 respectively for the thick toplayer runs. These
results suggest the same trend as our theory, although they do not agree exactly. They also
provide evidence that over an order of magnitude of Qt, a correspondence exists between
¥e(obs)

and the inflection point of a sublayer's \|/(0) curve.

If the \l/(0) relation of a soil is considered in light of the capillary model as a
cumulative density function, then d©/d\j/ represents a probability density function
describing the pore-size distribution. In this view, the mixtures portrayed in Fig. 5.7
appear to have a bimodal pore-size distribution, with the 500-710 p.m separate (for which
the admixture content is 0%) and the 45-106 pm separate (for which the admixture content
is 100%) forming an envelope within which the mixture distributions vary. Similarly, the
K(\j/)w data shown in Fig. 5.8 for the mixtures appear to occupy, as they should, the two
sectors that lie between the 500-710pm and the 45-106pm K(\|/)w curves and to either side
of their crossover point.
For the trials described, Ve(obs) (indicated by the position of the open arrows in Figs.
5.2 and 5.8) seems to occur near the top of the steep rising limb of the K(\j/)w curve. Even
though increasing the admixture content scarcely affected Ve(obs)»

^ profound effect

on the occurrence of fingering. The admixture of finer particles greatly diminished the
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values of Ku(\j/e(obs))» which lie on the left side of the crossover point (Fig. 5.8) within an
envelope of conductivity encompassing two orders of magnitude.
We may speculate that the position of Ku(\}^e(obs)) near the top of the steepest portion
of each K(\j/)w curve suggests an intuitive way of understanding the dynamic matching of
toplayer and sublayer fluxes. One may view each increment of potential energy increase
(i.e.fall in suction) that is invested at the interlayer during the wetting front’s pause as
producing an incremental increase in Ku(\)/i). In this sense, \j/e may represent an
optimization point at which there begins to be diminishing returns of Ku(\j/i).
The model offered by Hillel and Baker (1988) for a layered profile seems to have
been validated with respect to its ability to predict both the occurrence and wetted fraction
of fingers from a knowledge of soil hydraulic properties, at least for a soil profile
consisting of two homogeneous, horizontal, initially air dry layers, with a toplayer less
permeable than the sublayer. The model appears to apply to an entire spectrum of
sublayers, from monodisperse soils exhibiting sharp wetting fronts and narrow, rapidlyadvancing fingers to polydisperse soils exhibiting diffuse wetting fronts and uniform,
distributed flow. Further study is needed to establish the effects on the suppression or
enhancement of fingering of the following: water repellency (chapter 6); antecedent
wetness (chapter 7); gradual as opposed to abrupt textural transitions; pneumatic pressure;
and redistribution. Attention should eventually be placed on these effects both singly and
in combination.

5.6 Appendix to Chanter 5

5.6.1 Parameter estimation

The primary method of estimating K(\j/)w, the conductivity-suction relation for
wetting, for the separates consisted of fitting [4.1], the analytical \j/(0) expression of van
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Genuchten (1980) to the measured V|/(0obs)w data. We optimized the two parameters a and
n using a nested Golden Section (Fibonacci) search (Beveridge and Schechter, 1970). For
each of the j values of \l/(©obs)w considered, the program (Appendix D) generates statistics
of the random variable 5j,
^iCobs) ~ ®pred

[5.4]

where 5 is the relative estimation error we seek to minimize. The user specifies a search
range for the unknown parameter n within which it is assumed that the absolute value of the
mean relative error
|<5>| =

[5.5]

is unimodally distributed with respect to n, and therefore nopt=n(l<5>ljnin)- This procedure
is nested within an outer search for a, conducted in an identical manner except that
aopt=a(^min)» where
®=

[5.6]

is the variance, a of 6.
Table 5.4 presents the results and goodness-of-fit statistics for the parameter
estimation including values for the toplayer sand. Data points with 0>0ij were excluded
from curve-fitting because accurate predictions of hydraulic properties near saturation were
not needed for this study, and because the model, [4.1] does not accomodate the effects of
air entrapment Data points for 0<0a were also excluded from curve-fitting to facilitate
optimizing the fit over the range of greatest interest, i.e. near 0(Ve(obs))- Moreover, the
deviation between the predicted curve and observed dry-end values (those near the limit of
capillary rise) translates into an overestimation of K(\|/e(obs)) calculated to be <3%. The
error is slight because the small pores associated with such values contribute relatively little
to conductivity over the midrange.
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Table 5.4 Parameter identification for \t^(0obs)w estimationt
separate

curve-fitting range of 0obs

optimized parameters

d(|im)©a < ©obs ^ Qb_j_aopt

goodness-of-fit

Hopt_l<5>l

a

1000-2000

0.098

0.827

8

0.4660

2.638

0.0004

0.28

710-1000

0.113

0.956

10

0.1859

4.801

0.0007

0.11

500-710

0.091

0.881

12

0.1417

5.037

0.0006

0.12

355-500

0.053

0.805

10

0.0854

6.430

0.0003

0.13

250-355

0.279

0.856

8

0.0641

5.847

0.00001 0.027

106-250

0.207

0.863

10

0.0364

5.909

0.0002

0.026

45-106

0.245

0.775

12

0.0324

2.454

0.0007

0.037

t [4.1]

For soils which may be modeled by [4.1], we derive the expression for the inflection
point, ©infl. We employ k=0 in van Genuchten (1980). Expressing [4.1] in terms of \j/
(©■i/™. 1)

[5.7]

¥

a

Differentiating twice yields
d^\j/

d©2

r/nm L
anm

m

J

Setting (d2\j//d©2)=0, the value of saturation at the inflection point is simply

^

r 1 I*"
+ mj

r

1

1^-

[5.9]

" [2 - (l/n)_

Possible values for ©infi are 0.5 < ©infi < 1.0 for <» > n > 1. ©infi has been
evaluated for the V|/(©pred) curves, and its position is indicated by solid arrows (Figs. 5.1
and 5.2). The close correspondence between \j/e(obs)

between the

position of the open and solid arrows of each curve) provides another promising approach
to the prediction of fingering behavior.
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5.6.2 One-dimensional absorption experiments

Determinations of K(\}/)w were made for the mixtures by two methods using the
relation K(0) = D(0)(d0/d\j/), with D(0) being the hydraulic diffusivity function. The
specific water capacity, d0/d\j/ was determined graphically by calculating the slope of a
smooth curve drawn by eye through the measured \}/(0) data. However, these two
methods (designated A and B) employed data from one-dimensional absorption
experiments (Bruce and Klute, 1956) in different ways to obtain D(0). Unsatisfactory
results were obtained with a segmented absorption column having the recommended
cylindrical cross-section 2-3 cm in diameter (Klute and Dirksen, 1986), in part because the
wetting front in our very coarse textured sands was far from vertical. Consequently, the
water content distribution measured near the wetting front during one-dimensional
absorption was subject to errors associated with the non-linear relationship between the
wetted and total volumes of each sliced segment of the column. Absorption experiments
were instead conducted in a shallow rectangular column with inside xyz dimensions 45.6
cm long X 9.70 cm wide x 0.98 cm high. The initial conditions for wetness (0=0o at t=to,
x^) and pb were known. The inflow boundary consisted of a fine metal screen extending
across one end of the plexiglass box, through which a constant head could be supplied.
After establishing the required inflow boundary condition (0=0i, t>0, x=0) and observing
the wetting front's advance x(t), the top plate of the box was removed. At t=tf the column
was sliced by plunging an assembly of vertical metal blades separated by spacers through
the soil until the blades bit slightly into a rubber pad covering the floor of the box. Delivery
of water was simultaneously curtailed. Samples for gravimetric determination of water
content were obtained by quickly removing the two narrow sides of the column and
extruding the soil from between each pair of blades into a weighing can. The sampling
confirmed that the semi-infinite boundary condition (0=0o»

x—>«») held. The

Boltzmann variable, B for the k* sample was calculated by B=<Xk>V(tf).
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The xV(t) behavior of each horizontal absorption experiment was linear (r2^.997).
Except near saturation, this procedure yielded well-behaved B(0) plots. In method A, D(0)
was computed graphically from the B(0) plots, after fitting a smooth curve by eye (Bmce
and Klute, 1956). In method B, D(0) was obtained analytically from the B(0) data
(Clothier et al., 1983). For both methods, the resulting values of K(0) were expressed in
terms of K(y)w by using the separately determined \|/(0) relation for imbibition.
Table 5.5 presents the alternate predictions of K(\|/g(obs)) for each of the separates.
The lack of agreement (a five-fold difference) between the primary and alternate K(\|/)w
estimations for the 1000-2(XX) }J.m material is attributable to the noise inherent for this
separate in both the \|/(®obs)

sets, each of which were replicated three times.

Indeed, it was much more difficult to precisely measure hydraulic properties, even K^, for
this very coarse sand than for any of the other separates. For the other separates, however,
the value of K(\j/e(obs)) calculated as the average of the values obtained by the alternate
K(\j/)w estimation methods differed from the respective values obtained by the primary
method by no more than 75%, a close agreement.

Table 5.5 Alternate estimates of K(\j/e(obs))
separate
Method of estimating K(\|/crobs>^
Relative
d_Primaryt_A_B_errort

0“1

|im

%

1000-2000

7.3 X 10-2

4.1 X 10-1

4.5 X 10-1

489

710-1000

3.6 X 10-2

5.4 X 10‘2

5.3 X 10-2

44

500-710

3.7 X 10-2

2.2 X 10-2

2.8 X 10-2

32

355-500

2.0 X 10-2

1.7 X 10-2

2.3 X 10-2

0

250-355

9.3 X 10-3

4.5 X 10-3

9.9 X 10-3

23

106-250

5.7 X 10-3

1.2 X 10-2

8.7 X 10-3

75

^By estimation of parameters in [4.1];
average of alternate methods.

^Relative error between primary method and

CHAPTER 6

FINGERING DURING INFILTRATION
INTO HYDROPHOBIC LAYERED SOILS

6.1 Abstract^

Laboratory infiltration trials were carried out to test, for the case of a hydrophobic
layered sand, the theory of fingering recently offered by Hillel and Baker. Prior trials of
ponded infiltration into layered profiles have shown that the tendency to fingering in coarse
sublayers diminished as the texture of the sublayer was made more polydisperse.
However, when these sublayers were treated to render them hydrophobic, infiltration
occurred in the form of rapidly advancing fingers that wetted only a small fraction of the
hydrophobic layers. Dynamic measurements of suction at the interface between the layers
indicated that before water entry into the water-repellent layer occurred, soil water
pressures greater than atmospheric had to be attained. Predictions of the wetted fractional
volume of fingers were validated for the hydrophobic polydisperse sublayers studied.
Fingering is therefore likely to be enhanced in soils made water-repellent by natural agents
or by disturbances such as the accidental release of hydrocarbons.

^Baker, R.S., and D. Hillel. 1989. Fingering during infiltration into water-repellent layered soils.
Agronomy Abstracts. Meeting at Burlington, VT, Northeastern Branch—American Society of Agronomy,
Madison, WI. [in press].
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6.2 Introduction

Partial or incomplete wetting has long been observed to occur during infiltration
into water-repellent soils. Debano (1969a) presented a 1949 photograph taken at a burned
watershed area in Southern California after a rainstorm had moistened most of the soil
profile. It illustrates a moist surface layer immediately underlain by a dry water-repellent
layer with evidence of moisture penetration in only a few different places, further underlain
by moist soil. Similarphotos were published by Bond (1968). The occurrence of
naturally water-repellent soils is reported to be widespread (Bond, 1969a; Debano, 1969a),
and has been attributed to organic films which may coat soil particles, causing obtuse
contact angles of the liquid on the solid phases. Hydrophobic agents identified have
included vegetative and fungal products (Bond, 1969b). The application of heat may
induce or intensify hydrophobic properties (Debano, 1969a). Man-made disturbances such
as spills of hydrocarbons would also be likely to cause soils so contaminated to become
water-repellent.
Philip (1975) analyzed the instability of infiltration flows in homogeneous and
heterogeneous soils using the delta-function approximation (implying a sharp wetting
front) One of the cases for which his model predicted instability was a wetting front
advance into a water-repellent stratum.
Recently, Hillel and Baker (1988) presented a theory of fingering during infiltration
into layered soils (Appendix B). They considered the likelihood that fingering be enhanced
in the case of a hydrophobic soil layer whose effective water entry pressure would be
positive. The hydraulic conductivity of a water-repellent sublayer, Ku(\l/e)> for
would be equal to its saturated conductivity, Kys. For the condition of a restriction in the
supply of water to such a sublayer from above, that is
Kus ^ Qt>

[6.1]
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fingering is predicted, where Qt is the toplayer flow rate (dimensions of volume per area
per time [LT-^]). Further, the volume fraction F wetted in the sublayer is modeled by the
quotient of the two terms in [6.1],
F =

[6.2]

In Chapter 5, we reported on trials of ponded infiltration from 45-106 |im toplayers
into 5(X)-710 ^im non-hydrophobic, air dry sublayers made polydisperse by the admixture
of varying contents of 45-106 pm particles. The occurrence of fingering was suppressed
in sublayers having higher admixture contents, in which the wetting fronts were more
diffuse. For example, no fingering was observed in a non-hydrophobic sublayer with
admixture content, k = 7.6 % (Baker and Hillel, 1989a). In the trials described below, the
same polydisperse sublayer was treated with a chemical to render it water-repellent,
providing an opportunity to examine our theory in this context

6.3 Materials and Methods

6.3.1 Treatment of soil

For the infiltration trials that concern us here, only the method of preparing and
packing the sublayer differed from details given in Chapter 4. The polydisperse sublayer
material was prepared, and the non-hydrophobic layer was packed in the chamber in the
manner described in section 4.1.5. The water-repellent mixture was prepared by combining
925 g of 500-710 |im sand with 33.3 g of a 3.0% aqueous solution of a hydrophobic
agent, sodium methyl silanolate^ (Fink and Meyers, 1969). Then 75 g of 45-106 pm fine
sand was added and the mixture was thoroughly combined, spread out in shallow trays,
and permitted to air-dry. Theintendedadmixturecontentwas, therefore, ^=7.5%. To

^R-20 silicone water repellent. Union Carbide Corp. Mention of trade names does not imply endorsement.
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assure a uniform distribution of fines in the sublayer, the treated portion was once again
wetted (accomplished by vigorous shaking of the soil with water in a bucket) and
superposed over the untreated, already packed portion of the sublayer in the chamber via a
tremie. The water-repellent layer was then packed on the vibrating table, the toplayer was
added, and the chamber re-opened for air-drying as in other trials.

6.3.2 Infiltration experiments

Conditions of the two infiltration trials are presented in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1 Experimental conditions of infiltration trialst
Ponding Toplaver
Tensiodepth depth bulk
meter
Trial
density off-set
Zi-Zi
no.
Ho
Zi
Pbt
-cm- Mg m'^
cm

H.Sublaver *
admixture bulk
content density

5 (SD)1I
%

N.-H.Sublaver§
admixture
bulk
content
density

Temperature

Pbu(SD)1l 4 (SD)tt pbu(SD)tt T
Mg m'^

%

Mg m‘3

24.5

15

1.0

5.8

1.51

0.6

5.0(0.3) 1.41(0.02) 7.1(0.05) 1.52(0.05)

16

1.0

5.8

1.53

0.7

6.8(0.4)# 1.39(0.02) 7.1 (0.06)« 1.43(0.03) 25.5

dj = 45-106 pin and dy of matrix (both sublayers) = 500-710 |im in each trial; ^ hydrophobic sublayer;
§non-hydrophobic sublayer; llmean and (standard deviation) for n=4 core samples, except: # n=3;
'^"I’mean and (standard deviation) for n=8 core samples, except
n=7.

6.3.3 Hydraulic properties

The saturated hydraulic conductivity of the water-repellent sublayer (prepared in the
same manner as described in 6.3.1, with intended admixture content =7.5%) was measured
in a constant-head permeameter. The column was packed with air dry soil to a known bulk
density using a vibrating table, and the column was permitted to wet from beneath. The
soil would not become fully saturated, however, until encapsulated air was removed by
subjecting the soil column to a vacuum. During this procedure, some disturbance of the
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soil packing may have accompanied the observable effervescence of many large air bubbles
from the soil column.

6.4 Results

6.4.1 Infiltration experiment

Figures 6.1a and b illustrate the wetting front's progress with time during the two
infiltration trials, and Fig. 6.2 is a photograph of one of the trials. Figures 6.3a and b
present plots of suction as a function of time \j/(t) measured at various locations in the soil
profile during the course of infiltration. Although the vertical dimensions of the
hydrophobic layers as well as the layers' admixture contents determined by core sampling
differed between the two trials, they behaved essentially as replications of the same
experiment. The wetting front was planar in its advance through the toplayer, and was
observed to pause upon its arrival at the hydrophobic sublayer. During its pause, the
suction measured at the bottom of the toplayer in each trial was observed to diminish
rapidly until, at water entry, it attained a soil water pressure greater than atmospheric. Then
breakthrough of water was seen to occur into the hydrophobic layer in the form of rapidlyadvancing fingers. At each trial's end, the chamber was quickly opened to reveal that the
fingers had followed one or the other of the plexiglass walls and had been only 0.15 cm in
thickness (approximately two or three sand grains thick) in a direction perpendicular to the
plane of the walls. The wetted volume did not change noticeably during or after
dismantling.
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Fig. 6.1 Tracings (alternating solid and dashed lines) of wetting front position with time
(min) during infiltration into a three-layer profile, the middle layer being
hydrophobic. Tracings show wetting front as visible on non-perforated side of
chamber, dotted lines show extent of wetted regions visible on tensiometer side at
end of trial. Coordinates (x,z) identify positions of tensiometers.
Fig. 6.1a Trial run # 15, dt=45-106 ^im; dui=500-710^lm with a=5.0,
hydrophobic; du2=500-710|J.m with i=7.1, non-hydrophobic

J
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Fig. 6.1b Trial run # 16, dt=45-106 ^im; dul=500-710^lm with a=6.8, hydrophobic;
du2=500-710|im with ^=7.1, non-hydrophobic.
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Fig. 6.2 Photograph of infiltration trial #16, t=20.5 min; dt=45-106, dui=500-710(im
with a=6.8, hydrophobic; du2=500-710M.m with a=7.1, non-hydrophobic.
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Fig. 6.3 Suction as a function of time \|/(t) measured at various locations in the soil profile
during infiltration into air dry layered soils. Coordinates refer to Fig. 6.1; ^ta
points are direct instrument readings; solid lines are from chart record of continuous
scans; dashed lines are interpolations between scans; and arrows indicate
breakthrough.
Fig.
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When the advancing fingers reached the second, non-hydrophobic sublayer having
approximately the same particle-size distribution as the hydrophobic layer overlying it, the
fingers were observed to spread laterally and merge to form a uniform flow-field.

6.4.2 Hypothesis tests

Table 6.2 presents the data needed to evaluate the trials in light of the model of
Hillel and Baker (1988). With condition [6.1] satisfied during water entry into the
hydrophobic layer, we examine the proposition regarding the fractional wetted volume,
[6.2]. Because the fingers were not two-dimensional, i.e. they did not extend across the
thickness of the soil slab, calculation of the wetted fraction. Fobs took into consideration all
the observed dimensions of the fingers. The agreement between Fpred and Fobs for each of
the trials indicates that the experimental results accord with the model's predictions
regarding the wetted fi’action of fingering in a hydrophobic layered soil.

Table 6.2 Hypothesis tests for infiltration into layered soils:
45-106 |xm toplayer over hydrophobic sublayer consisting of 5-7%
admixture content of 45-106 pm in 500-710 pm matrix.
Toplayer flux

Water entry
suction

Sublayer
conductivity

Qt(obs)
cm/s

^e(obs)
cm

Kst
cm/s

15

8.8 X 10-3

-1.3

16

6.7 X 10-3

-2.5

Trial
no.

tBy constant-head permeameter.

Wetted fraction
Fpred

Fobs

0.3

0.029

0.037

0.3

0.022

0.032
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6.5 Discussion

It was observed after the preparation of the hydrophobic soil that water poured onto
the surface of the treated mixture would ball up and roll around on the soil without entering
it. The contact angle was thus presumed to have been close to 180°. Breakthrough of
water into such a soil can occur only after a threshold pressure, greater than atmospheric, is
attained (Debano, 1969a; Fink and Meyers, 1969).
The observation that the admixture contents of the hydrophobic sublayers, as
determined by core sampling at the end of the infiltration trials, were substantially smaller
than the 7.5% that had been intended during preparation may be explained by the
possibility that some of the fines became cemented to the matrix particles by the silicone.
The admixture content in the hydrophobic sublayer was sufficiently high, based on the
results of Chapter 5 (Baker and Hillel, 1989a) to have suppressed fingering had it not been
for hydrophobicity.
We may expect that infiltration of water into layers containing sand grains coated
with hydrophobic substances, naturally occurring or anthropogenic, would behave
similarly to the experimental pattern. Soils layers that, due to polydispersity or antecedent
wetness, would be expected to support diffuse and well-distributed wetting fronts could, in
the presence of hydrophobic agents, exhibit distinct fingering. Some of the ramifications
of this finding are discussed in Chapter 8.

CHAPTER?

OBSERVATIONS OF FINGERING BEHAVIOR
DURING INFILTRATION INTO LAYERED SOILS

7.1 Abstract

During infiltration into layered soils, measurements of finger velocity, finger width,
and wetted volume were made which demonstrated the dependence of these parameters on
both the particle size distribution and antecedent wetness of the sublayers. Thirty-one
ponded infiltration trials were conducted varying, from one trial to the next, only the
sublayer characteristics, in one of three ways. When the sublayer particle size was made
smaller (i.e., closer in texture to the fine-textured toplayer), or the sublayer particle size
distribution was made wider (i.e., by the addition of fines), or increasing amounts of initial
wetness were uniformly mixed within the sublayer, then the fractional wetted volume was
observed to increase (r^ =0.84, p<0.01), until fingering was no longer exhibited.
Concurrently, finger width increased (r^ ^.47, p<0.05), while finger velocity decreased.
In one trial examining the combined effects of polydispersity and initial wetness on the
expression of fingering, they were seen to be interactive. Acting together, they caused less
distinct and wider fingers to occur than was the case when either factor, present in the same
amount, was acting alone. One two-layered sand model was subjected to a sequence of
infiltrations, with the sublayer dried in situ between wetting events. Fingers were observed
to traverse a few of the paths repeatedly; however, many followed new pathways each
time, suggesting that when they occur, fingers may be randomly distributed within
macroscopically uniform fields. Based on observations of infiltration into air dry layered
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soils, several simple empirical expressions predicting fingering behavior are derived. An
additional model is thereby offered that affords predictions of fingering knowing only the
predominant sublayer particle size, applicable for sands having discrete particle size
distributions. When this model was tested for one infiltration trial having a more restrictive
toplayer and for another with a sublayer having a wider particle size distribution than any of
the trials from which the model was originally derived, its predictions accorded reasonably
well with experimental observations.

7.2 Introduction

A systematic laboratory investigation has been conducted of the conditions under
which fingers do and do not occur during infiltration into layered soils. The purpose of
this chapter is to provide a summary of our laboratory observations of wetting front
behavior, and to examine these data in view of a few of the models of finger behavior
which have been offered in the literature. We present also some empirical extensions and
modifications of the earlier models.

7.3 Materials and Methods

During 1988, thirty-eight ponded infiltration trials were conducted in transparent
laboratory chambers packed with air dry and initially moist sands. During each infiltration
trial, the wetting front position was periodically drawn on the plexiglass with a grease
pencil. Photographs were taken several times over the course of most experiments and
observations noted. At the trial’s end, the plexiglass face plate was removed and the entire
wetting front history that had been drawn on it was traced onto a sheet of clear plastic film
to make a permanent record of the experiment. Parameters such as Wf, F and Vf could thus
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be determined later by averaging the wetting finnt dimensions and trajectories over several
time intervals.
Table 7.1 summarizes the infiltration trials primarily by type of experiment, and
secondarily by sublayer, giving the number of replicate trials per type of sublayer.
Three major experiments are described in this chapter—each consisting of a number
of individual infiltration trials.
Trials within the first experiment (herein denoted by letter a) involved systematic
variation of the particle size of air dry monodisperse sublayers, termed "separates." Those
within the second experiment (denoted by letter b) involved systematic variation of the
admixture content of air dry polydisperse sublayers. Termed "mixtures," these
polydisperse sublayers were prepared by adding fines of toplayer size to a 500-710 |im
separate, with the sublayer admixture content, &, calculated as the percent fines per total dry
mass of the mixture. These two experiments are treated in more detail in Chapter 5. Trials
within the third major experiment (denoted by letter c) involved systematic variation of the
antecedent wetness of a 5(X)-710 p.m sublayer. Antecedent wetness is expressed in terms
of the effective degree of saturation l, and is S5mibolized by 0o. A single supplementary
trial (denoted by letter d) examined the combined effects of admixture content and
tintecedent wetness in the sublayer. Two trials (expt. e) were similar in all respects to trials
a-3, except that a thicker toplayer was used, with Zi=17.2 cm.
Finally, trials/-7,/-2 and/-5 were repeated infiltrations into the same body of soil
with in situ drying between infiltrations, to ascertain whether fingers take the same or
different paths during subsequent infiltration events. The trials were carried out in the same
manner as previously described, except that because of the prolonged heating that was

^Effective degree of saturation, 0 = (0- 0n)/(0s" ®n)» where 0 is volume wetness, 0s is saturated volume
wetness calculated as 0s = 1 - (Pb / Ps)» with ps the measured particle density, and 0n, the irreducible
wetness is taken as the minimum v^ue measured in an unwetted airdry sample.
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necessary to dry the sublayer in between wettings, phenol was added to the water at a
concentration of 0.1% to serve as a biocide.

Table 7.1 Experimental conditions of infiltration trials, and observed flowfield parameters, averaged by type of trial
Expt. No. of
& trial trials
desig¬
nation
n

particlesize
da
pm

a-1
a-2
a-3
a-4
a-5
a-6
a-7

1
2
5
1
2
1
2

1000-2000
710-1000
500-710
355-500
250-355
106-355
106-255

b-1
b-2
b-3
b-4
b-5
b-6
b-7
b-8

2
1
1
1
2
2
1
1

500-710

c-1
c-2
c-3
c-4
c-5
c-6

1
1
1
2
1
1

500-710

d-1

1

e-1

2

f-l.2,3 3

Sublaver
admkture
initial
content saturation
k
Qo

Wetted
fraction

%

Mean
Finger
Front
width
velocity
<vp^
<Wf>

Water-entry
suction
■^VeCobs)^

(cm/min)

(cm)

(cm)

1.9
5.8
6.3
11.4
16.0
17.2
23.2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.09
0.20
0.19
0.40
0.82
0.83
0.92

12.7
3.0
3.7
1.3
1.3
1.4
1.3

0.9
1.8
1.6
8

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.21
0.20
0.24
0.40
0.44
0.96
1.0
1.0

3.4
1.0
8.5
3.7
3.3
1.1
1.0
0.9

1.8
1.6
1.6
6.0
5.1

0
0
0
0
0
0

0.024
0.036
0.050
0.054
0.069
0.092

0.40
0.78
0.64
0.65
0.74
0.92

n

4.2

1.9
1.8
1.7
2.2
1.8

4
t
t
t

§
§
5.5
6.5
4.0
6.2

500-710

0.96

0.025

0.59

1.4

10

5.9

500-710

0

0

0.17

2.3

1.6

1000-2000

0

0

0.06

10.6

1.3

tf
tt
H
fl
tf
fl
tf

ft
If
ff
tt
It

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.87
1.92
2.75
3.33
3.75
7.52
8.84
13.80

= 45-106 pm in all trials, with Hq » 1 cm, and Zj« 5.8 cm, except for expt.
^wetting-front virtually planar—no distinct fingers;

t
t
t

t
t
t

$

5.5
§
5.5
6.9
4.8
9.0
7.8
7.6

6.0
1

e, where Z\ ~ 17.2 cm;

^tensiometers not calibrated; %o data available.
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7.4 Results

7.4.1 Wetting-front behavior fF. Vf.Wf.X}/..!
Figures 7.1,7.2, and 7.3 present the parameters of observed wetting front behavior
for the infiltration trials of experiments a, b, and c respectively. On each of these
composite plots, data for all four of the flow-field parameters are superimposed: wetted
fraction F; mean front velocity

<Vf>,

mean finger width

<Wf>,

and effective water entry

suction \j/e, with the corresponding y-axes marked. Therefore, each individual trial is
represented on the plots by four different data symbols (availability of data permitting);
parameters for replicate trials are not averaged as they were in Table 7.1. Linear regression
lines with corresponding coefficients of determination r^ are also indicated. It should be
noted that the regressions of finger width do not include data for those trials lacking
discrete fingers (for which no <Wf> could be calculated). Therefore, caution should be
exercised in extrapolating those trends to higher values of the independent variables. Also,
the relationships shown are empirical; in actuality, the value of F must lie between 0 and 1.
The strongest consistent trend is exhibited for the observed wetted fraction F, with
84% of the variation of F(l/d, &, 0o) explained by a linear relationship. Fingering is
suppressed as sublayers are increasingly finer in texture, more polydisperse, or initially
more moist. Although the other flow-field parameters show generally weaker regression
coefficients, there is an obvious similarity among the wetted fraction, finger velocity and
finger width relationships: <Wf> varies directly with F, while <Vf> varies inversely with it.
The effective water entry suction is a very strong function of the reciprocal median particle
size for the separates of experiment a, as was discussed in Chapter 5—^here with a
coefficient of determination, r2=0.97. [Note: the regression equation for \|;e(l/d) given
here differs slightly from that in Chapter 5 because Fig. 7.1 includes replicate trials that
were omitted frx)m Chapter 5 due to lack of comparability among the replicates in terms of
sublayer bulk density, toplayer thickness, or differences in the relative positions of the
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Fig. 7.1 Wetting front parameters Ye(obs)»
<Vf>» and <Wf> as functions of
reciprocal median particle diameter (1/d) of separates. Linear regression equations

are:
Vetoed) = 4.22(l/d) + 0.40, r2=0.97, n=10;
F = 0.185(l/d) - 0.026, r2-0.84, n-11;
<Vf> = -1.10(l/d) + 6.12, r2=0.31, n=ll;
<Wf> = 3.19(l/d) - 2.60, r^=0.50, n=9.
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Fig. 7.2 Wetting front parameters Ve(obs)» F. <Vf>, and <Wf> as functions of
admixture content Sl of sublayers. Linear regression equations are.
F = 0.078 a + 0.168, r2=0.84, n=14;
Ve(pred) = 0.237 i + 5.46, r2=0.52, n=10;
<Wf> = 0.885 Si + 1.32, r2=0.47, n=12.
<Vf> = -0.27 a + 4.10, r2=0.27, n=13;
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Fig. 7.3 Wetting front parameters

\|fe(obs)» F» <Vf>,

and

<Wf>

as functions of

antecedent wetness 0o of sublayers. Linear regression equations are:
¥e(pred)
<Vf>

= - 9.8 ©Q + 6.3, r2=0.13, n=6;

= - 24.9 ©0 + 3.46, r2=0.46, n=9;

F = 8.65 ©o + 0.191, r2=0.87, n=12;
<Wf>

= 108 ©o + 1.60, r2=0.87, n=6.
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tensiometer and interlayer] (cf. Table C-2). The relationship between effective water entry
suction and admixture content (Fig. 7.2) or antecedent wetness (Fig. 7.3) is seen to be
more ambiguous, as will be discussed below.
Experiment d revealed that the effects of polydispersity and initial wetness on the
expression of fingering are interactive (Table 7.1). Acting together, they caused the flowfield to exhibit less distinct, wider fingers (as measured by F and <Wf>) than was the case
for trials b-1 or c-7 in which each of these effects was acting alone.
The thick toplayer experiment e produced a slightly smaller wetted fraction and
fingers having a somewhat slower finger velocity than the comparable thinner toplayer
trials, but finger width was apparently unaffected.
The results of experiment/(three repeated infiltration trials into the same soil profile
interspersed with in situ drying) are illustrated in Fig. 7.4, with each new infiltration
wetting pattern indicated by a different cross-hatching. We observe that although some of
the fingers found the same paths, many followed new paths with each subsequent wetting
event.

7.4.2 Soil hydraulic properties

In Chapter 5, soil moisture characteristic curves [i.e., suction as a function of
relative degree of saturation, \|/(0)w> ^ well as the hydraulic conductivity as a function of
suction, K(\|/)w, both for wetting] of the air dry experimental sands were presented. Table
7.2 supplements those data by offering a summary of several dynamic and static soil
hydraulic properties for the same sands: effective water entry suction, Ye(obs)J values of
saturation, ©infi and suction, \|/(0infi) corresponding to the maximum specific water
capacity or the predominant pore size of the sand (Chapter 5); sorptivity S(0s,0o)j
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Fig. 7.4 Flow patterns observed during sequential infiltration events into the same
body of soil, interspersed by in situ drying (dt=45-106, du=1000-2000iim,
experiment/)). The first, second, and third infilo^tions are distmguished by
different cross hatchings. Fingers were seldom visible along their entire paths.
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Table 7.2 Dynamic and static hydraulic properties of air dry experimental
soils
(a)

Sublayer
particle
size dia.

WatCT
entry
suction^

Equivalent
pore dia.
of(a)

du

Vetobs)

de

pm

cm

pm

1000-2000 1.9
710-1000
5.6
500-710
6.7
355-500 11.4
250-355 15.5
106-250 23.8
t
45-106
500-7 lOS
500-71011
500-710*

4.8
6.9
7.6

(b)
(c)
Saturation
Suction
value
at
value at 0(\|/)w
inflection pL^
(b)

Qinfl

Equivalent
pore dia.
of(c)

Sorptivity

Profile
shape
parameter

V(0infl)

de

s(0s,eo)

n

cm

pm

cm/(Vs)

1560
529
442
260
191
125
t

0.741
0.630
0.630
0.588
0.606
0.608
0.746

1.8
5.1
6.3
12.3
15.1
26.2
29.4

1647
581
470
241
196
113
101

1.560
1.270
1.000
0.936
0.856
0.564
0.245

0.984
0.878
0.921
0.920
0.939
0.833
0.887

618
430
390

0.48
0.52
0.54

6.1
6.8
9.2

486
436
322

0.936
0.764
0.364

0.881
0.866
0.839

+From Chapter 5; ^not applicable; §&=3.75%; ^&=7.6%; ^^=14%.

profile shape parameter^ , 11. The equivalent pore diameters de corresponding to suction
values \|/e(obs) and

) are also given, calculated using the capillary model (Hillel,

1980, p. 47). That model predicts that the suction associated with the air-water interface at
the meniscus within a cylindrical pore of given size is inversely proportional to the radius
of the pore, for zero contact angle and constant surface tension. Expressed in a convenient
form.
2964

[7.1]

¥

Clothier, Scotter, and Green (1983) describe a profile sh^)e parameter (which we shall denote as 11) for
one-dimensional horizontal absorption experiments,

s(9s.eo)

Bwf(es-eo)
where B^f is the value of B, the Boltzmann variable at or very near the wetting front at its final position
during an absorption experiment (Bruce and Klute, 1956). The parameter 11 therefore expresses the degree
to which the observed 0(B) absorption profile (the numerator) is less than the rectangular profile that would
be obtained for a Green-Ampt soil with a delta function hydraulic diffusivity (the denominator).
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for equivalent pore diameter de in p,m, suction \j/ in cm, and surface tension at 20° C.
Considering the soil hydraulic properties presented in Table 7.2 along with those already
given in Chapter 5, a fairly complete quantitative picture of these experimental media
emerges.

7.5 Discussion

7.5.1 Dependence of effective water entry suction on specific water capacity maxima

Chapter 5 demonstrated that it is possible to model fingering in air dry sublayers
based on a knowledge of the soil moisture characteristic curve or pore size distribution of
the sublayer. The apparent correspondence, for both monodisperse and polydisperse
sublayers, between the effective water entry suction Xj/e and the point along the soil moisture
characteristic curve for wetting \jr(0)w at which the specific water capacity d0/d\}/ is
greatest, leads to a number of possible approaches to the understanding and prediction of
the flow phenomena in question. First, for a soil whose soil moisture characteristic can be
approximated by the S-shaped \l/(0) curve of van Genuchten (1980), the effective suction
of water entry \j/e(obs) was seen to be located near or at the inflection point in the curve, i.e.,
at v(0mfi). (Compare columns (a) and (c) of Table 7.2). This point also corresponds to
the predominant pore size in the medium and to the specific water capacity maximum. For
a soil with a unimodal particle size distribution, such as a sieved fraction, this point would
be expected to correspond also to the medium's predominant particle size or to the median
value within the particle size range (i.e., the point equidistant from the limits of the range.)
Investigating the relationship between particle size and the effective suction of water
entry, Xj/g, we observe that Xj/g may be estimated by

Ve(pred) = (4370/du) + 0.074

[7.2]
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where du is the median particle diameter (pm) of the sublayer and \|/e is expressed in
centimeters. This empirical expression was obtained for six sublayer separates within
experiment a by a linear regression of observed \|/e vs.the reciprocal of the median particle
diameter of the separate, and had a coefficient of determination r2=0.9855 (Fig. 5.6).3
The strong relationship between du and \|/e demonstrates the correlation, for these separates,
between the median (or predominant) particle size of each separate and the pore size
corresponding to the effective suction of water entry into that separate.
By contrast, the lack of a clear relationship between admixture content, & and \|/e
(Fig. 7.2) is hypothesized to result from the addition of fines to a sand with a certain
predominant pore size, while not necessarily causing a shift in that pore size, may
nevertheless strongly affect the conductivity value of the sand at the suction value of water
entry corresponding to that predominant pore size (section 5.5). The conductivity of the
sublayer at water entry would thus be increased or decreased relative to the toplayer flux,
causing or inhibiting partial volume flow respectively (Hillel and Baker, 1988).
Analogously, the seeming lack of a correlation between antecedent moisture, ©o and \|/e
(Fig. 7.3) may be because the addition of various amounts of moisture mixed uniformly
into a sublayer causes the sand to then rewet along scanning curves (Topp and Miller,
1966). If the effective water entry suction during rewetting corresponds to specific water
capacity maxima as was the case with air dry sands, the maxima for a family of scanning
curves associated with small increments of moisture would likely occur over a rather
narrow range of suction values, even as the hydraulic conductivities for each of the maxima
ranged over several orders of magnitude. Determination of hysteretic soil hydraulic
properties would be necessary in order to confirm this general explanation.

^Regression equation [7.2] is derived from Fig. 5.6 and differs slightly from that in Fig. 7.1, because Fig.
7.1 includes data for replicate trials, whereas in Fig. 5.6, only those trials which were closely comparable in
terms of toplayer thickness, spatial uniformity of sublayer bulk density, and the relative position of the
tensiometer and interlayer were included. (Refer to Table C-2 in the Appendix.)
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7.5.2 Approximations of wetted fraction F based on particle size alone

It is proposed that approximations of fingering behavior in a uniform sublayer
might be made knowing only its particle size distribution. We find that for the six sublayer
separates described in Chapter 5, the conductivity value (cm/s) of the sublayer at the
effective suction of water entry can be predicted by

K„(Ve)pred = 10

®

[7.3]

with a coefficient of determination, rM).9853. This empirical expression takes advantage
of the observation that for those separates, Ku(\j/e(obs))*Ku[\l/(0infl)].
Furthermore, Hillel and Baker (1988) offered an expression for the toplayer flux,

Qt =

[7.4]

where Kt is the mean hydraulic conductivity of the toplayer, Hq is the positive hydraulic
head imposed on the surface by the ponded water, \|/e is the water entry suction of the
sublayer (i.e. the suction head, or negative pressure head, acting at the interface), and Zi is
the vertical thickness of the toplayer (the depth of the interface below the soil surface).
Equation [7.4] is similar to [2.1] (Hill and Parlange, 1972) except that it recognizes that
water is not introduced into the sublayer at atmospheric pressure, but rather at a
subpressure characteristic of the sublayer pores. For simplicity, we shall adopt the
approximation that Kt«Kts.
Therefore, substituting [7.2], [7.3] and [7.4] into [3.2], we obtain

^

Qt

KtJHo+Zi+[(4370/d„) + 0.074])

[7.5]

Table 7.3 compares predictions made by employing [7.5] with experimental
observations and gives two hypothetical examples as well. The top six rows consider the
six monodisperse air dry sublayer separates of Chapter 5. Inasmuch as these separates
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were used in deriving [7.2] and [7.3], they cannot be used to test [7.5], but they do enable
its predictions to be compared with those of Table 5.2 which were based on measured
hydraulic properties. Although the latter predictions were considerably better, predicted
values for F and Qt from [7.5] and [7.4] are in reasonable agreement with observed F and
Qt values. Those rows of Table 7.3 marked "test cases" examine two trials which were not
used to derive the empirical equations, and therefore offer tests of [7.5] under conditions of
a thicker toplayer thickness zj and a wider sublayer particle size distribution. The
correspondence between Fp^d and Fobs is reasonable. The thicker, more restrictive
toplayer in row 7 may be seen as having slightly enhanced fingering compared to that
which was observed in row 3 with an ordinary toplayer, for two otherwise similar trials
involving 500-710 |im sublayers. In row 8, a sublayer with a wider particle size
distribution than those in rows 5 or 6 afforded good agreement between predicted and
observed values of F. Finally, the rows marked "hypothetical cases" explore the potential
utility of [7.5] to predict the occurrence of fingering in soil profiles for which experimental
trials have not yet been run. Comparing rows 9 and 3, we see that the thicker, more
restrictive toplayer will likely result in fingering in a 250-355 |J.m sublayer, which had not
exhited fingering beneath the thinner toplayer. On the other hand, comparing rows 10 and
1, it is predicted that substitution of a more conductive toplayer would preclude partial
volume flow in the very coarse textured, air dry sand in which fingering had in our
experiments been observed to be most pronounced. More tests of this model certainly
would need to be performed before it could be applied with confidence, especially with
respect to field situations.
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Table 7.3 Predictions of wetted fraction from sublayer particle size
_Sublayer_Pond- _Toplaverl'_
Wetted
Particle Water Conductivity ing Thick- Conductivity Hydraulic _Flux_
fraction
size
entry at water entry depth ness
(saturated)
gradient
of
suction
suction
(predicted (predicted) (observed! sublayer
[7.4]*
[7.2]
[7.3]
in [7.4])
[7.5]
dU/dz
Zi
Kts
Ho
Qtfored)
Qtfobs) Fpred Fobs
4u
'Ke(Dred) Ku[Ve]t>red
-cmcm/cm
-cm/spm
cm
cm/s
cm/s

7.7
5.4
3.9
2.4
1.2
2.5

X

7.3

106-355 19.0

1000-2000 3.0
710-1000 5.2
500-710 7.3
355-500 10.3
250-355 14.5
106-250 24.6

X

10-2

1.0

6.1

X

10-3

X

X

2.0

X

10-3

1.48

5.8

2.0

X

10-3

1.0

3.9

X

3.4
4.1
4.8
5.9
7.3
1.1

17.2

X

X

1.69
2.07
2.39
2.95
3.63
5.36

X

1.0
1.0
1.0
0.8
1.0
0.7

X

10-3
10-3
10-3
10-3
10-3
10-3

2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

10-2
10-2
10-2
10-2
10-2
10-3

5.8
5.8
5.95
5.7
5.9
5.8

X
X
X
X

X

10-3
10-3
10-3
10-3
10-3
10-2

X

10-3
10-3
10-2
10-3
10-2
10-3

3.0

X

10-3 1.4

X

10-3 0.08 0.17

4.45

8.9

X

10-3 1.4

X

10-2 1.0

X
X
X
X
X

6.7
5.2
1.1
6.0
1.4
8.1

X
X
X
X
X

0.04
0.08
0.12
0.25
0.60
1.0

0.09
0.13
0.33
0.4
0.8
1.0

test cases:

500-710

0.83

hypothetical cases;*

250-355 14.5

1.2

X

10-2

1.0

17.2

2.0

X

10-3

1.48

3.0

X

10-3

§

0.25 §

1000-2000 3.0

7.7

X

10-2

1.0

5.8

1.2

X

10-2

1.69

2.0

X

10-2

§

0.26 §

^dt= 45-106 pm in all trials, except for last hypothetical case, where dt=106-250 |iin; ^Assuming Kt^Kts;
5No such expCTiments wctc actually conducted.

7.5.3 Tests of predictions of finger velocity and width

Several models of finger velocity and width have been proposed in the literature.
Table 7.4 compares observations of infiltration trials from experiment a with
the predictions made by two such models, eqn. [2.6] for finger velocity, Vf (Hill and
Parlange, 1972), and [2.15] for finger width, Wf (Parlange and HiU, 1976). For our air
dry sands, initial wetness, 0o=O, therefore Kuo=0, and [2.6]=[2.3].
It is apparent that [2.15] does not accord with observations for the soils examined.
Perhaps the sorptivity in [2.15] might be redefined as S(0i,0o), where 0i=0(Ve)>
recognition that the effective suction of water entry at the inflow boundary supplying water
to the fingers cannot be assumed to be zero. Such a modification of [2.15] might improve
the results; however, the experimental determination of such a value of sorptivity would be
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difficult. While [2.6] came closer to representing the observed values for finger velocity,
the same rationale could be used to modify the equation. We propose as a modification
Ku(Ve)"KuO

r-T

Vf —-

[/.

e(Ve)-eo
and have presented the results in Table 7.4, showing somewhat improved agreement
between model and experiment.

Table 7.4 Predicted vs. observed mean finger velocity and widtht
Sublayer
Particle Conductivity Wetness^ Sorptivity
diameter
(saturated) (saturated)
du
l^us
i>(®s*®o)

1000-2000
710-10001
500-710
355-500
250-355
106-250

0.50
0.35
0.20
0.11
0.06
0.01

Fineer velocity
Fineer width
observed
eqn. [2.15] observed eqn. [2.6] eqn. [7.6]

//vo\

/c
dli/5

1 itn

Mean

0.39
0.45
0.42
0.46
0.44
0.48

1.56
1.27
1.00
0.94
0.86
0.56

^'^ffDred')^
/"•m
/o
Vlli/kJ

r»rr\

78
64
75

0.9
1.8
1.6

no

in

176
342

§
§

1.3
0.78
0.48
0.24
0.14
0.02

0.19
0.15
0.16
0.074
0.037
0.017

0.21

0.049
0.062
0.022
0.022
0.022

l‘dt= 45-106 pm in all trials; ^Volumetric wetness computed on fractional, not percentage basis;
§Wetting-front virtually planar—no distinct fingers

7.5.4 Finger pathways during sequential infiltration events

The results of experiment/(Fig. 7.4) offer evidence that fingering, unlike
macropore flow, is largely a random process. Few of the fingers pursued the same paths
during all three infiltrations, and many found new routes each time. It is not known,
however, to what degree particles at the interlayer may have rearranged themselves during
each infiltration event We did intentionally form indentations or "nicks" (Hill and
Parlange, 1972) in the top of the sublayer of several trials (none of those described herein)
prior to packing the toplayer, in an effort to cause fingers to mn by the tensiometer ports.
Although fingers were sometimes initiated at these locations, they seldom traveled exactly
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vertically. It remains unclear to what extent their paths are influenced by morphological
heterogeneities.

7.6 Conclusions

The similarities in the relationships among various parameters of flow-field
behavior, whether they be cast as functions of reciprocal median particle size, admixture
content, or antecedent wetness (Figs. 1,2,3) suggest that a common mechanism underlies
the effects of both particle size distribution and wetness on the production and suppression
of fingering. The theory of Hillel and Baker (1988), as eludicated by the tests of Chapters
5 and 6, substantially explains the effect of particle size distribution. Until parallel
investigations are carried out on the effects of antecedent wetness which include a full
account of the hysteretic hydraulic properties of the soils, the mechanistic similarity must
remain hypothetical. However, because most field soils are seldom at air-dryness, the need
for such an undertaking is clear.
Further research is needed in the laboratory and in the field to extend the generality
of these findings to soils that are not as uniform, horizontally layered or air dry. Efforts
must be made to determine the effects of particle size distribution, initial moisture, air
compression, redistribution, and water-repellency, singly and in combination, on the
occurrence of fingering, so that predictive models and management tools applicable to the
effects of fingering on solute transport in the field may begin to emerge.

CHAPTERS

SUMMARY AND RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS

A theory has recently been offered (Hillel and Baker, 1988) to explain and predict
the occurrence of fingering and the fractional wetted volume during infiltration into layered
soils, in terms of measurable hydraulic properties. When the conductivity of a coarsetextured sublayer at its effective water entry suction is greater than the rate of transmission
through a finer-textured toplayer, the flow velocity increases across the interlayer.
Thereupon a spatially-distributed flow field in the toplayer will tend to constrict, forming
spatially separated streams (fingers) in the sublayer. To test the hypothesis, ponded
infiltration experiments were conducted in transparent laboratory chambers packed with air
dry sands. The hydraulic properties of the media were determined by equilibrium capillary
rise, parameter estimation, and horizontal absorption experiments. Dynamic measurements
of flux and suction at the interlayer during infiltration revealed that the effective water entry
suction is characteristic of the predominant pore size in the sublayer and can be predicted
from its median particle-size (r2=0.99). Predictions regarding the onset of fingering and
the wetted fractional volume of fingers, given a knowledge of measurable soil hydraulic
properties, were both validated for the monodisperse and polydisperse sublayers studied.
Laboratory infiltration trials were also carried out to test the theory for the case of a
hydrophobic layered sand. Prior trials had demonstrated that in accordance with theory,
during infiltration through a toplayer of very fine sand, no fingering occurred in sublayers
of coarse sand, if they were polydisperse. However, when these sublayers were treated
with a hydrophobic agent, infiltration occurred in the form of rapidly advancing fingers that
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wetted only a small fraction of the hydrophobic layer's volume. Dynamic measurements of
suction at the interface between the layers indicated that before water entry into the
hydrophobic layer occurred, positive pressures greater than atmospheric had to be attained.
Theoretical predictions of the wetted fractional volume of fingers were validated for the
hydrophobic polydisperse sublayers studied. Fingering is therefore likely to be enhanced
in soils made water-repellent by natural agents or by disturbances such as the accidental
release of hydrocarbons.
In the course of carrying out the infiltration trials, measurements of finger velocity,
finger width, and wetted volume were made which demonstrated the dependence of these
parameters on both the particle size distribution and antecedent wetness of the sublayers.
Thirty-one ponded infiltration trials were conducted varying, from one trial to the next,
only the sublayer characteristics, in one of three ways. When the sublayer particle size was
made smaller (i.e., closer in texture to the fine-textured toplayer), or the sublayer particle
size distribution was made wider (i.e., by the addition of fines), or increasing amounts of
initial wetness were uniformly mixed within the sublayer, then the fractional wetted volume
was observed to increase linearly (r^ =0.84, p<0.01), until fingering was no longer
exhibited. Concurrently, finger width increased (r^ >0.47, p<0.05), while finger velocity
decreased. In one trial examining the combined effects of polydispersity and initial wetness
on the expression of fingering, they were seen to be interactive. Acting together, they
caused less distinct and wider fingers to occur than was the case when either factor, present
to the same degree, was acting alone. One two-layered sand model was subjected to a
sequence of infiltrations, with the sublayer dried in situ between wetting events. Fingers
were observed to traverse a few of the paths repeatedly; however, many followed new
pathways each time, suggesting that when they occur, fingers may be randomly distributed
within macroscopically uniform fields. Based on observations of infiltration into air dry
layered soils, several simple empirical expressions predicting fingering behavior are
derived. An additional model is thereby offered that affords predictions of fingering
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knowing only the predominant sublayer particle size, applicable for sands having discrete
particle size distributions. When this model was tested for an infiltration trial having a
more restrictive toplayer and for anotiiCT with a sublayer having a wider particle size
distribution than any of the trials from which the model was originally derived, its
predictions accorded reasonably well with experimental observations.

The work described focused on the case of fingering during infiltration into layered
soils, where the transmission of water to a highly conductive zone is restricted by the
presence of an impeding layer or surface crust Although under certain conditions,
redistribution, water-repellent organic fractions, and air compression may likewise enhance
the possibility of partial volume flow, the widespread occurrence of layered soils justified
the present focus. Especially in the presence of an impeding layer, when macropore flow
is unlikely (because macropores beneath an impeding layer are non-conductive during
infiltration until free water is supplied to them), partial volume flow, or fingering could
under certain conditions dominate the flow field. Fingering may invalidate, by perhaps an
order of magnitude, predictions of wetted depth and fractional volume based on distributed
flow in homogeneous soils. Therefore, we face a compelling need to futher investigate
these phenomena.
In both man-made and natural situations, unstable flows may permit "outlaw"
streams of contaminant-laden water to be conveyed rapidly to the groundwater, bypassing
most of the soil volume and circumventing some of the filtering mechanisms of the vadose
zone (Hillel, 1987). For example, nearly saturated pulses of water would be less
susceptible to aerobic microbial transformation than would slower-moving, more
distributed flows.
Even ix)lydisperse soils that would not otherwise be expected to exhibit fingering
may do so if water-repellent Only a mono-molecular film of a hydrophobic agent coating
soil particles would be required, therefore, to greatly enhance the possibility of partial
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volume flow. Short of contact with liquid phase hydrocarbons, exposure to vapors alone
might be sufficient to render a soil hydrophobic. In either case, it is plausible that travel
times of wetting fronts through a soil profile contaminated by hydrocarbons, e.g., after an
oil spill, might be greatly diminished. Fingering would therefore alter the distribution of
soil moisture and aeration within such a site, and might become a vehicle for deep
percolation of water-borne contaminants as well. It might also thrwart attempts to
distribute nutrients uniformly throughout the contaminated zone for the purpose of
enhancing the microbial decay of the hydrocarbons. The ramifications of such effects need
to be considered in connection with the management of soils subject to oil spills.
Among the research needs that must be addressed are the following general
questions, accompanied by the author's speculations and comments:
a) Are our current methods of sampling in the vadose zone and even in the saturated
zone to detect the presence of transported contaminants derived from suface or near-surface
activities appropriate in scale, both spatially and temporally, to catch the early finger-borne
arrivals? At sites subject to partial volume flow, the answer may well be that we miss most
of the fingers, or if we do "catch" one or two, they might conceivably be disregarded as
anomalies. Positioning of instruments, such as suction lysimeters, within or just above
finer textured substrata (zones of converging streamlines) might be one approach.
b) Are existing models of recharge and percolation adequate, in view of this work,
to predict travel times and water storage within the unsaturated zone? Clearly, fingering
represents a possible vehicle for water and water-borne contaminants to migrate farther,
more deeply, and with greater velocity through the vadose zone than models of distributed,
isotropic flow would suggest. Macropore flow also can provide such a vehicle, but
macropores can fill only if water is supplied to them at a low enough suction (very close to
saturation in the case of large pores). In a situation of a coarse-textured soil with a surface
crust not penetrated by macropores, attention should begin to turn from the possibility of
macropore flow to the likelihood of fingering.
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c) How should we redesign liners (e.g., in solid waste landfills) or manage crust
formation (e.g., in subsurface wastewater disposal systems) to minimize the induction of
partial volume flow in the coarser soil or fill below them? How may the specifications for
the subsoil or fill be modified to do the same? For example, designers may have gone too
far if, in an effort to prevent biological clogging, they are specifying monodisperse fill
materials for sand filters or disposal beds. The effect of dosing schedules on crust
formation and on the resulting pattern of infiltration should be examined.
d) How would the presence of various kinds and concentrations of solutes modify
the picture we have of partial volume flow of water? To the extent that the capillary model
relates the pore size distribution of coarse-textured soils to water entry suctions, one may
speculate that the surface tension and contact angle terms of the capillary equation would
enter into considerations of the effect of solutes on fingering. Similarly, hydraulic
conductivity is a function of viscosity and density, among other things. Research needs to
be directed to these effects.
e) What ramifications does fingering present with regard to the efficient application
of agricultural irrigation or amendments? Where fingering is occurring, water and soil
amendments are apt to be wasted because they are not well-distributed throughout the
rooting zone. As a consequence, leaching of nitrates and pesticides might be exacerbated.
Much more needs to be learned about the effect of antecedent moisture on the suppression
of partial volume flow, so that if practical, management of soil moisture at some minimal
level may help prevent fingering and assure more efficient use of resources.
f) Which soil types are most likely to support these phenomena? How will the
presence of morphological heterogeneities affect, enhance, or swamp (overwhelm) the
occurence of fingering? Very few field studies of flow instability have yet been reported.
The interaction between fingering and anisotropic flows due to morphologic
heterogeneities, including macropores, remains virtually unexplored.
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g) What new methods of observing flow-field distributions must be developed or
may be most readily adapted to facilitate the detection and analysis of fingering in the field?
The success of the research methods described here suggests that monitoring of suction just
above a fine over coarse-textured interlayer plane, in conjuction with measurement or
estimation of soil hydraulic properties, may offer a relatively non-intrusive way to infer
when and to what extent partial volume flow is occuring. Because field validation is
essential before models can be utilized as effective predictive tools, so further research will
be vital before the theory and methods offered here can applied with confidence to the
pressing problems that await us in the field.
Fingering has the potential to undermine our best laid plans for resource
conservation and utilization, unless we continue to develop an ability to understand,
prevent, or at the least be aware of the extent of its occurrence.

Appendix A

Wetting front instability in layered soils: Effects of texture and initial wetness^
Ralph S. Baker, David M. Edelstein, and Daniel Hillel^

A.l Abstract.3

Experiments have been conducted to map out the phenomenology of unstable flow
in two-dimensional laboratory models of layered soils. In the case of a fine-textured layer
subject to constant-head ponding, overlying a coarser-textured layer, the effects of initial
wetness and pore-size distribution have been examined. As the initial wetness of the
sublayer was increased slightly above air-dryness, instability diminished. Lower amounts
of initial wetness were necessary to extinguish instability in finer than in coarser-textured
sublayers. Similarly, with the addition of fine particles for the purpose of widening the
pore-size distribution of initially air-dry sublayers, instability diminished. In sublayers
having matrix textures of coarse sand, smaller additions of very fine sand particles than
medium sands were necessary to dampen instability.

^Presentation to the Soil Science Society of America, Annual Meetings, Atlanta, GA,
November 30,1987.
^Research Assistant, Teaching Assistant, and Professor, respectively. Department of Plant and Soil
Sciences, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 01003.
^Baker, R.S., D.M. Edelstein, and D. Hillel. 1987. Wetting front instability in layered soils: Effects of
texture and initial wetness. Agronomy Abstracts. Annual meeting at AUanta, GA, American Society
of Agronomy, Madison, WI. p.l56.
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A.2 Introduction.

The subject of preferential flow due to macropores such as structural cracks and
biopores has received much attention. This paper deals with another type of preferential
flow which cannot so easily be observed in the field. This type of flow, termed wetting
front instability or fingering, may be associated with layered soils, hydrophobic soils, air
compression, and redistribution following ponding. Here we examine the case of layered
soils, fine over coarse-textured, in the absense of hydrophobicity, air compression, and
redistribution effects.
Our objectives were:
1. In a profile consisting of two homogeneous soil layers, fine over coarse in
texture, when are fingers produced?
2. More specifically, what is the effect on fingering of:
a. Initial moisture in the sublayer, and
b. Admixture of finer particles into the sublayer?
3. If 2a or 2b, above, do have an effect on wetting front appearance, can the
change be correlated to measurable soil hydraulic properties?

A.3 Materials and methods.

We have begun our work in an experimental mode, and are in the process of
moving toward a model of this phenomenon, but presented here primarily are some results
of experimental work.
Sands were initially sieved into fractions and, if the effects of inital wetness were
being tested, the sands were mixed with a given mass of water and the mixture was
allowed to equilibrate. Then the sublayer was placed into the chamber and vibrated under a
surcharge to obtain a uniform density of packing. If, conversely, the effects of an
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admixture were being tested, the sublayer sand was first brought to 1% wetness by mass to
permit the uniform adherence of the finer particles on the coarser ones. The required
admixture was thoroughly mixed with the moist sand, the mixture placed into the chamber,
and then vibrated under surcharge to obtain a uniform density of packing. Finally the
sublayer was air-dried under heat lamps, and permitted to cool prior to placement of the
toplayer over it. The toplayer was constant throughout the experiments discussed here, and
consisted of 1500 grams of very fine sand, 0.045-0.106 mm. Water was supplied to the
surface instantaneously, and a small constant head was maintained with a Mariotte device.
Tracings of the progress of the visible wetting front were made on the plexiglass, and at the
end of an experiment, the chamber could be quickly opened to check on the internal
distribution of particle-size, bulk density, and wetness.

A.4 Results and Discussion

A.4.1 Initial wetness experiments We present first a representative series of
experiments examining the effect of initial wemess in a coarse sandy sublayer, 0.500-0.710
mm (Figs. A-l,a-d). Wetting fronts are planar through the toplayer, but at 0.3% volume
wetness, narrow fingers develop and move rapidly through the sublayer (Fig. A-la). As
initial volume wetness is increased to 0.7% (Fig. A-lb), and 1.6% (Fig. A-lc), fingers
broaden and move much less rapidly, until at 2.9% (Fig. A-Id) fingering is precluded.
Figure A-2 summarizes the varying wetness experiments in terms of the effect of
initial wetness, 0i on average finger width, FW (i.e., Wf) (solid circles), and on average
wetting front velocity, WFV (i.e., v^f) (open circles), for three sublayer particle sizes,
very coarse sand (1.00-2.00 mm), coarse sand (0.500-0.710 mm), and medium sand
(0.355-0.5(X) mm.) With increasing initial wetness, a general trend is seen for increasing
average finger width and diminishing average wetting front velocity.
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II
Fig. A-1 Photographs of infiltration trials with varying degrees of antecedent wetness in

li

the sublayer. dt=45-106, du=5(X)-710|im, with
a) ei=0.3%; b) 0i=O.7%; c) 0i=1.6%; d) 0i=2.9%.
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Our findings regarding the effect of initial moisture on fingering are in general
agreement with the experimental results of Diment and Watson (1985) and Glass, Parlange,
and Steenhuis (1987).

A.4.2 Admixture experiments Figure A-3,a-c illustrates a representative series of
experiments examining the effect of adding not initial moisture, but rather fines to the same
coarse sand sublayer of Fig. A-1. The admixture material here is silt (< 0.045 mm). When
the admixture content, by mass, is only 0.5%, fingers are narrow and move rapidly (Fig.
A-3a). With 2.2% admixture content, fingers broaden (Fig. A-3b), until at 3.2% (Fig. A3c), fingering is precluded under these conditions.
Figure A-4 summarizes the effect of varying initial wetness and admixture content
of sandy sublayers on production of fingering. Each initial wetness bar represents 3
replicate experiments, the other bars, one experiment. As the particle size of the sublayer
approaches that of the toplayer, smaller amounts of initial moisture are necessary to prelude
the formation of distinguishable fingers. Similarly, "leaner" admixtures of fine sand are
required to preclude fingering in finer than in coarser sublayers. Silt-size particles appear
to have the optimal effect in this regard. With admixtures of clay, fingering was not
precluded, but finger speed became vanishingly small with a 10% admixture of bentonite.

A.4.3 Variable wetness experiments The following two experiments are presented to
stimulate consideration of the mechanisms of finger formation. The experiment shown in
Fig. A-5 was created by packing a sublayer consisting of eight alternating vertical strips of
air-dry and 3% wet coarse sand. The wetting front first penetrated into the pre-moistened
strips at a slow rate. Shortly, in the adjacent dry strips, the wetting front penetrated and
broke into fingers which quickly overtook the wetting fronts in the premoistened strips.
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Fig. A-3 Photographs of infiltration trials with varying admixture contents, ^ of silt-size
fines in the sublayer. dt=45-106, du=500-710|im, with
a) a=0.5%; b) a=2.2%; c)a=3.2%.
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Fig. A-5 Photograph of infiltration trial into a sublayer having a variable horizontal
distribution of antecedent wetness. dt=45-106, du=500-710p.ni, with
alternating vertical strips of air dry and 0i=3%.
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In the second experiment (Fig. A-6), the same sublayer material was prepared in
two horizontal strips, 3% wet over air-diy. Here flow through the moistened strip was
slow and planar, but with entry into the dryer strip it broke into fingers. We have debated
whether this indicates on the one hand that streams of flow arising at the textural interface
are masked by the lateral spreading due to the wetness and do not become apparent until the
dry layer, or on the other hand that the fingers arise at the wet/dry interface.
Let us define the water entry tension, \j/cr> as the maximum tension at which water
can enter an initially air-dry porous medium, it being a measure of the minimum pore-size
forming a continuous network of flow channels in the medium. It can be measured in the
laboratory as the limit of capillary rise from a free water surface.
In view of all the previously described experiments, the following scenario is
offered to describe the observed phenomena. For the two-layer experiments, when the
wetting front in the toplayer first reaches the textural interface, steep gradients at the front
must be delivering water to the interface at a higher tension there (yi) than the theoretical
water entry tension (\j/cr) of tho sublayer. Water cannot yet enter the sublayer. That
explains the typical pause in flow at a fine/coarse textural interface while pressure builds up
to \l/i>\j/cr- Antecedent moisture in the sublayer, if present, would enable flow to begin
beneath the interface at a \}/i higher than x/cr, due to hysteresis. If antecedent wetness is not
present, flow will begin at \j/cr. In either case, if the resulting flux through the sublayer is
not sufficient to transmit the flux that the toplayer is capable of delivering, then there will be
locations where \j/i will fall below \|/cr> until larger pores can then suddenly begin
conducting rapidly. This buildup of matric potential at the interface and subsequent
spatially discontinuous distribution of pressure below it constitutes instability in a
qualitative sense. Once the larger pores do begin conducting, however, there is not a
sufficient supply through the toplayer to fill the sublayer entirely, and fingers (partial
volume flow) must result. Once produced, fingers may or may not perpetuate themselves,
because overlaid on this scenario is the degree of lateral spreading which the sublayer
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Fig. A-6 Photograph of infiltration trial into a sublayer having a variable vertical
distribution of antecedent wetness. dt=45-106, du=5C)0-710|im, with
two horizontal strips: 0j=3%, over air dry sand.
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exhibits. Lateral spreading appears to be a factor permitting closely spaced fingers to
overlap and merge into a more planar wetting front Further study of this aspect will be
needed to clarify what happens under conditions which are marginally capable of producing
fingers, such as intermediate levels of initial moisture or polydispersity. At this point it is
not clear whether finger width and spacing are functions of the interaction between the two
layers or depend only on the sublayer characteristics.
We have begun to determine the hydraulic properties of the experimental soils and
to correlate such properties with wetting front behavior. Soil moisture characteristic
curves, \|/(0), for the three relatively monodisperse sublayer sands used in the antecedent
moisture experiments and the toplayer sand are shown in Fig. A-7. The former three \)/(0)
curves were measured by permitting capillary rise from a free water surface into a
segmented column containing initially air-dry sand; after equihbrium was attained the
segments were weighed. The \j/(0) curve for the toplayer was measured by incrementally
and monotonically reducing in a step-wise fashion the length of a hanging water column
attached to a Tempe cell containing the soil; the equihbrium absorption associated with
each increment of pressure was determined volumetricaUy. Note that except for the air-dry
sublayer sands, the water entry tensions, \|/cr (Tables A-1 and A-2) are hypothesized from
the wetting curves. We have not yet measured the hysteretic \j/(0) relation, and presumably
the effective water entry tensions for initiahy moist soils may be higher than for soils
initiaUy on the primary wetting curve.
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Table

A-1 Estimated K(6i) of Sublayer Sands

(for 0i values of infiltration trials)
Median
particle
size

Volume
wetness
(initial)

Hypothesized
water
entry
suction

Saturated
conductivity

Unsaturated
conductivityt

d

Oi

Vcr(0i)

Ks

K(ei)

mm

%

cm

cnVsec

cm/sec

0.38
1.67
3.17
4.41

10.0
7.5
6.5
6.0

1.500

5.6
1.5
1.3
4.0

X 10-8

X 10-5
X 10-4
X 10-4

0.67
0.605

0.27
0.67
1.56
2.94

12.5
12.5
11.5
10.5

1.8 X
3.3 X
4.9 X
3.7 X

10-8

10-7
10-8
10-5

0.24
0.4275

0.27
0.93
1.46
2.27

6.9
1.3
6.6
3.2

21.0
19.5
19.0
18.0

X 10-10

X 10-7
X 10-7
X 10-8

0.10
+K(0i) estimated by a) fitting the Brooks and Corey (1966) relation:
V=

^ to measured \j/(0) data, where 0=(0-0n)/(0s"0n)»

0^«f=porosity, and 0n=irreducible volume wetness;
and b) using Mualem's (1976) model: K(0) = Ks(02-^‘'’^'n);
Ks measured by constant-head permeameter method.
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Table A-2 Measured D(0i), and S(0i,0i) of
experimental sandst
(for 0i values of infiltration trials)
Median
particle
size

Volume
wetness
(initial)

Hypothesized
water
entry
suction

Sorptivity

Diffusivity

d

ei

Vcr(®i)

s(ei,ei)

DO)

mm

%

cm

cm/V(sec)

cmVsec

1.500

0.38
1.67
3.17
4.41

10.0
7.5
6.5
6.0

1.49
1.42
1.34
1.28

3.2 X 10-2
0.18
0.36
0.51

0.605

0.27
0.67
1.56
2.94

12.5
12.5
11.5
10.5

1.10
1.09
1.06
1.02

9.0 X 10-3
2.2 X 10-2
3.9 X 10-2
0.22

0.4275

0.27
0.93
1.46
2.27

21.0
19.5
19.0
18.0

0.94
0.91
0.90
0.87

5.2 X 10-3
2.5 X 10-2
4.1 X 10'2
6.5 X 10-2

0.0755

0.35

0.24

6.5

X

10^

tD(0) and S(0i,0i) measured by method of Bruce and Klute (1956);

D(0i) evaluated from data according to Clothier et al. (1983).
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We estimated K(0) values, (Table A-1), by fitting the relation of Brooks and Corey
(1966) to the measured \|/(0) data, and then employing Mualem's (1976) model. For every
value of initial wetness tested in our laboratory, sublayer conductivities appear to be orders
of magnitude less than the K(0) value of approx. 0.001 cm/s for the toplayer estimated at
the water entry tensions \|/cr of the sublayers. Again hysteresis has not yet been taken into
consideration in these conductivity estimates. Even so, this striking comparison highlights
the idea that matric potential at an interface must build up (i.e. tensions must fall) to
tensions lower than \j/cr prior to finger formation. Only as a consequence of such a further
fall in tension can the sublayer conduct at a rate higher than the supplying flux through the
toplayer.
In the cases of the higher initial wemess values, water must be entering a sublayer
that is initially on a drying \j/(0) curve and thus at higher tensions than \|/cr. It seems
plausible that the corresponding K(0i) value must be greater than K(\|rcr)» air-dry. It is
therefore hypothesized that under such conditions of higher initial wetness, only a slight
rise in matric potential need occur during the course of water entry. In other words, there
is a sufficiently well-distributed amount of antededent moisture present in the form of thin
wedges of water between particles so that a spatially uniform flux can be maintained in the
sublayer equal to that arriving at the interface. Rather than fingers developing, stable
unsaturated flow prevails as a broad, slow-moving wetting front. We measured hydraulic
diffusivity and sorptivity (Table A-2) by a modification of Bruce and Klute's (1956) one¬
dimensional, horizontal absorption method, and then evaluated specific values of D(0i)
from our data according to the method of Clothier, Scotter, and Green (1983). For a given
sublayer texture, there's an inverse correlation between sorptivity and finger width,
contrary to the formulation of Parlange and Hill (1976). Meanwhile, diffusivity and
hydraulic conductivity we find to be positively correlated with finger width.
Empirically-based criteria for the prediction of fingering clearly should include
variables dependent on 0i and on some measure of monodispersity. The effect of other
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toplayer-sublayer sequences might be handled by similitude analysis. In conclusion, we
plan to try to obtain dynamic measurements of matric potential gradients during upcoming
infiltration experiments to enable us to test the foregoing hypotheses.
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Appendix B

A descriptive theory of fingering during infiltration into layered soils^
Daniel Hillel and Ralph S. Baker

B.l. Abstract

An etiological hypothesis is offered to explain the occasional occurrence of
fingering during infiltration and redistribution. The basic hypothesis is that a spatially
distributed flow field, such as a planar wetting front, tends to constrict where the flow
acccelerates. This constriction may cause the flow field, if it is wide, to break into discrete,
concentrated (partial volume) currents. Thus, initially parallel streamlines tend to converge
and thereby form spatially separated currents when the velocity increases along the
direction of flow. This can occur particularly during infiltration, at the transition from a
less permeable toplayer to a more permeable sublayer, if the conductivity of the sublayer at
the suction of water entry exceeds the flux through the toplayer. This simple hypothesis
fits the criterion of Occam's razor and should lend itself to experimental testing.

B.2 Introduction

The phenomenon of fingering during multiphase fluid flow and displacement in
porous media has long been known to petroleum engineers and fluid dynamicists (e.g.,
Taylor, 1950; Linn, 1955; Perrine, 1961; Rachford, 1964). However, a similar
occurrence during the infiltration or redistribution of water in soil profiles, often termed

^D.Hillel and R.S. Baker. A descriptive theory of fingering during infiltration into layered soils.
Soil Sci. 146(l):51-56. © by Williams and Wilkins, 1988. [A letter of permission from the
copyright holder has been obtained and filed with the Graduate School.]
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wetting-front instability or unstable flow, has come to the attention of most soil physicists
only during the last two decades, following the works of Wooding (1969), Bachmat and
Elrick (1970), and particularly Hill and Parlange (1972).
Since those early publications, the topic has excited increasing interest and
intensified research, experimental as well as theoretical (e.g. Raats, 1973; Philip,
1975a,Parlange and Hill, 1976; White et al., 1976,1977; Stair et al., 1978, 1986;
Diment et al., 1982; Diment and Watson, 1983,1985; Hillel, 1980, 1987; Tamai et al.,
1987; and Glass et al., 1984, 1987). Yet the phenomenon remains enigmatic. The
theoretical constructs offered to date do not clearly explain why an initially distributed
flow field should sometimes break into distinct and spatially separate flow streams (called
fingers). Statements to the effect that fingering arises whenever the pressure gradient
behind the wetting front becomes negative (Philip, 1975a,b) provide only a formalistic
criterion, rather than a physical cause for the phenomenon.
We offer herewith a simple (some might say embarrassingly simple) explanation
that seems to accord with our direct observations, as well as with the evidence given by
others. The basic hypothesis is that a spatially distributed flow field, such as a planar
wetting front, tends to constrict where the flow accelerates (as required by the laws of
conservation of mass and momentum). If the field is wide, this constriction may cause
the flow field to break into discrete, concentrated (partial-volume) currents. In other
words, initially parallel streamlines tend to converge and, in a wide field, may form
spatially separated streams when the velocity increases along the direction of flow.
A simplistic analogy of flow constriction caused by acceleration is the common
observation of a stream of water flowing out of a faucet, shrinking in diameter as it is
accelerated by gravity. In soils, the process is somewhat more complex. Acceleration of
flow may occur if either the moving force or the conductivity of the medium increases
along the flow path. For example, if lateral flow takes place in a uniform layer over a
sloping impervious boundary, the flow field will tend to narrow (i.e., its streamlines will
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tend to converge) if the slope becomes steeper along the path of flow. Conversely, the
flow field will tend to widen (its streamlines will tend to diverge) if the sloping impervious
boundary becomes less steep. Alternatively, acceleration may take place even where the
moving force remains constant (as in the case of gravity-induced flow over a sloping
boundary of constant steepness or down a vertical profile in the absence of pressure
gradients) if the hydraulic conductivity increases along the flow path, causing the
streamlines to converge. The contrary will occur if the hydraulic conductivity decreases
along the flow path: a concentrated flow field will tend to spread, i.e., its streamlines will
tend to diverge, as the flow decelerates. The change of conductivity may be either
continuous or discontinuous. In the latter case, the profile consists of distinct layers.

B.3 Infiltration in a layered profile.

Consider the process of infiltration into a two-layered vertical profile with: (1) a thin
toplayer of fine-textured material characterized by a relatively low hydraulic conductivity at
saturation, and (2) a thick (semi-infinite) underlying layer of coarse texture characterized by
a high value of hydraulic conductivity at saturation. Under certain conditions the less
conductive toplayer may constrain the supply of water to the more conductive sublayer.
Suppose that the soil is ponded instantaneously and that a shallow head of water of
constant depth is thereafter maintained over the surface. A wetting front forms within the
toplayer and advances downwards continuously, in response to the combined matric and
gravitational potential gradients, until it reaches the interface between the layers. We shall
assume that this interface is horizontal. The system described is illustrated in Fig. B-1.
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Fig. B-1 Infiltration under ponding into a two-layer profile where the toplayer is
less conductive than the sublayer

If the toplayer is initially dry, the wetting front moving in it will typically exhibit an
appreciable matric suction. If the pores in the coarse-textured sublayer are too large to be
entered at the suction of the wetting front when that front first reaches the interlayer
interface, the wetting front will pause temporarily at that interface. During that pause,
potential gradients in the toplayer continue to induce flow toward the interface, causing
tension there to diminish. Eventually, the suction at the interface will fall below the
threshold of water entry into the smallest pores in the sublayer, and the wetting front will
then begin to enter the sublayer. Because of inevitable spatial variability, what typically
happens below the interface is that water first penetrates the sublayer at distinct randomly
distributed locations, rather than uniformly over the entire area of the interface. Such
locations may not immediately admit the full flux deliverable by the toplayer; hence the
suction at the interface my continue to decrease (permitting incrementally larger pores
adjacent to the pores of initial water entry to sorb water and to conduct), so the locations of
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water entry tend to widen until they are wide enough, acting together, to conduct the full
rate of infiltration.
(We can define water-entry suction, incidentally, as the maximum suction that will
allow water to enter an initially dry porous matrix. Capillary theory implies that each pore
has a characteristic threshold value of suction for water entry, and that water introduced at a
suction exceeding that value will not enter the pore. Similarly, an assemblage of pores has
a characteristic water-entry suction, determined by the narrowest pores that form a
continuous network in the matrix. As such, this parameter is analogous, though in an
opposite sense, to the more familiar parameter of air-entry suction, which has been defined
(Hillel, 1980) as the minimal suction required to begin desorption of an initially watersaturated matrix, as determined by the widest pores connected to the surface.)
The downward advance of the wetting front within the sublayer can be either
"stable" (i.e., spatially continuous or more or less uniformly distributed laterally) or
"unstable" (spatially discontinuous, in the form of discrete frontal lobes, commonly called
fingers.) We submit that the governing factor is the conductivity of the sublayer at the
suction value of effective water entry, relative to the rate of transmission through the
toplayer. If the sublayer's hydraulic conductivity at the particular suction of water entry
into it exceeds the discharge through the toplayer, then the flow velocity necessarily
increases in the transition from the toplayer to the sublayer, and the flow field will tend to
constrict and to concentrate into individual streams.
We can explain this tendency using a reductio ad absurdum to show that the
alternative is untenable. If the sublayer were to conduct throughout its entire crosssectional area, it would be taking in water at a rate exceeding the ability of the toplayer to
supply it, an obvious impossibility. Hence flow can take place only over a fraction of the
sublayer's cross-section, i.e., it becomes partial-volume flow. When the flow rate into the
sublayer equals the flow rate through the toplayer, the toplayer ceases to accumulate more
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water, the suction at the interface stabilizes, the discrete areas of water entry into the
sublayer acquire a stable configuration, and the overall infiltration rate becomes steady.

B.4 Analysis of steady flow in layered profiles.

To simplify the discussion, let us assume at this point that, some time after the
penetration of the sublayer, a steady-flow regime is established. This imples that the flow
rate (volume per area per unit time) through the toplayer (Qt) is equal to the flow rate into
the underlying layer (Qu). From Fig. B.l we can define Qt thus

^

vt -

(Ho+Zi+\|/e)

-r-

[B.l]

where Kt is the mean hydraulic conductivity of the toplayer, Hq is the positive hydraulic
head imposed on the surface by the ponded water, \}/e is the water entry suction of the
sublayer (i.e. the suction head, or negative pressure head, acting at the interface), and Zi is
the vertical thickness of the toplayer (the depth of the interface below the soil surface).
The vertical potential gradient through the conducting zone in the sublayer tends to
unity when steady infiltration is approached. This occurs as the suction gradient decreases
with the increase in the wetting depth, eventually leaving the gravitational gradient as the
principal driving force. Under these conditions, flow in the conducting zone of the
sublayer tends to equal the hydraulic conductivity Ky, which is a function of the suction at
which water is introduced into this zone from above, i.e., Ku=Ku(\j/). Recognizing that the
water released from the toplayer can enter the sublayer only if the suction at the interface is
no greater than the water entry suction \j/e of the sublayer, we can deduce a simple criterion
for the onset of concentrated or partial volume flow (i.e., the occurrence of fingering)
based on the value of Ku(\|/e) relative to the flux through the toplayer.
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Three hypothetical scenarios regarding Ku(\|/e) are possible: (1) if Ku(\l/e) is lower
than Qt, then obviously steady state has not been attained, and continued infiltration will
cause the suction head to decrease below \j/e, leading to an increase in

until it equals

Qt; (2) in the event that Ku(\|/e) happens to be exactly equal to Qt, \\f at the interface will
equal \j^e, and steady flow will take place over the entire cross-sectional area of the sublayer
at the rate Ku(\l/e); (3) if, however, Ku(\|/e) exceeds Qt (either because the toplayer's
conductivity Kt is very low or because the sublayer's KuCVe) is relatively high), then the
sublayer will not receive a sufficient supply to allow it to conduct water throughout its
entire volume. The sublayer must therefore conduct the infiltrating water through a fraction
of its volume represented by Qt/Ku(\l/e)- That volume fraction F will naturally consist of
individual fingers, the total cross-sectional areas of which will add up to the above fraction
of the overall horizontal area

^ (Ho+Zi+\{/e)
F = —-^-

[B.2]

i^u(Ve)

We can further simplify the formulation by assuming that the ponding depth is
negligible and that the toplayer is very thin and of low conductivity (i.e., that Zj is small in
relation to the suction \\f at the interface). We then obtain the approximation

Q = Qu = Qt = K,^

[B.3]

The toplayer, incidentally, may be partially unsaturated, or it may be saturated
throughout its depth, depending on whether its lower part is under a suction exceeding (or
not exceeding) its threshold air-entry suction, \|/asaturated if \)/e<vi/a.

other words, the toplayer will be
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This condition, together with the condition that the hydraulic head gradient be unity,
leads to the approximation
[B.4]

Q = K„(Ve)=^

where Rt is the hydraulic resistance of the toplayer, namely the ratio of its thickness to its
(saturated) hydraulic conductivity. Thus, the steady infiltration flux is proportional to the
suction at the interface (namely, the effective entry suction of the sublayer) and inversely
proportional to the hydraulic resistance of the toplayer. This formulation is consistent with
the earlier treatment of infiltration through a crust-topped profile by Hillel and Gardner
(1969), though that treatment did not account for the possibility of fingering caused by the
condition
Ku(Ve) ^ Qt*

[B.5]

Both Rt and ye can be measured independently for the given soil matrices: Rt by
measuring the thickness of the toplayer and its hydraulic conductivity (e.g., with a
permeameter), and \j/e by measuring the limit of capillary rise from a free water surface into
the sublayer.
As an extreme case, we may consider a sublayer of very coarse texture whose water
entry value is zero suction. That is to say, the sublayer can admit and conduct water only at
saturation. Such a soil will remain dry and nonabsorptive if water is applied to it under
suction, and it will switch abruptly from a dry state to a saturated state when water is
applied to it at zero suction. This, presumably, is the simplest type of a delta-function soil
mentioned by Philip (1969). For this case, the steady infiltration rate is
[B.6]
Kus, Kts are the saturated conductivities of the sublayer and toplayer, respectively, and F is
the conducting fraction (the fingers) of the sublayer’s cross-sectional area.
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If the ponding depth is negligible, we have

Q = FKus = Kts

[B.7]

Thus
[B.8]
To illustrate, if the conductivity of the sublayer is an order of magnitude (xlO) greater than
that of the toplayer, then we may expect the fingers to occupy some 10% of the crosssectional area of the sublayer.

B.5 General discussion.

This paper describes fingering primarily as a phenomenon that may take place in a
highly conductive medium as a result of the restriction of the supply to it from above.
When that medium is supplied with water at a rate lower than its conductive potential, it can
respond either by lowering its degree of saturation (and hence its conductivity) or — if that
is impossible because the water entry threshold cannot allow it — by restricting the flow to
a fraction of the volume in the form of fingers.
In principle, a soil layer can vary its conducting volume (or its conducting fractional
cross-sectional area) by varying the diameters of the fingers or by varying the spatial
separation between them or by doing both. Observations suggest that in practice there
exists a minimal diameter of a finger for any particular medium; hence the principal
mechanism for varying the fractional volume of conduction may be the varying of fingering
density, or spatial separation. The reason finger diameter cannot decrease below a certain
minimum (characteristic of the type and condition of the soil matrix) is that the fingers are
subject not only to gravitational forces causing them to propagate downward, but also to
absorptive (lateral) effects resulting from the surrounding soil's sorptivity, which in turn is
strongly affected by texture and antecedent moisture.
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Particularly important is the effect of a sublayer's antecedent moisture on the pattern
of infiltration and fingering. In principle, increasing the initial wetness of the sublayer can
have a dual effect: (1) it reduces the suction gradient affecting the wetting front, hence
retarding infiltration during its transient phase; and (2) it may affect the water entry suction,
allowing sorption of water at a higher suction than if the soil were initially dry. The latter
effect can be associated with hysteresis, whereby the rewetting of a partially drained soil
along a scanning curve can occur at a higher sucton than the entry of water into a
completely dry soil. A higher value of suction at the entry to the sublayer increases the
transmission rate through the toplayer (by increasing the potential gradient) at the same time
that it decreases the flux into the sublayer (by reducing the effective hydraulic conductivity
there).
We can deduce therefore that the overall effect of a higher antecedent sublayer
wetness will be to reduce the likelihood of a flux discrepancy between the layers, and hence
to counter the tendency toward fingering and partial volume flow. This reasoning
contradicts the theory of Raats (1973), but accords with — and explains — the
experimental findings by Glass et al. (1984,1987) and Edelstein (1988).
From all the foregoing, it follows that, in general, the phenomenon of fingering
during infiltration into layered profiles is enhanced whenever the sublayer's water entry
suction is very low and the conductivity at that suction is very high, as in the case of coarse
sands and gravels. An extreme example is the case of a hydrophobic soil layer, as
hydrophobicity negates the affinity (suction) of the matrix toward water and requires that a
positive pressure be applied to overcome the capillary repulsion and to cause water entry.
Hence fingering is very likely to take place in the presence of a hydrophobic sublayer. For
the same reason, fingering is likely to take place whenever a positive pressure occurs in the
air phase of a sublayer if that air becomes entrapped between the infiltrating water above
and a water table below.
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Fingering and partial volume flow can occur not only during infiltration, but also
during redistribution and even in the absence of profile layering. As demonstrated by
Tamai et al. (1987), an apparently stable planar wetting front infiltrating into a uniform
initially dry medium may break into fingers spontaneously when the supply of water at the
surface ceases and the process of redistribution begins. We can offer an explanation for
this that is consistent with our hypothesis concerning infiltration into layered profiles.
During the transient phase of infiltration into a uniform profile, the downward flux
is maximal at the surface and diminishes continuously in depth as the wetted portion of the
soil continues to sorb water. When the infiltration of water at the soil surface stops, the
downward flux in the upper part of the profile diminishes rapidly, and a condition is soon
established wherein the flux at the wetting front, though also diminishing, is for a time
greater than the supply rate from the draining soil above. This restriction of supply is
analogous to the effect of a less conductive toplayer and may result similarly in the
spontaneous separation of the planar wetting front into spatially discrete fingers.
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Appendix C
Supplementary Information

C.l Infiltration trials

C.1.1 Preliminary infiltration trials.The experimentation carried out in the course of
this project was actually undertaken during two separate time periods, 1987 and 1988.
During 1987, oyer 120 infiltration trials were completed in the laboratory. Of these, the
author conducted nearly 60. Descriptions of the 1987 work appear in Appendix A (Baker
et al., 1987) and elsewhere (Edelstein, 1988). The principle objectiye of the preliminary
trials carried out by the author was to map out the phenomenology of fingering, particularly
as affected by pore size distribution. This appendix includes some of the details of the
materials and methods that were utilized during the preliminary experiments, and explains
how and why they eyolyed into those adopted in the major experiments.
Table C-1 lists all 57 initially air dry infiltration trials that the author completed in
1987. Listing is by type of experiment, not solely by chronology. The first thirteen
experiments listed were conducted when materials and methods were yery much in flux.
The remaining 44 infiltration trials listed in Table C-1 inyolyed systematic yaiiation of the
sublayer matrix, admixture size and content Figure A-1.4 proyides a summary featuring
results of these experiments, including as well some of the initial wetness experiments of
Edelstein (1988).

C.l.2 1988 infiltration trials.

Table

4.1

gaye

a full list of the experimental

conditions of the 38 infiltration trials described in Chapters 5, 6, and 7. Table C-2 giyes
the quality control data which was used to determine which trials would be considered in
Chapter 5 (as explained in 4.1.2 and 7.4.1).
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Table C-1 1987 Infiltration trials, initially air dry
Trial
No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
12
17
15
51
53
57
60
64
65
68
69
72
73
25
29
23
19
82
83
76
78
80
86
91
95
97
20
84
88
112

Sublayer Matrix
Particle Size Fraction
du
pm

Admixture
Particle Size Fraction
pm

Content
k
%

425-1000
M

1,3a
_

_

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

•f
«•
fl
II
II
II

1000-2000
II
•1

500-710
1000-2000
II

106-250
250-500

II

II

II

II

It

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

106-250

•1

II

II

II

II

II

II

45-106

II

II

ti

< 2 (Kaolin)

II

II

II

It

II

< 2 (Bentonite)

II

II

II

It

II

II

500-710

—

II

125-180

II

II

II

Remarks

II

(continued on next page)

1.0
1.2
1.8
3.3
4.1
5.0
6.7
9.0
11.2
13.0
19.3
3
3.7
5.3
9.1
0.8
4
1
2
5
1.0
2.9
4.6
10.3
—

5
6.9
8.5

II

• 1,4b
1,4*
1,5*
1,6c
l,7d
l,3e
l,3f
II

1.3f,8
l,3g
l,3h
2,3e
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II

II
II
II
II
II

II
II
II
II

2,3e
II
II
II

Table C-1 (continued)
Trial
No.

94
114
117
33
39
35
42
47
55
81
98
103
104
61
101-1
101-2
101-3

Sublayer Matrix
Particle Size Fraction
du
pm

Admixture
Particle Size Fraction
pm

%

500-710

125-180

•I

II

II

II

8.6
10.0
14.8
1
1.0
1.7
3.1
3.8
2.8
2.8
0.5
2.2
3.2
2

Content

II

45-106

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

•1

II

<45

II

II

II

II

500-710
1000-2000

250-500
—

—

—

—

—

—

2,3e
II
II
II
II
II
II
II

2,3i
2,3j
2,3e
II
II

10,3e
2,3e,9
M

II
II

Remarks

4

II

Table 4.1. Remarks
1: Non-systematic experiment
2: Systematic experiment
3. 4. 5. 6. 7
Toolaver narticle size fraction
3
45-106 pm
4
<45
"
5
<425
"
6
clay loam
7
425-1000 pm
Toolaver mass, e
letters
Toolaver mass, e
letters
a
3067
f
2000
b
2492
g
1573
c
800
h
2083
d
2968
i
500
e
1500
j
3500
8: monitored air pressure
9: series of repeated infiltrations in same soil, interspersed by in situ drying
10: miscellaneous experiment
— dash indicates no admixture was present
" quotation marks indicate ditto
* toplayer mass unknown
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Table C-2 Comparative conditions of infiltration trials described in Table
4.1, showing criteria (underlined) by which selected trials were chosen for
consideration in Chapter 5t
Table
4.1
trial
no.

Ponding Toplaver
Tensiodq)th
thick¬
bulk
meter
ness
density offset

Ho

Zi
-cm-

Pbt
Mg m*^

Zi-Zl

Sublayer
Admixture
content
ft
S.D.+

particle
size

cm

du
pm

%

170

1.0

5.8

1.51

0.5

1000-2000

0

173
168

1.0
1.0

5.8
5.8

1.55
1.54

0.5
0.7

710-1000
710-1000

0
0

156
148

1.0
1.0

5.95
5.8

1.55
1.39

0.5
0.5

500-710
500-710

0
0

167

0.8

5.7

1.52

0.5

355-500

0

161
165

1.0
1.1

5.9
5.8

1.54
1.52

0.5
0.5

250-355
250-355

0
0

160
164

0.7
1.0

5.8
5.9

1.53
1.44

0.45
0.7

106-250
106-250

0
0

153-2

1.0

5.9

1.47

0.7

500-710 0.86
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1.0

5.4

1.42

1.2

157

0.9

5.8

1.51

147-2
162

1.0
1.0

5.7
5.7

155

0.9

166
171

bulk
density
Pbu

Chap. 5
trial no.

S.D.^

Mg m’-

_§

1.659

0.075

1

1.502
1.501

0.065
0.082

2

1.550
1.586

0.052a
0.079

3

1.467

0.049

4

1.481
1.549

0.026b
0.072

5

1.473
1.355

0.029c
0.041d

6

0.08d 1.569

0.058d

9
10

—

—

—

—

—

fi

2.75

0.12

1.388

0.023

0.45

If

3.33

0.28

1.460

0.030

1.54
1.50

0.7
0.7

If

3.72
3.78

0.23
0.03

1.424
1.375

0.12
0.037

11

5.7

1.55

0.5

II

7.57

0.13

1.479

0.055

12

1.0

5.7

1.54

0.7

II

8.84

0.20d 1.551

0.023d

13

1.0

5.8

1.52

0.6

’•

13.80

0.023

14

II

0.09

1.586

= 45-106 pm in all trials; ^standard deviation for n=12 core samples, except: a,n=9; b, n-8; c, n-10;
d, n= 11;

^indicates not applicable.
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C.2 Infiltration apparatus

C.2.1 Preliminary apparatus. Nearly all of the 1987 infiltration trials took place in
a fourth-generation apparatus. It consisted of a tubular steel spacer placed between two
walls, one being a sandwich of two 0.64 cm transparent plexiglass plates, and the other a
suffer aluminum plate, 0.64 cm thick. The spacer was constructed of three straight lengths
whose cross-sectional dimensions were 1.27 x 2.54 cm, welded together forming a
rectangular (|_|-shaped) unit The bottom of the spacer was 80 cm long, joining two
upright sides each 58.4 cm in length. To provide air ventilation and drainage, 0.318 cm
diameter holes were drilled at 2.54 cm intervals along the entire upper surface of the bottom
spacer section. The holes were covered with a strip of geotextile fabric glued to the spacer.
If water accumulated at the bottom of the sand in the chamber, it could penetrate the fabric,
pass through the drainage holes, collect inside the hollow spacer, and run out through two
horizontal outlet tubes (0.635 cm I.D.) welded to the outside of the spacer unit
A closed-cell foam rubber gasket was placed between the spacer unit and each wall,
and the assembly was clamped together tightly with 23 machine bolts (0.635 cm diameter).
The thickness of the spacer (1.27 cm) and the two gaskets (each 0.635 cm thick prior to
being compressed) thus defined the thickness of the slab of soil packed within the chamber,
although some bulging of the plates was evident due to the considerable force exerted on
the vertical walls by the soil packed between them.

C.2.1 1988 infiltration apparatus. For the 1988 experiments, the chamber was
modified so that the space between the walls (the y-dimension) was reduced to
approximately 1.3 cm using a thinner (0.635 cm) metal spacer. We did this to force the
flow field to be visible, because in many of the 1987 experiments (in the thicker chamber)
only a fraction of the fingers had been visible through the plexiglass, the remainder having
chosen paths entirely within the sand or, more often, adjacent to the opaque rear plate
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(verified by opening up the chamber after each infiltration trial's end and excavating to find
the wetted regions.) We considered the possibility that a thinner y-dimension might have
the effect of artificially and adversely constraining the natural dimensions of the instability.
For example, the value of Wf might be affected by such a thin column of soil. On the other
hand, accurate measurement of F and Vf would require being able to detect all wetted
regions at all times during an experiment. In view of the hypotheses posed, we felt it was
more essential to obtain precise data on F and Vf than to obtain an unbiased (i.e. threedimensional) Wf. We also felt that bulging should be minimized; therefore, 3.81 cm thick
plexiglass sheets were used for both the front and back plates (Fig. 4.1). Comparing the
wetting front behavior in various media studied in both the thicker and thinner chambers,
there was no evidence that the thinner chamber had an adverse affect on F, Wf or Vf of
fingers. Incidentally, concerns that fingering might be a laboratory artifact caused by the
chamber walls can be dispelled by the evidence of Glass et al. (1987), who observed
fingers flowing through cylindrical columns of approximately 50 cm diameter. It might
still be argued that fingers observable along the walls of a chamber are not necessarily the
same as those located away from walls. Theoretically, infiltration into non-hydrophobic
soils should occur first in the smaller pores and only later in the larger ones, including
those along the walls. The fact that the vast majority of the pores participating in any given
finger are away from the walls therefore suggests that they, and not the fewer pores along
the walls, should control the flow-field behavior observable in our chambers.

C.3 Porous media

C.3.1 Materials used in preliminary trials.The preliminary infiltration trials were
based upon those of earlier workers. Hill and Parlange (1972) had reported fingers in
experiments with a flow system consisting of two layers, very fine sand (0.05-0.10 mm
dia.) underlain by a coarse sand (0.5-1.0 mm dia.). Diment and Watson (1985)
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experimented with two layers of similarly contrasting mean particle size. Accordingly, we
began by using an upper layer consisting of very fine sandy loam from the B horizon of an
Agawam soil from Chmura Rd., Hadley, MA (Typic Dystrochrept, coarse-loamy over
sandy-skeletal, mixed, mesic). This fine sand layer was initially prepared by shaking the
soil for two minutes on a Tyler portable sieve shaker and collecting the fraction retained
between a No. 300 (0.045 mm mesh) and a No. 140 (0.106 mm mesh) sieve. The lower
layer was a 0.425-1.00 mm fraction obtained by hand sieving material from a sand and
gravel pit. Owing to our inability to produce fingers during eight initial trials with these
materials, we decided to prepare a series of better-defined separates.

C.3.2 Separates We prepared three primary sublayer fractions: (i) very coarse
sand, retained between a no. 18 (1.00 mm mesh) and a no. 10 (2.00 mm mesh) sieve; (ii)
coarse sand, retained between a no. 35 (0.500 mm mesh) and a no. 25 (0.710 mm mesh)
sieve; and (iii) medium sand, retained between a no. 45 (0.355 mm mesh) and a no. 35
(0.500 mm mesh) sieve. During the 1988 experiments three additional separates were
included in trials: 0.710-1.000 mm; 0.250-0.355 mm; and 0.106-0.250 mm.
We obtained sand from a pile of screenings at a sand and gravel pit (Puffer Constr.
Corp.) located in a glacial kame (outwash) deposit in N. Amherst, MA. Employing a
portable sieve shaker, we shook the sand through a nest of sieves for six minutes. Then
we washed the fractions under a strong stream of tap water two or more times.

C.3.3 Toplaver and admixturesThe toplayer was obtained by thoroughly mixing B
horizon material from an Agawam very fine sandy loam (section 4.1.4.1) with B horizon
material from a Limerick silt loam. Rainbow Beach, Northampton, MA (Typic Huvaquent,
coarse-silty, mixed, nonacid, mesic) in roughly a 4:1 ratio. The mixture was then sieved in
small batches for six minutes through a nest of sieves including a no. 300 and a no. 140
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sieve. The 0.045-0.106 mm fraction retained between these two sieves was then washed
as described.

C.3.4 Rationale for choice of separates. Glass and Steenhuis (1984) sieved-out
sand fractions each with narrow and similar log scale grain size ranges, which they denoted
"In diameter spread" and which we may call

They determined ^ by the relation

^=

[C.l]

where dj^^ and djnin are the maximum and minimum particle size diameters respectively in
the fraction. They asserted that holding d nearly constant for their fractions allows
systematic variation in the hydraulic properties, vzz, conductivity, soil moisture
characteristic, diffusivity and sorptivity. However, they reported values for Kj only.
Moreover, there was no evidence presented to show that the particle size distributions
between dj^i^ and dj^^x were similar among their fractions. Many sand-size distributions, if
not polymodal, are made up of several distinct grain populations (Blatt, et al., 1980).
Fractions can therefore have identical values of ^ while some or all of the following
distribution statistics differ: first moment (arithmetic mean), second moment (variance
about the mean), third and fourth moments (skewness and kurtosis).
By the time we learned of these issues, we had already conducted dozens of
experiments using the three standardized sublayer fractions of section C.3.2. We decided
to continue to use those separates and to endeavor to determine their hydraulic properties
directly, without making prior assumptions as to the actual nature of the separates'
individual particle-size distributions.

C.3.5 Fine fractions for admixtures. A geometrical theory of packing has been
described (Deresiewicz, 1958) for spherical grains, whereby the size, position, and number
of secondary, tertiary, and smaller spheres which fill the pores between a matrix of
uniformly-sized, primary (larger) spheres can be predicted for a system of close packing.
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However, preliminary efforts to chose admixture fines so that they would adhere to such a
theory were abandoned because of the angularity (extreme non-sphericity) and range of
particle sizes of the grains within our primary fi:^ctions. Instead, admixture fractions were
selected to represent a range of particle sizes that would fit approximately within the matrix
pores. This necessarily less idealized approach goes hand in hand with the objective to
study real soil materials rather than, say, glass beads.
The following admixture fractions were derived from the raw Agawam/Limerick
mixture: 250-355 |J,m, 106-250 |im, 125-180 pm and 45-106 pm. These admixtures are
identified in Fig. A-4 by their respective median particle size. A residual <45 pm fraction
that passed through the entire mechanical sieving process was also employed as an
admixture fraction.
In addition, laboratory grade powders of Bentonite and Kaolin (clay minerals) were
utilized as admixture fi^ctions without further fractionation.

C.4 Packing

C.4.1 Rationale for packing procedure. We developed a special procedure
intended to eliminate the possibility of preferential flow due to spatial macro-heterogeneity
within any one layer. Such preferred pathways can result from nonuniform bulk density,
nonuniform pore size distribution from one location to the next, or macropores.
We employed a vibrating table (Vibco, Wyoming, RI, model no. US-900) ^ with
selectable frequency control to achieve a high and uniform value of bulk density pb- Felt
(1958) demonstrated that consistently high bulk densities can be obtained in granular media
by vibrating the materials under a surcharge load, though the value of pb obtainable is a
function of particle size, wetness, vibration frequency and load. Based on preliminary tests

1 Mention of trade names does not constitute an endorsement.
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with a Proctor mold and stroboscope/tachometer, we determined the approximate optimal
vibration frequency and surcharge load required for packing our sands. Subsequent quality
control tests conducted following most of the infiltration trial runs (e.g.. Table 5.1)
indicated that an acceptable degree of spatial uniformity of bulk density results from the
packing procedure.

C.4.2 Procedure. First the chamber was assembled horizontally (on its back plate,
which was made of aluminum during 1987, and plexiglass in 1988) with the gaskets and
spacer unit in place, but without the front plexiglass plate(s). A piston unit was fabricated
of the same material as the spacer in a similar rectangular U-configuration so that the piston
slid tightly inside the spacer with the two arms of the U-shaped piston pointing away from
the spacer. The resulting shallow five-sided box bounded by the gasketed spacer, piston
and back plate was evenly filled with sublayer material, covered with the front plexiglass
plate/s, and bolted together. For non-admixture experiments, a 30 s horizontal vibration
without surcharge was used during 1987 to spread the sand throughout the chamber and
relieve plexiglass bulging (however, horizontal vibration was not required with the thicker
plexiglass plates used during 1988). Then the chamber was raised to a vertical position and
vibrated upright for approximately 60 s with dry sands—or for 120 s with moist sands as
recommended by Edelstein (1988)—^at about 4(XX)-4500 cpm under a surcharge load of
approximately 150 lbs. pushing down on the two arms of the piston. Thereupon the piston
was removed, and the toplayer was added through a tremie tube to prevent sorting of
particle sizes during pouring. The toplayer had to be tamped by hand to ensure a uniform
density because vibration caused the toplayer to sift into the sublayer preferentially along
the plate walls, blurring the distinctness of the interface.

C.4.3 Admixture preparation and packing. Admixture experiments undertaken in
1987 were typically conducted in a series, with the sublayer admixture content, d.
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calculated on a percent total dry mass basis, increasing from one experiment to the next.
For example, with a 1.00-2.00 mm separate serving as the coarse matrix, mixtures with
106-250 pm fines were prepared in successive experiments having admixture contents,
ft=3.0, 3.7, 5.3, and 9.1% . Unfortunately, it was not always possible to create desired
integer values of admixture content, bccau.sc some fines inevitably stuck to the mixing
containers. Quality control procedures (4.1.8) were u.sed to determine at the conclusion of
each experiment the retrospective admixture content, ^i, in the sublayer. The sublayer
material recovered for reu.se after the conclu.sion of an experiment we then denoted as the
'’residual mixture." After drying, the mass, x, of the rc.sidual mixture was measured and
the mass, y, of additional fine material needed to obtain the next desired admixture content,
^2* was determined by

[C.21
Next, the dry residual mixture was placed in a sealable bucket and an amount of water
equal to 0.01 x was added. The bucket was sealed, then tumbled and turned vigorously
until the moisture was uniformly di.stributed. This small amount of moi.sture served well as
a temporary "glue" enabling the finer particles to adhere evenly to the coarser matrix.
Then, the additional admixture mass y was added, and the bucket was again sealed and
vigorously tumbled.
Next, the new sublayer mixture was placed into the chamber between the spacer
unit and the pi.ston, and the plexigla.s.s cover was put in place and fa.stened. TTie chamber
was rai.scd to its vertical position and vibrated for approximately 90 s at 4(XX)-45(X) cpm
under a one-man surcharge load. The chamber was returned to a horizontal position, the
plexiglass cover was carefully removed, and the sublayer was dried overnight beneath
infrared heat lamps. After cooling, the plcxigla.ss cover was again fitted into place and
tightened, and the chamber rai.sed to a vertical position. Afterwards, the pi.ston was
removed, and the tr^player was added through a tremie while being tamped. The next
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infiltration trial run was then ready to begin. Quality control tests indicated that this method
contributed to a very acceptable spatial uniformity of admixture content in the packed
sublayers (e.g., see Table C-2.)

C.4.4 Initial wetness preparation. The method adopted to ensure uniform wetness
(suitable for low values of 0o) was the one used by Edelstein (1988) following Diment and
Watson (1985). The desired quantity of water was added to the sublayer mass and mixed
by stirring. Then, the mixture was placed in a large sealable plastic bag and stirred further
by shifting it back and forth within the bag. The sealed bag was left for 36 hrs to permit
the moisture to redistribute itself throughout the sand, with occasional kneading and
stirring. Then packing was carried out according to procedure C.4.2.

C.4.5 Overall bulk density of the tonlaver. Prior to each infiltration run, the gross
y and z dimensions (thickness and height) of each layer were measured at ten equally
spaced locations along the x-dimension according to a set protocol. Since the total mass of
the toplayer was known on a dry weight basis, the overall bulk density of the toplayer
could readily be estimated.

C.5 Method of water application

To obtain a known boundary condition, a constant shallow pressure head at the soil
surface was maintained. Since the toplayer initial condition was always close to airdryness, it was necessary to apply a sufficient quantity of water in excess of the toplayer* s
infiltrability rapidly so that the condition of ponding would ensue immediately at the start of
each experiment Therefore, the first increment of water (500 ml during 1987 and 385 ml
in the thinner chamber used during 1988) was |X)ured onto the soil quickly by hand from a
beaker. To prevent erosion of the horizontal surface, two highly permeable bamers were
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employed. A screen of ~0.5 mm mesh was placed directly on the soil surface and left in
place throughout the trial. Secondly, a flexible trough of thin mylar with slits cut along its
bottom was inserted into the top of the chamber. It only took a few seconds to empty the
beaker of water via this trough onto the soil. Then the mylar was removed. With the
exception of a few of the preliminary experiments, this procedure always resulted in a
planar horizontal wetting front in the toplayer.
After the initial flooding, a constant shallow head (Ho=l cm) was maintained with a
Mariotte device. The body of the 1987 Mariotte device consisted of a cylinder, 5.0 cm I.D.
X 42 cm long, graduated in 50 ml increments. Water was conveyed from the cylinder
through a 1.2 cm I.D. delivery tube with a rigid tee at its bottom, placed just above the soil
surface. The horizontal arms of the tee were fashioned into twin troughs, which, although
partly open on their ends, served to protect the soil surface from scouring. Because the
delivery tube also served as the bubble tube, the Mariotte maintained a constant head at the
level of the upper edges of the troughs, i.e. at the same elevation as the lower edge of the
delivery tube. However, due to the wide bore of the bubble/delivery tube, it delivered
water in fairly large "blurps", so only a rough measurement of the cumulative infiltration
I(t) could be made over the course of each trial.
For 1988, a much improved constant head device was devised (Fig. C-1). It
consisted of a 500 ml glass cylinder graduated in 5 ml increments closed at its top with a
one-hole stopper. A smaller diameter bubble tube extended through the stopper down
through the water to just above the bottom of the cylinder. A Tygon delivery tube (0.5 cm
I.D.) led from the bottom of the cylinder, looped back up into the infiltration chamber and
ended within a glass tee-shaped unit placed within the chamber. The bottom, horizontal
arms of the custom-made tee were closed at their ends but were open along their tops,
making a water trough (0.8 cm I.D.) that rested on the screen just above the toplayer
surface. The purpose of the trough was to prevent the surface of the material from being
scoured by the incoming water. Because the Tygon tube extended into the vertical arm of
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the tee all the way to slightly below the top of the trough, it was possible to prefill the
delivery tube and trough, clamp off the tube midway along its length, and position the
trough in the chamber prior to a trial without breaking the water column in the delivery
tube. The graduated cylinder was then positioned with the bottom of the bubble tube
precisely at the required elevation Hq + Za above the soil surface (where Za=\|ra» the
predetermined air-entry value of the bubble tube), so as to maintain the desired ponding
head Hq = 1 cm. This Mariotte device delivered water in small, even increments and thus
permitted a more precise measurement of I(t) We used tapwater as the wetting solution,
because de-aired water would have become re-aerated anyway during the infiltration
process. Also, we did not consider it necessary to add an electrolyte to the wetting solution
as is sometimes advisable (Klute, 1965a) because of the virtual absence of colloidal
material in the experimental sands and because of the electrolyte concentration of Amherst
tapwater.

C.6

Experimental process

A laboratory timer was started at the moment that ponding began. Thereafter, the
wetting front position was periodically drawn on the plexiglass with a grease pencil, and
the cumulative infiltration as a function of time, I(t) [dimensions=L3]was simultaneously
recorded at 15 s intervals. Photographs were taken several times over the course of most
experiments and observations noted. When the wetting front was observed to have amved
at the bottom of the chamber, the application of water was discontinued. We quickly laid
!

L

the chamber onto its back plate, and unbolted the cover. This disassembly usually took
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Fig. C-1 Photograph of constant-head water-delivery device
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three to five minutes during 1987, vs. about 10 minutes in 1988, due to the added
complexity of the tensiometers. Upon opening the chamber, it was possible to push
sample rings into the soil at various locations to collect quality control data as to the spatial
distribution of bulk density and admixture content. It was also possible to excavate to
determine what regions had remained unwetted, because that was not always clearly
evident by the end of infiltration. The discontinuation of ponding and the rotation of the
chamber 90° onto its back caused the onset of redistribution of water, nevertheless, it was
obvious in the initially air dry trials that the wetting front advanced negligibly between the
end of an experiment and the time of sampling and excavation.

C.7

Post-trial tests

With the plexiglass face plate removed, we traced the entire wetting front history
that had been drawn on it onto a sheet of clear plastic film to make a permanent record of
the experiment Parameters such as Wf, F and Vf could thus be determined later by trying
to average the wetting front dimensions and trajectories over several time intervals.
However, as touched upon in section C.2 above, the thickness of the model frequently
presented some or all of the following difficulties:
(a) Only a fraction of the total number of fingers were visible through the
plexiglass— here special effort was made to determine by excavation the final position of
the wetting front so that F could be at least roughly estimated.
(b) Only portions of a particular finger were visible because its path did not
continuously intersect the front plane, the axis of the flowtube being at times within and at
times actually outside the soil boundaries. This condition increased the imprecision of Wf
and F estimation.
(c) For these reasons the back-calculation of the average wetness within the
fingers, <0f> given a knowledge of Vf, I(t), and F data is problematic. Real time
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determination of <0f> from tensiometer data, assuming a unique 0(\|/)v/ wetting relation,
was considered a possibility; however, fingers often took paths that did not coincide with
the positions of tensiometer ports.
(d) Some of the 1987 experiments with high admixture contents suffered a wall
effect because the act of opening the chamber (section C.4.3) for drying under heat lamps
was associated with a disproportionate loss of fines along the wall due to their adhesion to
the plexiglass. The water in the subsequent infiltration trial then tended to circumvent the
larger pores that remained next to the wall. We discovered that this wall effect could,
however, be obviated. After laying the newly packed chamber on its back, the cover was
unbolted and left for several hours propped only about one-half a centimeter above the soil
surface. During this period, nearly all of the fines adhering to the plate dried and could be
dislodged and left behind in the model by sharply striking the plate. Then the cover could
be completely removed for drying of the soil mass with heat lamps. In situ drying with
forced hot air was for a while considered preferable to opening the chamber. However,
four hot air dryers of various types were burned out by trying to operate them continuously
for that purpose.

C.8

Tensiometry

C.8.1 Rationale for design. Chapter 3 makes it clear that the precise measurement
of transient matric potential in the infiltration trials offers an important means to test the
hypotheses posed. To accomplish such measurements, it was essential to design the
tensiometer/gauging system specifically for the purposes intended. Most importantly, the
system had to have appropriate response characteristics. Furthermore, it was initially felt
that the porous cups needed to be smaller in size than the smallest two-dimensional fingers
expected, so that tensions might be measured within the sublayer.
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The tensiometer cup conductance, kc is defined (Towner, 1980; Cassell and Klute,
1986) as the volume of liquid crossing the porous plate per unit time per unit pressure
difference across it (dimensions=L2T-i). Furthermore, the gauge sensitivity, Sq is defined
as the change in pressure h registered by the gauge per unit change in volume V of the fluid
entering or leaving it, i.e. SG=dh/dV, (dimensions=L-2). The conductance and the
sensitivity together determine the characteristic response time, T,. of a tensiometer system.

The response time must be sufficiently short to respond with adequate precision to the
expected rate of change in pressure head. The small size of the porous plate desired made it
more difficult to achieve a very short response time. Another consideration in the design of
the apparatus was that the air dry soils proposed to be studied would initially have too high
a suction to permit placement of tensiometers in the soil long in advance of the arrival of the
wetting front, lest the air entry suction of the porous plate be exceeded. The requirement of
rapid response, therefore had to be balanced against the need for not too low an air entry
suction.

C.8.2 Constraints on design. Towner (1980) has shown that a tensiometer's
response time in a soil may be controlled either by the instrument itself or by the soil. It is
desirable in the face of a step change in tension for the tensiometer to be limiting, i.e., we
want the tensiometer consistently to equilibrate with the soil water. Were the soil to
equilibrate with or respond to the tensiometer, we would find ourselves at the mercy of the
unknown soil properties which we seek to measure. It would then be more difficult to
decide when, during a brief scan, the instrumental output had been accurate. It was
therefore recognized that the tensiometer should initially be at a suction close to that of the
sand with which it would come in contact, to minimize the step change that would then
follow.
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Towner (1980) derived criteria enabling one to determine the actual conditions
under which the soil may be regarded as non-limiting. His criteria incorporated the
instrument parameters kc and Sq, the soil parameters K(\j/) and D(\j/), as well as a
coefficient proportional to the contact area of the porous plate. Employing his criteria, it
was possible to predict that for the cases of initially dry sands, all available
tensiometer/gauge systems having small porous plates would, initially upon insertion, be
soil-limiting. In other words, the response of even the optimum tensiometer placed into
such a soil would be limited by the negligible conductivity of the dry soil, and the response
time would be very much greater than that calculated by [C.3]. Therefore, it was
anticipated that the transient suction at the wetting front would be difficult to measure in
such sands. Only after the passage of the wetting front would the response time become
tensiometer-limited and thus of predictable magnitude. Towner's criteria indicated,
however, that optimization of design could minimize the extent of the soil-limited situation.
Optimal design suggested, therefore, the following system specifications:
(i) . Maximum Sq: The pressure transducer with the highest available accuracy and
lowest available volumetric displacement was called for, that would read to the desired
precision (±1 cm) within the anticipated pressure range of 0-350 cm (the higher 50-350 cm
suction range was anticipated to be necessary to accomodate suctions in the toplayer).
Other requirements included a robust output signal and facility for purging of air bubbles.
A Validyne model DP-15-36 pressure transducer was selected. Because of its cost, time¬
sharing one transducer among the six or more tensiometers was obligatory. Sq was also
maximized by using semi-rigid tubing, ball valves, and a network that could be fully
purged of air bubbles.
(ii) . Optimal kc' The kc includes not only cup conductance but also contact
conductance, a value which is difficult to evaluate. To keep the contribution of contact
conductance as non-limiting as possible, a mechanism was required to hold the porous
plate of the tensiometers firmly in contact with the soil after insertion.
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Specifications for the tensiometry system that was constructed and procedures
adopted for the calibration of the system as well as for the measurement of suction as a
function of time, \j/(t) are detailed in section 4.1.10.

C.9 Hydraulic properties: Soil moisture characteristic.6(\|/^

C.9.1 Introduction The relationship between soil wetness, expressed in terms of
volumetric water content, 0 (or non-dimensionally in terms of effective relative saturation,
0, defined at section 4.2.1) and matric potential, y is a fundamental constitutive property
of a soil. It was therefore essential to determine 0(\|/) for the experimental porous media;
this relationship cannot be directly determined during the infiltration trials themselves.
Because a monotonic wetting process was the primary focus of this research, the wetting

0(V)w curve was especially needed (subscript ^ indicating wetting or imbibition). It was
obtained for coarse sands with a capillary rise apparatus. However, because the height of
capillary rise in the finer-textured toplayer sand is too great to be measured conveniently, a
Tempe cell/hanging water column apparatus was employed to obtain the 0(\|r)^ relationship
for the toplayer.

C.9.2 Tension plate method: Tempe cell. Tempe cells (Reginato and van Bavel,
1962) with 250 mbar "hi-flow" porous plates were employed in a modification of the
method described by Bouma et al. (1974). Each Tempe cell was initally saturated in a
vacuum chamber and then attached to a deaired hanging water column. The other end of
the water column was connected to a burette which could be moved vertically along a meter
scale. The burette was stoppered at the top and had a sidearm bubble tube near its bottom
that was open to the atmosphere. It thus served as a Mariotte device which maintained
atmospheric pressure at an elevation Zs very close to the sidearm. (Actually Zg was a short
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distance

above the mid-elevation of the sidearm inlet, where Za=\|^a> the predetermined

air-entry value of the sidearm bubble tube.)
The vertical distance z from the center of the sample in the Tempe cell (our reference
elevation, z=0) down to any particular elevation of the burette sidearm, Zg, was taken to
represent the mean matric potential \|/ of the sample at equilibrium. Beginning with the
burette at z=150 cm, a known mass of dry sand at a known gravimetric wetness was
carefully placed in the cell at a desired bulk density. Thus the initial wemess, 0o was
known, but not the corresponding \j/o.
To minimize evaporation, the cell was closed. The tube at the top of the cell was
also closed, but it could be opened intermittently to ensure the soil air was at atmospheric
pressure prior to readings. Then, the equilibrium volume of water in the burette was noted,
the burette was raised a vertical increment Az, and the system permitted to approach
equilibrium. The change in volume of water in the burette, AV, corresponded to the
change in matric potential A\j/=Az. This process was continued until the burette had been
moved up to z=0, at which time the AV(A\|;)^ function for monotonic sorption was
complete. A reference 0(\|/=O)^ then had to be determined from the cell in equilibrium with
the final position of the burette by clamping off the hanging water column below the cell
and weighing the entire cell assembly including the wet soil. A blank run with no soil in
the cell was also run to enable the absorption characteristic AV(A\|/)^ to be corrected
stepwise for the AVp(A\j/)^ of the porous plate alone. A soil moisture characteristic 0(\}/)w
curve for sorption could then be plotted, beginning from the corrected 0(^=0)^ and using
each corrected AV(A\|/)^ step to establish another value of 0(v)w

C.9.3 Capillary rise method: *'Fin” column. We utilized a capillary rise apparatus
originally developed by Smiles et al. (1978) and described by Tan (1987) as a "fin” column
(D.E. Elrick, 1987, personal communication). It consisted of a segmented column whose
acrylic segments were rectangular in cross-section, with a 2.54 cm I.D. cylindrical hole in
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each segment machined entirely to one side of the centerline of the cross-section. The
opposite, solid ends of each segment are referred to as the "fins." The column was
assembled by alternating the direction of the fins with the cylindrical holes aligned (Fig. C2). Connecting the two larger aluminum end plates, one each at the top and bottom of the
column, were four threaded rods. The rods held the segments tightly during packing and
capillary rise, but when loosened (at the equilibrium stage), they allowed the extended fins
to be slid together in the direction of their long axes. By forcing all the extended fins to
slide together, the entire column could be collapsed very quickly, so that the soil in each
segment was left enclosed by the solid fins of the adjacent segments. This procedure
allowed the distribution of water with height in the column to remain nearly intact during
dismantling. Each segment could then be removed from the stack for weighing. A
calibrated horizontal glass tube, 275 cm in length and 0.4 cm LD.was employed as a
outflow burette to supply water to the capillary rise column. The mid-elevation of the
burette was set Zc higher than the inflow boundary at the base of the vertical soil column,
to make up for the pressure drop, air to water, due to the concave meniscus in the burette
(with Zc calculated using the capillary formula for zero contact angle and a radius of 0.2
cm.) Water at atmospheric pressure was thus being supplied to the base of the soil column.
The approach of equilibrium was determined with precision by observing the cumulative
outflow I(t) from the burette. Capillary rise, in contrast to incremental Tempe cell or
pressure plate methods, is a snapshot method yielding all data points at the same time, with
an easily defined boundary condition. Our procedure of packing the polydisperse mixtures
in a moist state followed by in situ drying could also be accomodated in the capillary rise
column.

A
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Fig. C-2 Photograph of capillary rise "Fin" column and outflow burette
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C.9.4 Analytical expression of \|/(Q1. As an alternative to fitting a curve through
the V(0) data arbitrarily by eye, we used an optimization technique to perform a two
parameter fit to the \j/(0)w data. Several simple analytical expressions with two or three
parameters are available for curve fitting, e.g., [C.4] (Brooks and Corey, 1966); and [4.1]
(van Genuchten, 1980). Analytical expressions for \|/(0) facilitate the determination of the
specific water capacity and make it possible to compare or scale media using the values of
the fitted parameters (Corey, Corey and Brooks, 1965). They also permit the prediction of
K(0) (e.g., Mualem, 1976; van Genuchten, 1980).
Analytical expressions for \|/(0) and K(0)—or \j/(0) and K(0)—are obligatory for
the use of many analytical models of transport in unsaturated soil. It was felt, therefore,
that future modeling efforts relying on these research data would greatly benefit by the
presentation of \i/(0) data as mathematical functions. Such functions are usually mandatory
for the numerical simulation of soil water fiow, although such efforts are beyond the scope
of this dissertation.
A double Golden Section (Fibonacci) search (Beveridge and Schechter, 1970) was
conducted to fit the Brooks and Corey (1966) relation
V = Va®’”

[C.4]

to the \}/(0) data, for all values of \}/> \j/a, the air entry suction. Brooks and Corey termed rj
an index of pore size distribution. It is equivalent to the slope of a straight line through
\|/(0) data plotted as In \)/(ln 0), where In Xj/a is then the intercept. The parameter estimation
technique used for determining the optimal values of \|/a and T] in [C.4] for a given \|/(0)
data set was analogous to the one later used for [4.1], which is described in detail in section
5.6.1 (Baker and Hillel, 1989a). Since for [C.4], all y < \|/a are defined to have 0=1,
[C.4] fails to describe well those soils with y(0) curves lacking well defined ya values.
Also, the expression [C.4] seems to apply better to desorption than sorption data in sands,
because in the latter case, there is a rather abrupt value of y (termed ycr) above which there
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is barely any observed change in 0. Therefore, an exponential function which is bilaterally
symmetrical about the line \l/=0, such as [C.4] for \\r> \|/a, might be expected to have
shortcomings when being fit to sorption data. Indeed the closest fits obtainable with the
\|/(©) data for three monodisperse sublayer sands tested had mean errors ranging from 3050%. Nor did the Tiopt values obtained show much promise as indexes of pore size
distribution. Results improved somewhat with the use of better \j/(©) data (more values for
Vcr >

> \|/a)» but the van Genuchten (1980) expression [4.1] yielded far superior fits to

the \l/(0)w data (see Fig. 5.2 and section 5.6.1).

C.9.5 Particle density, pg. Particle density, ps is a useful constitutive property to
measure because it enables the use of expressions relating bulk density, pb and porosity, f
(see Chapter 4, foomote 2). It is thus possible to normalize 0 data to 0 values given a
knowledge of pb, and assuming that the value of porosity is equal to the saturated volume
wemess, 0s. We employed the pycnometer method of Blake and Hartge (1986) for the
determination of pg.

C.IO Hydraulic properties: Hydraulic diffusivitv. Dr0) and sorptivitv. Sr0i.0n)

C.10.1 Introduction. Given the \j/(0) relation, the equally essential K(0)
characteristic for a soil can be obtained from the hydraulic diffusivity function D(0) by
K(0) = D(0)(d0/d\|/)

[C.5]

Also, both D(0) and S(0i,0o) have been suggested to play possible roles in the prediction
of fingering behavior (eqns. [2.15,2.17]). Therefore, it was decided to separately
determine D(0) and S(0i,0o) for each porous medium using a horizontal absorption
technique.
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C.10.2 One-dimensional horizontal absorption method. Bruce and Klute 09561
proposed a one-dimensional horizontal absorption apparatus and procedure for the
determination of the D(0) function. We made some initial attempts in our laboratory with a
1 cm I.D. cylindrical column like that of Bruce and Klute (1956), but found that due to the
coarse texture of our sands, the column was very difficult to dismantle for gravimetric
analysis of the column segments. A rectangular column apparatus was designed,
fabricated, and later modified to:
(i) increase the sample mass within an individual segment, while minimizing its
height-to-width ratio (see 5.6.2), and hence increase the precision of 0(B) determinations;
(ii) enable measurements to be made in very coarse sands, which absorb water
initially with very high rates of inflow; and
(iii) permit admixtures to be packed moist and dried easily inside the apparatus,
prior to an absorption run.
Made of 1.27 cm thick pieces of flat plexiglass, the column had inside dimensions
of 45.6 cm (length) x 9.70 cm (width) x 0.98 cm (height). Five of the six sides of the box¬
shaped column were fastened together with screws prior to being turned on its closed end,
filled using a tremie, and packed to a known pb on the vibrating table. The open end was
then tightly fastened to a large (~2 liter) polyethylene food container, which served as an
open-topped water-supply reservoir. A fine metal screen between the soil and the reservoir
provided an inflow port and kept the sand in place, while two gaskets around either side of
the screen prevented leakage. The box was then set on a level bench so its largest
dimensions were horizontal. Its top cover was unscrewed but left in place, and the
reservoir partly filled in readiness for the experiment (Fig. C-3). At t=0, exactly enough
additional water was suddenly poured into the reservoir to bring the water level halfway up
the height of the soil column. Simultaneously, a small paintbrush was passed across the
screen, initiating water entry into the soil, and a timer was started. The fi’ee water surface
was maintained at a constant level in the reservoir throughout absorption by manually
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adding water from a syringe, keeping the water level in contact with the tip of a preset point
gauge. The mean wetting front progress that could be seen through the top plate; <Xf>(t)
was recorded, although the cumulative inflow I(t) could not be measured.
When the wetting front had advanced about two-thirds of the column length, the top
plate was removed and an assembly of vertical metal blades separated by wooden spacers
was swiftly plunged into and through the soil until the blades bit slightly into a rubber pad
on the floor of the column. The blades served essentially to segment the long dimension of
the column into about 25 sections. Simultaneously, the water level in the reservoir was
dropped below the level of the inflow port, and the timer stopped (t=tf). After quickly
removing the two narrow sides of the column, samples were obtained by pushing the soil
from each segment into a weighing can. The mean gravimetric wetness was determined for
each j* segment to the nearest milligram, from which values of <0>j were readily
calculated. The distance <x>j from the screen to the center of each j* segment was
measured, and each value of <x>j was divided by the square root of the total elapsed time
on the timer. This transformed variable B=<x>V(tf) is called the Boltzmann variable. A
plot of B(0) comprises a "snapshot" of the absorption moisture profile. For any value of

<0>j the value of D(<0>j) can be calculated (Bruce and Klute, 1956) by
<0>i

[C.6]

However, it can be difficult to calculate the first derivative of B(0), particularly at low (and
to some extent at high) wetness values, because a curve of B(0) may not easily be drawn
through the fewer data there. Bruce and Klute (1956) cautioned the user regarding the

i
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imprecision of their approach. It turned out, however, that the data obtained by this
method were best where we needed them most, that is in the neighborhood of intermediate
0 values near 0(\j/e)*

C.10.3 Analytical expression for D(01. Since analytical expressions are useful for
constitutive relationships(C.9.4), it would be helpful if an analytical expression for D(0)
could be derived from the B(0) data. Clothier et al. (1983) offer such an analytical
expression for D(0) which ensures correct integral behavior of the expression by scaling it
with the more easily determined sorptivity.

J B(0)d0 Os-eo)

S(0s,0o) ='

[C.7]

Here, sorptivity represents the area under the B(0) curve from 0=0 (which we take to be
00, the minimum value of wetness measured in an unwetted air dry sample), to 0=1

(which is 0s, the value of wetness at saturation). Equation [C.7], incidentally, is therefore
equivalent to the expression of Philip (1969)
01

S(0i,0o)= jB(0)d0

[C.8]

00

In most cases, we were able to determine the value of S(0s,0o) for a given
absorption experiment by fitting a curve by eye to the 0(B) data, with little loss of precision
(Tan, 1987).
Clothier et al. (1983) scale their expression for D(0)to the observed sorptivity by
first calculating a profile shape parameter, which we shall denote as 11,
j-j _ S(0s,0o)

[C.9]

Bwf(0s"0o)

where Bwf is the value of B at or very near the wetting front at its final t=tf position. IT
therefore expresses the degree to which the 0(B) absorption profile (the numerator) is less
than the rectangular profile (the denominator) that would be obtained for a Green-Ampt soil
with a delta function hydraulic diffusivity.
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Clothier et al. (1983) next calculate an appropriate fitting parameter, p

p=i..

[CIO]

For a Green-Ampt soil, p=0, in which case their expression for D(0) also reduces to zero.
Otherwise, they suggest the following form for the hydraulic diffusivity function

p(p+i)s^((i-0)p-*-(i-e)^'’)

[C.11]

2(05-00)2

This expression gives an infinite rather than a finite diffusivity at 0=0s, and yields an Sshaped D(0) curve which may be a more realistic representation than that offered by
Brutsaert (1979) (Clothier et al., 1983). Values of D(0) derived from this method were
used to produce estimated Ku(\}/e) values for the separates and mixtures (Table 5.5; Fig.
5.9). It is recognized that if an expression for D(0) such as [C.l 1] is fit to the data for a
certain soil, one is not entitled to also fit a \j/(0) model such as [4.1] or [C.4] to the data for
that soil and then use both models together to obtain its K(0) relation by eqn. [C.5].

C.ll Hydraulic properties: Hydraulic conductivity

C. 11.1 Hydraulic conductivity.

Two methods have been described by

which the hydraulic conductivity function for wetting, K(\j/)w was determined. The reader
is directed to sections 4.2.2 and C.10.1.

C.l 1.2 Saturated hydraulic conductivity. K; We measured saturated hydraulic
conductivity. Kg three times for each of our non-admixture sands using a Soiltest model K600 constant head permeameter. We filled and packed the column under known pb and 0o
conditions. De-aired water was first supplied to the column from its base at a very slow
rate, and then the column was allowed to remain saturated overnight to minimize air
entrapment.
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A conductivity experiment was begun by raising a constant head source a small
height above the outflow point at the top of the soil column, the inflow being supplied at
the base of the column. The steady outflow q(t) was measured for a series of time
increments; the cross-sectional area of the column was readily calculated. The hydraulic
gradient was determined by comparing the elevation of the meniscus in the piezometer
(indicating the pressure head at the piezometer port near the bottom of the column) and the
elevation of the free water surface (at the outflow point), and dividing the difference by the
length of the soil column above the piezometer port Darcy's Law [3.6] for 0=0s was then
applied to determine Kg (Klute, 1965a).
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Appendix D
Program Vangfit
PRCXjRAM vangfit (INPUT/, OUTPUT, SOFPSI);
(* IMPLEMENTS A DOUBLE GOLDEN SECTION (FIBONACCI) SEARCH TO FIT
AN N ('ENN’) VALUE AND AN ALPHA VALUE IN THE VAN GENUCHTEN(1980)
EQUATION: S=POWER(l/(l+(POWER(ALPHA*PSI3NN))),(l-(l/ENN))) TO A GIVEN
EXTERNAL SET OF SOFPSI DATA ARRAYED IN TWO COLUMNS: PSI(MATRIC POTENTIAL,
CM), BLANK, S(DIMENSIONLESS SATURATION). THE EXTERNAL DATA SET IS
NAMED SOFPSI. ♦)
(♦SIMATH* EXTENDED MATH DECLARATIONS. *)
CONST (*USER SHOULD EDIT THESE VALUES TO SUIT:*)
NDATAPTS = 12; (*NUMBER OF SOFPSI PAIRS*)
NITERS = 15; (*NUMBER OF ITERATIONS DESIRED IN GOLDEN SECTION
SEARCHES *)
ALPHAMINRANGE = 0.0; (* LOWEST ALPHA VALUE IN SEARCH *)
ALPHAMAXRANGE = 1; (* HIGHEST " " " " *)
ENNMINRANGE= 0; (*LOWEST ENN VALUE IN SEARCH*)
ENNMAXRANGE= 25; (*HIGHEST " " " " *)

TYPE DATAPTS = 1..NDATAPTS;
PSILIST = ARRAY [DATAPTS] OF REAL;
SLIST= ARRAY [DATAPTS] OF REAL;
VAR

ENN1JENN2,ENNMIN3NNMAXJ)ELTA1 J)ELTA2,SIGMA,MEANDELTA: REAL;
ENNALPHAI ALPHA2ALPHAMIN,ALPHAMAX,ALPHA,SIGMA1 ,SIGMA2: REAL;
PSI: PSILIST;
S: SLIST;
I: DATAPTS;
ENNNITER: INTEGER;(*COUNTER OF INNER GOLDEN SECTION SEARCH ITERATIONS*)
ALPHANITER: INTEGER;(*COUNTER OF OUTER GOLDEN SECTION SEARCH
ITERATIONS*)
ALPHANTTERS: INTEGER;(*PRINTABLE COUNTER FOR OUTER ITERATIONS*)
PRINT: BOOLEAN;
SOFPSI: TEXT; (*ACTIVATES PRINTOUT*)
9ft 4c 3|<

% % * 9t<

% 3i< It< Ift *

3(t

Ik Ifc :tc :(c :tt :1c

ifcfi :|c * 9|< * 3t< )ti % 4t

!f< >f< 3i< <1 *

FUNCTION SPRED ( ENN: REAL;
ALPHA: REAL;
PSI: REAL): REAL;
BEGIN
SPRED := P0WER(1/(1+(P0WER(ALPHA*PSI,ENN))),(1-(1/ENN)))
END;
^ 4c 9fc 4c 4c Ifc :1c 4c % 4c Ifc Ifc 9fc Ik ifc :fc Ifc 4c lie 9fc 4c 4c Ik ifc 4c 9ft 4c 9|c 9fc :|c 9|c Ifc 4c lie 4c 4c Ift :|C 9|c 9fc He 9fc lit 4c 9fc 4c Ik ifc :fc 4c 4c 4c ^

PROCEDURE DELTACALC ( ENN: REAL;
ALPHA: REAL;
VAR DELTA: REAL;
PSI: REAL;
S : REAL);

^

(* FOR A MEASURED VALUE OF PSI, CALCULATES CORRESPONDING
VALUE OF DELTA, A MEASURE OF ERROR
♦)
BEGIN (* PROC DELTACALC ♦)
DELTA := (S - SPRED(ENN,ALPHAJ>SI))/SPRED(ENN,ALPHA4"SI)
END; (♦ PROC DELTACALC *)

PROCEDURE MEANDELTACALC ( ALPHA: REAL;
VAR ENN, MEANDELTA, SIGMA: REAL;
PRINT: BOOLEAN);
(* GIVEN A VALUE OF ENN AND SPRED, YIELDS A MEANDELTA BY READING
THROUGH SOFPSI VALUES, REPEATEDLY CALCULATING DELTA VALUES,
STORING THEM IN AN ACCUMULATOR, AND THEN CALCULATING A MEAN;
ALSO CALCULATES SIGMA. *)
VAR DELTASUM, DELTA, DEVSQRS, SUMDEVSQRS: REAL;
I: INTEGER;
BEGIN (♦ PROC MEANDELTACALC ♦)
MEANDELTA := 0;
DELTASUM := 0;
DEVSQRS := 0;
SUMDEVSQRS := 0;
FOR I := 1 TO NDATAPTS DO
BEGIN (* DELTASUM ACCUMULATION *)
DELTACALC (ENN,ALPHA4)ELTAJ>SI[I],S[I]);
DELTASUM := DELTASUM + DELTA
END;
MEANDELTA := DELTASUM/NDATAPTS;
MEANDELTA := ABS(MEANDELTA);
FOR I := 1 TO NDATAPTS DO
BEGIN (♦ SIGMA CALCULATION *)
DELTACALC (ENN,ALPHAX)ELTAJ>SI[I],S[I]);
DEVSQRS := SQR(DELTA) - SQR(MEANDELTA);
SUMDEVSQRS := SUMDEVSQRS + DEVSQRS
END;
SIGMA := SQRT(SUMDEVSQRS/NDATAPTS)
END; (* PROC MEANDELTACALC ♦)

PROCEDURE MEANDELTAPRDSrr ( ALPHA: REAL;

VAR ENN, MEANDELTA, SIGMA: REAL;
PRINT: BOOLEAN);
(* PERFORMS SAME PROCEDURE AS PROC MEANDELTACALC, BUT ADDITIONALLY
PRINTS RESULTS OF FINAL ENN ITERATION, INCLUDING DELTA(PSI) VALUES,
ENNOPT, AND SIGMA*)
VAR DELTASUM, DELTA, DEVSQRS, SUMDEVSQRS: REAL;
I: INTEGER;
BEGIN (* PROC MEANDELTAPRINT *)

IF PRINT THEN
WRITELNC PSI
S
SPRED
DELTA’);
MEANDELTA := 0;
DELTASUM := 0;
DEVSQRS ;= 0;
SUMDEVSQRS := 0;
FOR I := 1 TO NDATAPTS DO
BEGIN (♦ DELTASUM ACCUMULATION *)
DELTACALC (ENN^PHAX>ELTAJ>SI[I],S[I]);
DELTASUM := DELTASUM + DELTA
END;
MEANDELTA := DELTASUM/NDATAPTS;
MEANDELTA := ABS(MEANDELTA);
FOR I := 1 TO NDATAPTS DO
BEGIN (♦ SIGMA CALCULATION *)
DELTACALC (ENN^PHAJDELTAJ>SI[I],S[I]);
DEVSQRS := SQR(DELTA) - SQR(MEANDELTA);
SUMDEVSQRS := SUMDEVSQRS + DEVSQRS;
IF PRINT THEN
BEGIN
WRITE (PSI[I]:5:3,’ ’,S[I]:5:3; •);
WRITELN (SPRED(ENNALPHAJ>SI[I]):5:3; ’,DELTA:5:3)
END
END;
SIGMA := SQRT(SUMDEVSQRS/NDATAPTS);
IF PRINT THEN
BEGIN
WRITELN (•SIGMA=’,SIGMA:7:5,’ ABSMEANDELTA=’^ANDELTA:7:5);
WRITELN ('OPTIMAL ENN VALUE =’, ENN:7:6);
WRITELN (’OPTIMAL ALPHA VALUE =’, ALPHA:7:6)
END
END; (♦ PROC MEANDELTAPRINT *)
^ :tc *** 4c

*!((*** ifc

3|c

:|c ifi

**

Xc

* ifc ik ♦

♦♦♦ 4c ifc :(c

:(c :(c :tc 4c *** :|c

ifi 4c

^

PROCEDURE ENNITER (VAR
ALPHA,ENN1 ,ENN23NNMIN,ENNMAX,DELTA1 .DELTA2,SIGMA: REAL;
PRINT: BOOLEAN);
(* EXECUTES REST OF ITERATIONS: COMPARES DELTAl AND DELTA2;
RECOMPUTES ENN’S AND DELTA’S, CALLS MEANDELTACALC, FOR
WHICHEVER OF ENNl OR ENN2 IS REQUIRED.
♦)
VAR MEANDELTA, ENN: REAL;
BEGIN (* PROC ITER*)
IF (DELTA2 > DELTAl)
THEN BEGIN
ENNMAX := ENN2;
ENN2 := ENNl;
ENNl := ENNMIN + (0.382)*(ENNMAX - ENNMIN);
DELTA2 := DELTAl;
DELTAl := 0;
ENN := ENNL
MEAI^ELTACALC(ALPHA3NN>1EANDELTA,SIGMAJ>RINT);
DELTAl := MEANDELTA
END (* IF DELTA2 > DELTAl *)
ELSE BEGIN (♦ IF DELTAl > DELTA2 *)
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ENNMIN := ENNl;
ENNl :=ENN2;
ENN2 := ENNMIN + (0.618)*(ENNMAX - ENNMIN);
DELTAl := DELTA2;
DELTA2 := 0;
ENN := ENN2;
MEANDELTACALC (ALPHA3NN>IEANDELTA,SIGMAJ>RINT);
DELTA2 := MEANDELTA
END (♦ IF DELTA2 > DELTAl *)
END; (* PROC ENNITER ♦)

PROCEDURE ENNITERPCVAR
ALPHA,ENN1,ENN2^NNMIN,ENNMAX,DELTA1X)ELTA2,SIGMA: REAL;
PRINT: BOOLEAN);
(♦ EXECUTES LAST OF ITERATIONS; OTHERWISE SAME AS ENNITER
EXCEPT CALLS MEANDELTAPRINT *)
VAR MEANDELTA, ENN: REAL;
BEGIN (* PROC ENNITERP *)
IF (DELTA2 > DELTAl)
THEN BEGIN
ENNMAX := ENN2;
ENN2 := ENNl;
ENNl := ENNMIN + (0.382)*(ENNMAX - ENNMIN);
DELTA2 := DELTAl;
DELTAl := 0;
ENN := ENNl;
MEANDELTAPRINT (ALPHA,ENN,MEANDELTA,SIGMA4^RINT);
DELTAl := MEANDELTA
END (♦ IF DELTA2 > DELTAl *)
ELSE BEGIN (* IF DELTAl > DELTA2 *)
ENNMIN := ENNl;
ENNl :=ENN2;
ENN2 := ENNMIN + (0.618)*(ENNMAX - ENNMIN);
DELTAl := DELTA2;
DELTA2 := 0;
ENN := ENN2’
MEAI^ELTAPRINT (ALPHA,ENN,MEANDELTA,SIGMAJ>RINT);
DELTA2 := MEANDELTA
END (♦ IF DELTA2 > DELTAl *)
END; (♦ PROC ENNITERP *)

PROCEDURE ENNITER1(VAR
ALPHA JENN1,ENN2,ENNMIN,ENNMAX.DELTA1.DELTA2,SIGMA:REAL;
PRINT: BOOLEAN);
(* EXECUTES 1ST ITERATION: CALCULATES ENN13NN2; CALLS MEANDELTACALC
FOR BOTH ENNl AND ENN2; SETS UP FOR PROC ENNITER ♦)
VAR MEANDELTA, ENN: REAL;
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BEGIN (♦ PROC ENNITERl *)
DELTAl := 0;
DELTA2 := 0;
ENNl := ENNMIN + (0.382)*(ENNMAX - ENNMIN);
ENN :=ENN1;
MEANDELTAPRINT (ALPHA,ENN,MEANDELTA,SIGMAJ>RINT);
DELTAl :=MEANDELTA;
ENN2 := ENNMIN + (0.618)*(ENNMAX - ENNMIN);
ENN := ENN2;
MEANDELTAPRINT (ALPHA3NN,MEANDELTA,SIGMAJ>RINT);
DELTA2 ;= MEANDELTA
END; (* PROC ENNITERl *)

PROCEDURE ENNSPHERE (
ALPHA: REAL;
PRINT; BOOLEAN;
VAR SIGMA: REAL);
(* FOR A VALUE OF ALPHA, INITIATES A SINGLE GOLDEN SECTION SEARCH TO FIND
ENNOPT AND ASSOCIATED SIGMA *)
VAR ENNNITER: INTEGER;
BEGIN
ENNMIN := ENNMINRANGE;
ENNMAX := ENNMAXRANGE;
ENNITERl (ALPHA,ENN1,ENN2,ENNMIN,ENNMAX,DELTA1 X)ELTA2,SIGMAJ>RINT);
ENNNITER := 1;
FOR ENNNITER := 1 TO (NITERS-1) DO
ENNITER (ALPHA,ENN1 ,ENN2,ENNMIN,ENNMAX.DELTA1 J)ELTA2,SIGMA,PRENrr);
IF PRINT THEN
ENNITERP (ALPHA^NNI ,ENN23NNMIN,ENNMAX,DELTA1 JDELTA2,SIGMA,PRINT)
ELSE
ENNITER (ALPHA3NN13NN23NNMIN,ENNMAXJ)ELTA1,DELTA2.SIGMA,PRINT)
END; (* OF PROC ENNSPHERE *)
^

% 4c

:|c 4c :ic :fc :fc :ic % 9)iV|c :fi i(c 4(:(i %

% 4c :|c !|( 9|( % %

!f< % % % )|< 3ft % ifc ift

9|>

!fi 4c ift %

% >t< 3t> * % % % ^

PROCEDURE ALPHAITER (VAR ALPHAl,ALPHA2,ALPHAMINw\LPHAMAX,SIGMAl,SIGMA2:
REAL;
PRINT: BOOLEAN);
(* EXECUTES REST OF ITERATIONS *)
VAR SIGMA. ALPHA: REAL;
BEGIN (♦ PROC ALPHAITER *)
IF (SIGMA2 > SIGMAl)
THEN BEGIN
ALPHAMAX := ALPHA2;
ALPHA2 := ALPHAl;
ALPHAl := ALPHAMIN + (0.382)*(ALPHAMAX - ALPHAMIN);
SIGMA2 := SIGMAl;
SIGMAl := 0;
ALPHA := ALPHAl;
ENNSPHERE (ALPHAJ>RINT,SIGMA);
SIGMAl := SIGMA

END (♦ IF SIGMA2 > SIGMAl ♦)
ELSE BEGIN (* IF SIGMAl > SIGMA2 *)
ALPHAMIN := ALPHAl;
ALPHAl :=ALPHA2;
ALPHA2 := ALPHAMIN + (0.618)*(ALPHAMAX - ALPHAMIN);
SIGMAl := SIGMA2;
SIGMA2 := 0;
ALPHA := ALPHA2;
ENNSPHERE (ALPHA^RINT.SIGMA);
SIGMA2 := SIGMA
END; (* IF SIGMA2 > SIGMAl ♦)
END; (♦ PROG ALPHATTER *)

^

9(< * ifc

* Sk 41ik it< i(< % i|t * 9t< 3(< % % % ♦ 9|c 9t< itc % ifc * 3|<

* % 3f< % ifc ]|t % 9t(

4c 4e

4c

:|c 4(:|c :|c 4c 4c

9|c i|< ifi

PROCEDURE ALPHAITERl (VAR
ALPHAl ^PHA2,ALPHAMIN,ALPHAMAX,SIGMA1 ,SIGMA2:REAL;
PRINT: BOOLEAN);
(* EXECUTES 1ST OUTSIDE ITERATION ♦)
VAR SIGMA, ALPHA: REAL;
BEGIN (♦ PROC ALPHAITERl *)
PRINT := TRUE;
SIGMAl := 0;
SIGMA2 := 0;
ALPHAl := ALPHAMIN + (0.382)*(ALPHAMAX - ALPHAMIN);
ALPHA := ALPHAl;
ENNSPHERE (ALPHAJ>RINT,SIGMA);
SIGMAl := SIGMA;
ALPHA2 := ALPHAMIN + (0.618)*(ALPHAMAX - ALPHAMIN);
ALPHA := ALPHA2;
ENNSPHERE (ALPHA,PRINT,SIGMA);
SIGMA2 := SIGMA
END; (* PROC ALPHAITERl *)
^:^4ca|c4c4(4(4<4c4<4(4<4c4i4(4<4c4(4c4c4c4c4c4c4c4c4c4c4c4c4c4<4>4(4>4t4i4c4c4c4(4(4t4t4i4c4c4c4c4i4c4<4<4c4c4«4t4(4‘4c4c4c4c^

BEGIN (* MAIN PROGRAM *)
(♦ INITIALIZING SOFPSI ARRAYS *)
FOR I := 1 TO NDATAPTS DO
BEGIN
PSI[I] := 0;
sm := 0
END;
(* READING IN SOFPSI DATA ♦)
WRITELN (TSI
S’);
RESET (SOFPSI);
FOR I := 1 TO NDATAPTS DO
BEGIN
READ (SOFPSI, PSI[I], S[I]);
READLN (SOFPSI);
WRITE (PSI[I]:5:3,’
',S[I]:5:3);
WRITELN
END;

^
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(♦ MAIN SEQUENCE ♦)
PRINT := TRUE;
ALPHAMIN := ALPHAMINRANGE;
ALPHAMAX := ALPHAMAXRANGE;
ALPHATTERl (ALPHAl^PHA2,ALPHAMIN^PHAMAX,SIGMA1 ,SIGMA2J>RINT);
ALPHANITER := 1;
ALPHANITERS := 1;
FOR ALPHANITER := 1 TO (NITERS - 1) DO BEGIN
ALPHAITER(ALPHA1,ALPHA2,ALPHAMIN^PHAMAX,SIGMA1,SIGMA2J>RINT);
ALPHANITERS :=ALPHANITERS + 1
END;
WRITELN CRESULTS ARE THOSE OF THE LAST OF, ALPHANITERS,’ ITERATIONS’);
WRITELN (’ OF ALPHA GOLDEN SECTION SEARCH:’);
ALPHATTER (ALPHAl ,ALPHA2w\LPHAMIN,ALPHAMAX,SIGMAl ,SIGMA2 J>RINT);
WRITELN
END.
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